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ABSTRACT
The Frobisher-Alida interval is a subsurface, marker-defined unit,
one of several units designated for rocks of the Madison Group
(Mississippian) in the Williston Basin of North Dakota.

The Frobisher-

Alida conformably overlies the Tilston interval and is conformably
overlain by the Ratcliffe interval.

1t attains a maximum thickness of a

little over 400 feet (123 m) and thins to an erosional edge along the
eastern margin of the Basin.
The Frobisher-Alida is composed of limestones, dolomitic
limestones, and dolostones of the Mission Canyon Formation and
anhydrites of the overlying Charles Formation which exist in a complex
facies relationship within the interval.

Thin-section and core analyses

indicates the presence of eight lithofacies:

skeletal wackestone and

packstone, skeletal grainstone, calcisphere wackestone and packstone,
intraclast grainstone, fenestral wackestone and packstone, pisolite ooid
wackestone and grainstone, dolomudstone, and anhydrite.

These

lithofacies were deposited in open marine, protected marine, and
restricted marine envirorunents, tidal flats, coastal sabkhas, and inner
sabkha salt pans.

The marginal marine and sabkha environments existed

in a digitate morphology instead of parallel, linear, environmental
belts common in other paleogeographic models.

The Frobisher-Alida

interval represents a lime mud to sabkha cycle deposited during a
regression of the Madison sea in the Williston Basin.

This regression

was part of several transgressive-regressive cycles evident in the
Madison Group.
xv

Eogenetic, mesogenetic, and telogenetic stages of diagenesis
affected rocks of the Frobisher-Alida interval.

Internal sediments,

some calcite cement types, and dolomite replacement by evaporative
pumping and seepage refluxion occurred during eogenetic stage
diagenesis.

Other calcite cement types, sulphate and saddle dolomite

cement, pressure solution, some dissolution, and mineral replacement by
anhydrite and some dolomite occurred during mesogenetic stage
diagenesis.

Some dissolution, calcite cementation, and dolomite

replacement may have been the result of telogenetic stage diagenesis,
possibly involving the mixing of connate and telogenetic meteoric
waters.

xvi

INTRODUCTION
General Statement
The Frobisher-Alida interval is a subsurface, marker-defined unit
based on recognizable deflections recorded on oil well logs.

The term

"interval" is not recognized as a formal stratigraphic unit in the
Stratigraphic Code of the North American Commission on Stratigraphic
Nomenclature (1983);

as it is a useful unit accepted by both geologists

of the North Dakota Geological Survey and the petroleum industry in
North Dakota, the informal use of this term is retained in this study.
The name "Frobisher-Alida" was derived from the Frobisher and Alida
oilfields of southern Saskatchewan (Saskatchewan Geological Society,
1956).

The use of the name "Frobisher-Alida" is generally confined to

the North Dakota part of the Williston Basin.

The Frobisher-Alida is

one interval of several designated for the Madison Group (Mississippian)
of the Williston Basin by the North Dakota Geological Society (Smith,
1960).

In ascending order, the intervals are the Bottineau, Tilston,

Frobisher-Alida, Ratcliffe, and Poplar (Fig. 1).

The Frobisher-Alida is

bounded above by a prominent gamma-ray kick that marks the base of the
Ratcliffe interval, and below by a distinctive gamma-ray and resistivity
kick that marks the top of the Tilston interval.
Within the Frobisher-Alida interval, a number of facies exist in
the Mission Canyon Formation and evaporites of the overlying Charles

-1-

-2-

Figure 1.

Intervals of the Madison Group with boundaries shown in
relation to typical gamma-ray and resistivity profiles.
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(Sando,

Coral zonation within carbonates of the Madison Group

1978;

Sando and Mamet, 1981) indicates an Osagean to Meramecian

age for the Frobisher-Alida.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the depositional and
diagenetic environments and the diagenetic history represented in the
rocks of the Frobisher-Alida interval.

Characterization of the porosity

within the interval is included in the study and is found in the thinsection descriptions of Appendix D.
Major oil-producing zones are located in the Frobisher-Alida
interval.

Gerhard and others (1978) proposed that subaerial exposure

and subsequent weathering were significant components of porosity
development in carbonate rocks of the interval in the Glenburn Field,
Renville and Bottineau Counties, North Dakota.

Evaluation of the model

of Gerhard and others (1978) and proposal of alternative processresponse models of porosity development in the Frobisher-Alida are also
included.
Area of Study
The Frobisher-Alida interval and its equivalents can be traced
throughout the Williston Basin within Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and North
Dakota.

This study is confined to the northwestern quarter of North

Dakota in an area (Fig. 2) of about 11,000 square miles (28,20U sq.
km.).
Regional Setting
The Williston Basin is a structural and sedimentary basin.

A

thickness of approximately 16,000 feet (4,900 m) of sedimentary rocks

-5-

Figure 2.

Location of the area of study within North Dakota.
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AREA OF STUDY

-7occurs in the deepest part of the Basin in McKenzie County, North Dakota
(Gerhard and others, 1982).

Every geologic system of the Phanerozoic is

represented in the Basin (Carlson and Anderson, 1965).

A major

structural feature of north-central North America, this intracratonic
basin covers approximately 52,260 square miles (134,000 sq. km.) and
underlies major parts of Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota, and
the southern parts of Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
During Cambrian times, the Williston Basin area was an embayment of
a larger, shallow sea on the Cordilleran shelf;

development as a

structural basin commenced during Middle Ordovician time (Gerhard and
others, 1982).

By Mississippian time, subsidence of this basin

increased markedly, allowing an increase in sediment accumulation.

The

thickest accumulation of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks was deposited
during the Mississippian, accounting for 2,500 feet (762 m) of the
Paleozoic section (Carlson and Anderson, 1965).
The Mission Canyon in the Williston Basin was deposited in a
shallow epeiric sea with lagoonal and coastal sabkha environments at the
margins (Lindsay and Roth, 1982).

Ballard (1963) noted westward

thickening of the Paleozoic rocks west of a hinge line he located at
approximately the 100th meridian.
Detailed data on structures that may have affected Frobisher-Alida
sedimentation are unavailable.

Thinning of strata over the Nesson

anticline (Fig. 3) is evident (S. B. Anderson, oral comm., 1979).
Isopach mapping by Eastwood (1961) and Ballard (1963) of the FrobisherAlida interval along its eastern extent revealed a series of elongate
northeast to southwest-trending thick areas or "noses" composed of

-8-

Figure 3.

Location of structural features in the North Dakota Williston
Basin.
(Adapted from Anderson and Bluemle, 1982).
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-10carbonate and anhydrite (Figs. 4 and 5).

Ballard suggested anhydrite

flowage or carbonate bank development as possible mechanisms that
produced these "noses".

Structure contouring of the top of the

rrobisher-Alida (Fig. 6) in the study area shows that the interval
occurs at depths from 1700 ft (519 m) to 7,100 ft (2168 m) below sea
level.
Review of Nomenclature
Peale (1893) described the Carboniferous strata cropping out in the
vicinity of Three Forks, Montana, and subdivided them into the Madison
and Quadrant Formations.

He subdivided the Madison Formation into a

lower, even-bedded, "Laminated Limestone", a middle, massively layered
"Massive Limestone", and an upper, massively bedded "Jaspery Limestone".
Paleontological studies indicated the Madison to be of "Lower
Carboniferous" age.
The Madison was given group status by Collier and Cathcart (1922)
who studied the Madison in the Little Rocky Mountains of Montana.

They

subdivided the Madison into the Lodgepole Limestone and the overlying
Mission Canyon Limestone.

A more complete discussion of Madison

terminology used in southwestern ~.ontana was given by Holland (1952, p.
1702-1704).
Seager (1942) described the stratigraphic sequence in a well on the
Cedar Creek anticline in southeastern Montana.

He introduced J n e w

term, "Charles", to describe a series of interbedded limestone,
dolomite, anhydrite, and shale

between the Madison Group and the Kibbey

Formation of the Big Snowy Group.

Seager considered the widespread

occurrence of porous zones in the upper part of the Madison to be an

-11-

Figure 4.

Isopach map of carbonate within the Frobisher-Alida interval.
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Figure 5.

Isopach map of anhydrite within the Frobisher-Alida interval.
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Figure 6.

Structure on top of the Frobisher-Alida interval.
sea level.

Datum is

-17indication of a break in the record.

On this basis, he incorporated the

Charles as a "basal member" in the Big Snowy Group instead of the
Madison.
Sloss and Moritz (1951) noted the resemblance of the dolomite of
the Madison in southwestern Montana to the dolomite of the Charles
Formation of central Montana, and proposed that the Charles Formation be
included within the Madison Group.

They continued to use the Mission

Canyon and Lodgepole as formations of the Madison below the Charles.
Thomas (1954, p. 136) reported that the Lodgepole, Mission Canyon,
and Charles terms were applied to the subsurface of the Williston Basin
in 1953 by the Geological Society of Saskatchewan.

Thomas (1954)

studied the Mississippian of the northeastern Williston Basin and
proposed, as subdivisions of the Mission Canyon, the M.C. 1 through M.C.
5 "members" (Fig. 7), based on silt zones that terminated what he
interpreted as depositional cycles within the limestones.

Fuller (1956)

indicated that correlation of Thomas' "members" with the type sections
of the Mission Canyon in Montana did not seem feasible.
Porter (1955) suggested four units within the Madison in the
Williston Basin, in ascending order, as the "Lodgepole", the "Mission
Canyon'', a light colored, pseudo-oolitic or algal limestone unit, and
the "Charles".

He indicated that the pseudo-oolitic limestone was

sufficiently different from the bioclastic "Mission Canyon" to warrant
separation.
Anderson and Nelson (1956) subdivided the Mission Canyon Formation
into the "Lower Mission Canyon", the "Middle anhydrite zone", and the
"Upper Mission Canyon".

They indicated that this subdivision

-18-

Figure 7.

Partial stratigraphic nomenclature chart for the
Mississippian of the Williston Basin.
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-20better illustrated the effects of structure and erosion on the Mission
Canyon.
Fuller (1956) dropped the names Lodgepole Formation and Mission
Canyon Formation and substituted for them "Lower" and "Upper" Madison
limestone, respectively, and called the Charles Formation the "Charles
evaporites".

He also subdivided the "Upper Madison Limestone", in

ascending order, into the "M. C. 1 limestone" and "M. C. 2 anhydrite", the
"Forget-Nottingham limestone", the "Hastings-Frobisher beds", the
"Midale beds", and the "Ratcliffe beds".
The Saskatchewan Geological Society (1956) published a subdivision
scheme, utilizing the marker-bed concept, that they thought was useable
for rock correlations in southern Saskatchewan and Manitoba, as well as
in North Dakota and Montana.

The term "beds" was chosen to avoid

confusion with usage of the term "formation" as defined by the American
Commission of Stratigraphic Nomenclature (1956).

The strata of the

Madison were divided, in ascending order, into the Souris Valley,
Tilston, Frobisher-Alida, Midale, Ratcliffe, and Poplar "beds".
usage of the name Frobisher-Alida started then.

Wide

The top of the

Frobisher-Alida was set at an argillaceous, dolomitic limestone
subjacent to Fuller's (1956) Frobisher evaporite.
Harrison and Flood (1957) subdivided the Mission Canyon and Charles
Formations, on the basis of marker beds, into the MC-1 through MC- 5 and
C-1 through C-8 units, respectively.

This scheme followed somewhat Llie

scheme of Thomas (1954) with a number of revised correlations.

They

indicated, however, that their correlations were viable only in the
northeastern part of the Williston Basin and that extension of their

-21marker beds broke down southwestward into the Basin center.
Anderson (1958) subdivided the Mission Canyon Formation into the
MC-1 through MC-3 units and the Charles Formation, in ascending order,
into the Hastings-Frobisher beds, the Midale beds, the Ratcliffe beds,
and the Poplar beds.

He also suggested, informally, that the Mission

Canyon and Charles Formations might be more appropriately called
"magnafacies" or "gross lithologic belts which transgress time"
(following the terminology of Caster, 1934).
Smith (1960) proposed a nomenclatorial revision for the
Mississippian Madison Group in the Williston Basin.

The names used by

the Saskatchewan Geological Society (1956) were retained, except for the
term "Souris Valley" which was replaced by the term "Bottineau".

He

also dropped the term "bed" and replaced it with the term '.'interval".
Boundaries of these intervals were based on deflections or markers seen
on oil-well logs, not on lithology, and

Smith noted that these marker-

defined intervals traversed the boundaries of the facies within the
Madison Group.

In addition, two subintervals were added, the Rival

subinterval at the top of the Frobisher-Alida interval, and the Midale
subinterval, at the base of the Ratcliffe interval.

Although they had

been previously designated as formations, the Lodgepole, Mission Canyon,
and Charles were considered as facies by Smith, based on the complex
stratigraphy of the Madison Group.
Eastwood (1961) subdivided the Frobisher-Alida interval into
informal units in ascending order, the lower limestone unit, the
anhydritic unit, the upper limestone unit, and the Rival subinterval.
The "upper limestone unit" is referred to as the "State A Zone"

-22(Harrison and Flood, 1957, p. 41) by geologists of the North Dakota
Geological Survey.

In this report, the term "State A" is used in lieu

of the term "upper limestone unit".

Also used in this report i.s the

Madison Group terminology of Bluemle and others (1980) in which the
Lodgepole, Mission Canyon, and Charles are treated as formations of the
Madison Group.
Stratigraphy
Carbonate and evaporite rocks of the Tilston interval (Fig. 8)
underlie the Frobisher-Alida interval in the Williston Basin.

In the

eastern part of the Basin, the intervals are separated by an anhydrite
bed, the T-2 unit of Himebaugh (1979).

Toward the Basin center the two

intervals cannot be differentiated as a result of the thinning and
subsequent loss of the T-2 unit.
western limit of the T-2 unit.

The 102nd meridian is the approximate
The Tilston interval is composed of

marine carbonate (collectively called the T-1 unit by Himebaugh, 1979)
and is capped by widespread supratidal anhydrite (the T-2 unit) and
elastics (Himebaugh, 1979).
Sonic, gamma-ray, spontaneous-potential, and resistivity logs were
used for log correlation purposes, to determine thicknesses, to
delineate structures, and as an indication of gross lithologies within
the rrobisher-Alida interval.

The gamma-ray profiles are used for

delimiting informal units (Fig. 9);

however, the base of the trobisher-

Alida has not been determined (by physical means) in the central area ol
the Basin due to the lack of a suitable marker to differentiate it from
the Tilston interval.

The top of the Frobisher-Alida interval is marked

at the base of a prominent gamma-ray profile that indicates the base of

-23-

Figure 8.

Typical spontaneous-potential and resistivity log of the
Mission Canyon and Charles Formations of the Madison Group.
Also shown are the informal subdivisions of Eastwood (1961).
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Figure 9.

Terminology and typical logs of the Madison Group in the
central area of the Williston Basin (modified from Carlson
and Anderson, 1966, p. 5).
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-27the Ratcliffe interval.
The Frobisher-Alida interval thins from a little over 400 feet in
western Renville and Ward Counties, to an erosional edge in the eastern
part of the Williston Basin.

Farther west, the Frobisher-Alida interval

can not be differentiated from the Tilston interval because of the loss
of the T-2 unit.

Therefore, the maximum thickness of the Frobisher-

Alida is unknown.
The Frobisher-Alida interval is composed of carbonates and
evaporites in a complex relationship (Fig. 10).

The carbonates are

thicker in a direction toward the Basin center with a consequent
decrease in thickness of the evaporite strata.

The lower limestone unl.t

of the Frobisher-Alida varies in thickness from an erosional edge in the
eastern part of the Basin to a little over 400 feet in western Renville
County where it comprises the entire stratigraphic section of the
Frobisher-Alida (Fig. 4).

The anhydrite unit varies in thickness from a

depositional pinchout on the west to a maximum of over 200 feet
(Eastwood, 1961) in eastern Bottineau County (Fig. 5), before thinning
to an erosional edge in the eastern part of the Basin.

Isopach maps of

the lower limestone unit and the anhydritic unit (Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively) also show alternating thick and thin "noses" of each unit.
When the isopach map of the anhydrite is superimposed on the carbonate
isopach map, thick anhydrite strata are found to overlie thinner
carbonate strata, and thin anhydrite strata are found to overlie thicker
carbonate strata.

The maximum westward extent of the anhydritic unit is

eastern Mountrail County.

The "State A" marker bed varies in thickness

from 5-15 feet, and the Rival subinterval varies in thickness from

-28-

figure 10.

Generalized cross-section of the Madison group showing
facies relationships and intervals of the Lodgepole,
Mission Canyon and Charles Formations (Gerhard and others,
1982, p. 1001, used with permission).
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-3025-55 feet.
Limestone and dolostone are Lhe predominant rock types of the
Vrobisher-Alida interval, except in the eastern portion of the Hasln
where anhydrite comprises a significant portion of the interval.

In the

central area of the Basin, the interval consists of fossiliferous, gray,
gray-brown, and dark brown limestone, dolomitic limestone, or dolostone,
In the eastern part of the study area, toward the Basin margin, the
limestone of the Frobisher-Alida is mor-e fragrnental and peloidal, and
somewhat pisolitic and oolitic,

This limestone also contains minor

amounts of argillaceous, sucrosic dolomite, and anhydrite.

The

fragmental limestone beds are sparsely fossiliferous to nonfossiliferous.
Near the eastern edge of its occurrence, the middle and uppermost
sections of the Frobisher-Alida are composed of anhydrite and fine- to
medium-grained limestone and sucrosic dolostone,

Within the anhydrite

of this part of the interval, a quartzose sandstone, the "Kisbey
sandstone", occurs in the northeastern portion of the Basin in
southeastern Saskatchewan (Fuller, 1956),

The sandstone is irregular

and not persistent, reaches a maximum thickness of 15 feet (4,6 m), and
has produced commercial quantities of hydrocarbons (Fuller, 1956),
Below the anhydrite and dolostone, described above, are anhydritic,
light brown to grayish-brown limestones and, oolitic, pisolitic,
fragmental, dark to medium brown limestones.

Intercalated with these

limestones are sparsely fossiliferous to non-fossiliferous, light brown
to buff colored limestones,

-31Conformably overlying the Frobisher-Alida interval is a thick unit
of alternating beds of dolomitic limestone, anhydrite, and shale known
as the Ratcliffe interval (Fig. 8).

At the base of this interval is a

30-foot-thick (9 m) unit of dolomitic limestone known as the Midale
subinterval,

the base of which is taken as the top of the Frobisher-

Alida.
Where erosion has removed the overlying Ratcliffe interval, one of
Lhree f orrnat ions unconf ormably overlies the Frobisher-Alida interval.
The oldest of these formations is the Pennsylvanian Tyler Formation
which overlies the Frobisher-Alida in the southern part of North Dakota
(Fig.

11).

ln the northern third of the subcrop,

the Triassic Spearfish

Formation unconformably overlies the Frobisher-Alida, and the Jurassic
Piper Formation unconformably overlies the Frobisher-Alida in the
central part of the subcrop.

-32-

Figure 11.

Age and areal extent of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks
overlying the subcrop portion of the Frobisher-Alida
interval (Adapted from Anderson, 1974, and unpublished
maps of W. L. Moore).
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Methods
The major portion of this study utilized cores on file at the
Wilson M. Laird Core and Sample Library of the North Dakota Geological
Survey located on the campus of the University of North Dakota, Grand
forks.

Thirty separate cores of differing stratigraphic positions and

length were examined from the Frobisher-Alida interval within the study
area (Fig. 12).

Emphasis was placed on those cores which penetrated the

upper 50-75 feet (15-23 m) of the carbonates below the anhydritic unit
of the interval.
General petrographic procedures included the examination of core
slabs with a handlens and a reflecting light microscope and the study of
acetate peels made from etched surfaces of the core slabs.

Five hundred

thin-sections were prepared for analysis of microfacies and diagenetic
features.
system;

Core slabs and thin-sections were numbered using a binomial
e.g., thin section 3944-3904.5 is from NDGS well No. 3944 at a

depth of 3904.5 feet below Kelly bushing.

All thin-sections and core

slabs were described according to the classification schemes of Dunham
(1962) for the carbonates and Maiklem and others (1969) for the
anhydrites.

Stratification is given in the terminology of McKee and

Weir (1953).

The alizarin red "S" staining technique described by

~riedman (1959) and cathodoluminescence were also used in thin-section
pe trography.

A JEOL 35C Scanning Electron Microscope/Microprobe system

was utilized for high resolution studies, photography, and qua~titative
and qualitative geochemical analysis of selected samples.

A Phillips x-

ray diffractometer was also utilized for mineralogical analysis of some
s amples.
-34-
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Figure 12.

Location map of wells from which cores of the FrobisherAlida interval were taken and used in this study.
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-37Numerous samples, in the Carbonate Studies Laboratory (CSL)
collection, from modern depositional environments and ancient strata
were compared with the Frobisher-Alida samples.

A phase of this study

consisted of a coring program and petrographic study of subaerially
exposed carbonates on St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands.

The St. Croix

samples, curated into the CSL, were utilized for study of modern,
subaerially altered carbonates as a possible analog of certain
Frobisher-Alida strata.
Lastly, more than 300 well logs on file with the North Dakota
Geological Survey were used in this study to determine tops of the named
intervals and subintervals and to obtain data for the construction of
isopach (figs. 4 and 5) and structure (Fig. 6) maps of the FrobisherAlida interval.

These data are tabulated in Appendices A and B.

LITHOFACIES DESCRIPTIONS
Introduction
Eight lithofacies have been distinguished within the upper parts of
the lower limestone unit and the lowermost parts of the anhydritic unit
of the Frobisher-Alida interval.

The lithofacies were determined from

petrographic analysis of core slabs and thin-sections.

The criteria

used to distinguish the lithofacies were the presence of skeletal and
non-skeletal allochems, relative abundance of these constituents,
associations of these constituents, and the types of primary sedimentary
structures.

Significant allochems or distinctive sedimentary features

are used as modifiers in defining each of the lithofacies.
Orthochemical constituents (e.g. cements) were also helpful in
designating the lithofacies.

The orthochemical constituents and other

diagnostic features are described in more detail within the chapter on
diagenesis.
Skeletal Wackestone and Packstone
The skeletal wackestone and packstone lithofacies is
stratigraphically the lowest lithofacies observed in this study.

This

lithofar·ies is composed of medium-brown to light-brown, slightly
laminati ·d, bioturbated, and argillaceous wackestone and packsLone (Fig.
13A).

Within the eastern part of the Basin, this lithofacies is light

brown and contains small amounts of argillaceous material.

In the Basin

center, the rocks are markedly darker and contain greater amounts of
argillaceous material.
The skeletal wackestone and packstone lithofacies is thick to very

-38-
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Figure 13.

Skeletal Wackestone and Packstone Lithofacies.

A)

Photograph of a large, intact brachiopod in wackestone
fabric.
Core no. 1024-7214.8.

B)

Photomicrograph showing echinoderm columnal (A), early
growth stage of a rugose coral (B), and a brachiopod
fragment (C). Thin-section no. 3944-3904.5. Length of bar
is 0.5 mm.

-41thick-bedded.

In the central area of the Basin, repetitions of thick to

very thick-bedded wackestone to packstone occur.

In the lower parts of

the lithofacies the repetitions of wackestone to packstone are well
defined;

however, higher up in the lithofacies the repetitions become

less well defined.
Echinoderm allochems comprise the major skeletal fraction of this
lithofacies, and include pelmatozoan columnals, spines, and other
unidentifiable, disarticulated fragments.

Brachiopods are the next most

abundant allochem, and include whole and disarticulated valves (Fig.
l3B), valve fragments, and spines.
Less abundant allochems in this lithofacies are whole and broken
rugose corals as well as tabulate, syringoporoid corals.
contain abundant corals.

Some zones

Some corallites are up to 7 cm in diameter and

are greater in length than the diameter of the core (about 10 cm).

The

corals are found in both growth position and in position of stable
repose.

Less abundant skeletal allochems include endothyrid

foraminiferids, ostracodes, and scolecodonts, which occur in bioturbated
and slightly burrowed carbonates of this lithofacies.
Peloids are present in low abundance in the lithofacies.

They are

small (0.5 mm), and are well-rounded, ellipsoidal, and irregular in
shape.
The matrix consists mostly of rnicrite and some microspar.
Compactional features consist of broken, in situ, horizontally-oriented,
shell fragments and rare penetrations of allochem fragments.

Pressure-

solution features are common and include "horsetail" microstylolite
swarms, microstylolites, and stylolites.
Dolomite occurs in the skeletal wackestone and packstone

-42lithofacies as euhedral rhombs of varying size and distributed
throughout the micrite matrix or along pressure solution zones.

Chert

nodules and "fronts" of silicification also occur.
Cement types present are syntaxial overgrowths, micrite, and spar
calcite.

Authigenic silica and anhydrite, in very small volumes, occur

as cement in some places.
Porosity is generally low in this lithofacies, particularly in the
wackestones.

Within the wackestones the porosity occurs as

intraparticle pores in some skeletal allocherns (e.g., chambers of
foraminiferids and interseptal areas of corals) and as intercrystal
pores in dolomitized rocks.

Moldic porosity is not as common in this

lithofacies as the above forms.

Some packstone fabrics contain

interparticle porosity.
Skeletal Grainstone
The skeletal grainstone lithofacies occurs interbedded with the
skeletal wackestone and packstone lithofacies.

This facies consists of

thick-bedded, medium-brown, medium-grained grainstones and intercalated
packstones.

Very thin cross-beds and cross-laminations occur in the

grainstones.
The skeletal allochems of the skeletal grainstone lithofacies
include echinoderm fragments, endothyrid f oraminif er ids, brachiopod
fragments, ostracodes, bryozoans, red algae, corals, mollusk f ~agments,
and unidentified fragments (Fig. 14).

The majority are well-rounded and

spheroidal to ellipsoidal shape.
Echinoderm fragments are the most abundant allochem.
common fragments are columnals and spines.

constituents are roughly of equal abundance.

The most

The remaining skeletal

Although a number of algal

-43types are present, only the solenoporacean, Parachaetetes, was
identified, appearing as hemispherical masses 1 cm or larger in size.
The non-skeletal allochems include peloids, intraclasts, and local
occurrences of ooids.
0.25 mm in diameter;

The peloids are irregularly shaped, and less than
differentiation from intraclasts is difficult for

some individual grains.
and ellipsoidal.

The smallest peloids tend to be well rounded

Many of the peloids occur concentrated within thin,

discontinuous laminae.

The intraclasts are small (mm-size) and rounded

to subrounded.
Three particular lithologies, each geographically restricted, occur
within the skeletal grainstone lithofacies.

In Bottineau County, a very

coarse grainstone lithology occurs and contains echinoderms, corals, red
algae, foraminif er ids, brachiopods, and bryozoan f rands.

Bryozoan

fragments are an important constituent in a lithology that occurs in
Ward County (Fig. 14B).

Within this bryozoan-rich grainstone, the

bryozoan fraction, consisting of encrusting and frond-like forms,
nearly equivalent in abundance to the echinoderm fraction.

is

Endothyrid

foraminiferids are also common.
An oolitic lithology in this lithofacies occurs in Divide County.
This lithology is composed of well-rounded skeletal fragments and
superficially- to fully-developed ooids (Fig. 14C) with a tangential
substructure.

Coatings on the ooids are 0.025 -

0.030 mm thick.

ooid cortices range from 0.050 - 0.120 mm in thickness.
average about 0.25 mm in size.

The

The ooids

The nuclei of the ooids consist of

either skeletal or non-skeletal allochems.

The ooids with a nucleus

consisting of a skeletal allochem are superficial in nature -- that is,
the ooid cortex comprises less the 2/3 of the entire grain.

The ooids

-44-

Figure 14.

Skeletal Grainstone Lithofacies.

A)

Photomicrograph of grainstone with solenoporacean alga,
Parachaetetes (A). Thin section no. 78-9015. Length of
bar is 0.5 cm.

B)

Photomicrograph of grainstone with bryozoans (A), mollusk
(B), and ostracode (C), thin-section no. 4097-6086.
Length
of bar is 0.5 mm.

C)

Photomicrograph of grainstone with ooid of tangential
substructure (A).
Note also the finely crystalline,
isopachous, bladed calcite (B) and equant calcite (C)
cements. Also present are endothyrid foraminiferids (D)
and echinoderm fragments (E). Thin-section no. 1024-7216.
Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

D)

Photomicrograph of micrite envelope on a skeletal allochern.
Note the distinct microboring (arrow) and irregular
thickness of the envelope. Thin-section no. 1024-7216.
Length of bar is 0.1 mm.

-45-
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-46with a peloid nucleus are generally fully developed since the ooid
cortex comprises more than 2/3 the grain diameter.
Many of the allochems in the skeletal grainstone lithofacies have
thinly- to thickly-developed (hundredths to tenths of a mm) micrite
envelopes and microboring structures (Fig. 14D).
developed on echinoderm and mollusk grains.

The envelopes are best

Internally the mollusk

grains consist of neomorphic, blocky, mosaic calcite.
The rock is well cemented with bladed and equant calcite and well
developed syntaxial overgrowths on echinoderm fragments.

Porosity is

negligible to non-existent.
Calcisphere Wackestone and Packstone
The calcisphere wackestone and packstone lithofacies is
intercalated in its lower part with the skeletal wackestone and
packstone lithofacies and in the upper part with a fenestral wackestone
and packstone lithofacies.

It consists of thin- to thick-bedded, medium

brown wackestones and packstones (Fig. 15).
Calcispheres, ostracodes, and peloids are the primary constituents
of this lithofacies.

The calcispheres are present in all samples of

this lithofacies studied;
some sampled intervals.

however, ostracodes or peloids are lacking in
Calcispheres are abundant and varied in size,

with some retaining radially oriented spines on the external surface of
the sphere.
envelope.

Some calcispheres are coated with a thick, clotted, muddy
Ostracodes are commonly intact and unornamented, and ornate

forms are rare.

Peloids tend to be small, well-rounded and ellipsoidal

or, less commonly, irregular in shape.

Peloids also occur in well

sorted, millimeter-thick laminae and cross-laminae.
High- and low-spired gastropods are common in some sampled
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Figure 15.

Calcisphere Wackestone and Packstone Lithofacies.

A)

Photomicrograph of wackestone with small scale fenestral
fabric (A), ostracode (B), and calcisphere (C). Thinsection no. 5809-5994.3. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of a cyanophyte alga, Ortonella.
section no. 4086-4914. Length of bar is 0.1 mm

Thin-
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-49intervals of this lithofacies.

Other constituents include less abundant

endothyrid foraminiferids and rare echinoderm fragments.
Some samples of the calcisphere wackestone and packstone
lithofacies contain several genera of blue-green algae in varying
amounts.
15).

Ortonella, and possibly Garwoodia, have been identified (Fig.

These algae occur as hemispherical masses of l cm diameter

suspended in the micrite matrix or as encrustations.

Other algal-

related allochems include rare oncoids.
A few intervals of this lithofacies contain poorly developed
fenestral fabrics.
millimeters.

The fenestrae range in size from one to several

Fenestral morphologies are generally irregular or

laminoid, and less commonly tubular, with laminoid types the dominant
morphology.

Very minor packstone to micrite-poor packstone fabrics

occur in the lower parts of this lithofacies.
Porosity in this lithofacies varies and is dependent primarily on
the original depositional fabric.
lithofacies.

It is generally low in this

With high allochem percentages, well-developed

interparticle porosity occurs.

Intraparticle porosity is associated

with complete ostracodes and algae.
micritic fabrics.

Fenestral porosity occurs with

Vug and moldic por o sity are infrequently observed.

Cementation is primarily by calcite as a fine, fibrous cement
lining a pore and equant calcite as a final infilling.
replacement and cementation is sporadically present.

Anhydr ~te
Saddle dolomitL

commonly occludes both vugs and moldic pores.
Slight to severe dolomitization of the micrite matrix is also
evident in this lithofacies.

The dolomite occurs as small, euhedral

-sorhombs evenly disseminated throughout the matrix.
Intraclast Grainstone
The intraclast grainstone lithofacies was recognized in core from
only one well (NUGS Well No. 3944) in Bottineau County.

This

lithofacies occurs between the calcisphere wackestone and packstone
lithofacies and a fenestral wackestone and packstone lithofacies above.
It is a three-foot-thick (1 m) unit of medium-brown to brown-gray,
coarse- to very coarse-grained, skeletal, peloid, intraclast packstones
and grainstones (Fig. 16).
The skeletal allochems are well abraded.
dominant skeletal constituent;
present.

Gastropods are the

both high- and low-spired forms are

Other skeletal allochems include endothyrid foraminiferids and

ostracodes and, less commonly, brachiopod and echinoderm fragments.
peloids are generally small and spheroidal to ellipsoidal.
the peloids are micrite.

Internally,

The intraclasts are very well-rounded and

consist of various lithologies.
of micrite;

The

Some intraclasts are composed entirely

others were derived from peloid, ostracode, calcisphere,

wackestones, algal boundstones, or peloid fenestral wackestones.
Several types of grain contacts are present, including grain
penetration and minor suturing.

Partial preservation of coarse,

isopachous cement occurs along some grain boundaries.

Equant calcite

occludes many of the pores.

Syntaxial calcite cement is well Geveloped

around echinoderm fragments.

Portions of the cement and allochems are

replaced by euhedral anhydrite.

Minute, calcite crystal inclusions and

dusty grain borders can be discerned in the anhydrite.

Some cement has

been leached, resulting in large (0.1 - 0.3 cm) pores.

Gastropod grains
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Figure 16.

Intraclast Grainstone Lithofacies.

A)

Photograph of core slab showing well rounded, large grains.
Core no. 3944-3865.

B)

Photomicrograph of grainstone with intraclasts (A), peloids
(B), and skeletal fragments (C). Note well-rounded grains.
Thin-section no. 3944-3865. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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-53internally exhibit pseudospar.
Fenestral Wackestone and Packstone
The fenestral wackestone and packstone lithofacies is composed of
light to medium brown fenestral wackestones and packstones.

Peloids and

intraclasts are the dominant non-skeletal allochems (Fig. 17).

This

lithofacies is generally very thin to thin bedded and is interbedded
with the calcisphere wackestone and packstone lithofacies in its lower
part.

In its upper part, this lithofacies is cyclicly bedded with the

pisolite ooid wackestone and grainstone lithofacies.

In some cored

intervals the entire section consists of numerous interbeds of the two
lithofacies thus giving the cyclic appearance.

Microerosional features

are present within sections of this lithofacies.
The peloids are small (several tenths of a millimeter in diameter),
composed of micrite, and spheroidal or ellipsoidal in shape.

The

intraclasts are of variable size and have irregular, spheroidal, and
flat-chip shapes.
algal origin;

Some intraclasts exhibit features suggestive of an

others have poorly-developed micritic laminae or

featureless micrite.

Rarely, subangular quartz silt is present in some

of the peloidal and intraclastic laminae.

Peloid and intraclast

packstones and grainstones between fenestral wackestones commonly occur
within this lithofacies.
Associated with this lithofacies are stromatolites and cryptalgal
laminates of various types (Fig. 18).

The stromatolites are generally

the flat-laminated, non-columnar type of Preiss (1976, p. 6).

The

laminae have simple repetitive or steeply-convex, composite-repetitive,
shapes (after Monty, 1976, p. 195).
more than a few centimeters thick.

The stromatolitic structures are no
Cryptalgal laminates of this
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Figure 17.

Fenestral Wackestone and Packstone Lithofacies.

A)

Photomicrograph of fenestral wackestone. Peloids (A) and
intraclasts (B) with laminoid (C) and irregular (D)
fenestrae. Thin-section no. 1503-6873. Length of bar is
0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of fenestral packstone. Peloids (A) and
angular intraclasts (B) with irregular, laminoid fenestrae
(C). Thin-section no. 3571-5301.
Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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Figure 18.

Stromatolites and Cryptalgal Mats of the Fenestral
Wackestone and Packstone Lithofacies.

A)

Note calcispheres (B)
Photomicrograph of stromatolite (A).
mixed with peloids and intraclasts.
Thin-section no. 40864911. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of cryptalgal mats (A).
Fine laminae of
algae bound peloids and intraclasts in place.
Note
laminoid fenestrae (B), and shelter pores (C) below
intraclasts. Thin-section no. 4086-4911. Length of bar is
0.5 mm.
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-58lithofacies are associated with peloids and intraclasts, and act as a
binding agent on these allochems.

The cryptalgal laminae separate

peloid or intraclast packstone laminae.
Laminoid and irregular fenestrae (Grover and Read, 1978) are most
common in the fenestral wackestone and packstone lithofacies.

The

laminoid fenestrae are up to 2 mm high, several millimeters long, and
occur in wackestone.

The irregular fenestrae are as large as 0.5 mm

high and are either highly irregular or nearly equant in shape.
The cement is generally calcite and occurs as fine-grained fibrous,
bladed, or equant calcite lining pores or enveloping allochems.
pores are filled with coarse, equant calcite.

Most

Less abundant pore-

filling minerals include anhydrite, saddle dolomite, and rare celestite.
Internal silt, peloids, and, rarely, ostracodes occur in many pores
(Fig. 19).

Some solution enlargement of pores and vug development has

also occurred in this lithofacies.
Pisolite Ooid Wackestone and Grainstone
The pisolite ooid wackestone and grainstone lithofacies is
interbedded with the fenestral wackestone and packstone lithofacies.

ln

rare cases, very thin-bedded, ostracode and calcisphere wackestones are
intercalated with the lowermost rocks of this lithofacies.

This

lithofacies consists of buff to medium brown, very thin to thin-bedded,
ooid and pisolite wackestone and packstone (Fig. 20A).

Very t11in-

bedded, pisolite and ooid grainstone occurs within the lithofacies (~ig.
20B).
Other allochems within this lithofacies include peloids,
intraclasts, and rare ostracodes and calcispheres.

Also, rarely, an

individual coral calice occurs with ooids and pisolites.
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Figure 19.

Photomicrograph of peloidal internal sediment (A)
deposited in laminoid fenestral pores.
Note the isopachous
cement (arrow) that was precipitated in the void prior to
introduction of the peloids. Thin-section no. 3496-4107.
Length of bar is 0.5 cm.

-61Within this lithofacies are intraformational microerosional
surfaces.

Commonly a mudstone occurs above such a surface (Fig. 20C).

Other related features are centimeter-thick, laminated, micrite crusts
and millimeter-thick crusts of fibrous calcite (Fig. 20D).
Cryptalgal laminates and laminar stromatolites are common in this
lithofacies.

Laminae sets are generally a few millimeters to

centimeters thick and, in many cases, contain bubble-like structures.
The cryptalgal laminates and laminar stromatolites are commonly draped
over pisolite and ooid grains.
Other sedimentary structures are cross-laminated peloid wackestones
and packstones intercalated with ooid and pisolite grainstones.

In a

few samples, reverse grading of the ooids and pisolites occurs in
packstone and grainstone fabrics.
In NDGS Well No. 3571 in Renville County, in the pisolite ooid
wackestone and grainstone lithofacies is a breccia zone, about 10 feet
(3 m) thick, of imbricate cobble-sized blocks (Fig. 21A).

Some of the

blocks lie at attitudes of up to 60 degrees from the horizontal.

The

breccia blocks contain ooid and pisolite, fenestral wackestone and
packstone.

On the upper surfaces of the blocks are perched internal

sediments (Aissaoui and Purser, 1983) of micrite, peloids, skeletal
allochems, ooids, or pisolites.

Sediment "bridges", formed from

internal sediment, drape adjacent blocks.

Some microstalactitLC cement

and felted anhydrite occlude the large, breccia porosity.

Large latt1s

of anhydrite are implaced in some of the perched internal sediments.
Elliot (1982) reported the occurrence of breccia zones, or "tepee
zones", within several cores of the Haas Field, Bottineau County;
these, however, are a foot or less in thickness.
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Figure 20.

Pisolite Ooid Wackestone and Grainstone Lithofacies.

A)

Photograph of core slab showing extreme vertical variation
in the lithofacies. Note alternations of wackestone (A)
and grainstone (B) fabrics, fenestral porosity (C), and
desiccation cracks (D). Core no. 5809-5928.

B)

Photograph of core slab with large, composite pisolites (A)
overlain by smaller ooids in thin beds (B). Note micrite
on top of the pisolites (C). Core no. 5809-5926.

C)

Photomicrograph of microerosional surface (arrowed) on
packstone and grainstone with peloid fenestral mudstone
above. Thin-section no. 6376-8142.5. Length of bar is
0.5 mm.

D)

Photograph of core slab showing thin, micrite crust (A)
above leached, ooid and fenestral wackestone.
Core no.

3630-4599.

•
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Figure 21.

Breccia and desiccation crack in pisolite ooid wackestone
and grainstone lithofacies.

A)

Photograph of core slab showing intraformational breccia.
Large block consisting of fenestral ooid wackestone (A)
with internal geopetal sediment (B) perched on top of
block. Anhydrite (C) fills in breccia porosity. Core no.
3571-5308.

B)

Photograph of core slab showing desiccation crack (A) of
ooid packstone. Note infilling of crack with micrite and
grains.
Core no. 1628-5758.
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-66Other features common within this lithofacies are desiccation
cracks (Fig. 21B), numerous grain-to-grain contacts in some gr~instones
and packstones, pre- and post-cementation deposition of internal
sediments, and peloids and ostracodes within pores of micritic fabrics
or perched between grains in packstone and grainstone fabrics.
Fringing, isopachous, fibrous or bladed calcite cements occur in
grainstone fabrics and line the walls of fenestral pores.

Blocky,

equant calcite occurs as a final infilling of most pores.

Pendant

cement is scarce and meniscus cement is absent in this lithofacies.
Other cement mineralogies include anhydrite, celestite, and saddle
dolomite, most of which also occur as replacement phases.
The ooids and pisolites of this lithofacies exhibit many
substructural characteristics that probably reflect different modes of
formation and allow for subdivision of this lithofacies.
pisolites show three types of substructure:

micritic, (Fig. 22A),

spherulitic (Fig. 22B), and radially fibrous (Fig. 22C).
substructure types are described in Figure 23.

Ooids and

These

Three kinds of ooids and

pisolites with a radially fibrous substructure occur in this
lithofacies;

these kinds are here termed complete (unbroken), broken

and recoated, and composite, and are illustrated in Figures 24, 25, 26,
and 27.
Dolomudstone
The dolomudstone lithofacies consists of horizontal, finely
laminated, wavy laminated, or massively bedded, medium to light gray
dolomudstone and, more rarely, dolomitic mudstone (Fig. 28).

Dark

organic laminae are interspersed throughout the lithofacies.

Thin units

of cross-laminae are also present.

Some wavy laminae resemble laminae
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Figure 22.

Types of ooid substructure in the pisolite ooid wackestone
and grainstone lithofacies.

A)

Photomicrograph of ooid with micritic substructure. Note
irregular, micritic laminae (A), peloid (B) and intraclast
(C) in nucleus. Thin-section no. 5809-5889.2. Length of
bar is 0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of ooids with a spherulitic substructure.
Note the absence of nuclei and presence of radially fibrous
crystals in grain cortices. Thin-section no. 1503-6862.
Length of bar is 0.1 mm.

C)

Photomicrograph of ooid with radially fibrous substructure.
Broken ooid with radially fibrous crystals enclosed in
later, complete, coating of fibrous calcite. Thin-section
no. 6376-8145.5A. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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figure 23.

Diagram of ooid and pisolite substructure types and
characteristics found in the pisolite ooid wackestone and
grainstone lithofacies of the Frobisher-Alida interval.
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Figure 24.

Characteristics of unbroken ooids.

A)

SEM photograph of etched, radially fibrous ooid.
Individual crystals are distinguishable and average 3-4
microns wide and several tens of microns long. Sample no.
5809-5921 (UND-NMAL No. S-82-163).

B)

SEM photograph of thin, dolomite envelope (A) between
radially fibrous envelopes (B). Sample no. 5809-5921
(UND-NMAL No. S-82-163).
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Figure 25.

Photomicrograph of whole and broken radially fibrous ooids
in packstone. Thin-section no. 1503-6837. Length of bar
is 0.5 mm.
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Figure 26.

Characteristics of broken and recoated ooids and pisolites.

A)

Photomicrograph of broken and recoated ooids and pisolites.
Note isopachous, fibrous cement (A) and internal sediment
of peloids, silt and micrite (B) deposited between grains
and perched on cement. Thin-section no. 5809-5992.
Length of bar is 0.5 cm.

B)

Photomicrog~aph of desiccation cracks (A) in ooids and
pLsolites.
Cracks are filled with microcrystalline
calcite. Cracks widen toward the grain interior and some
do not reach the grain surface. Note the internal sediment
(B) and fibrous, isopachous cement (C) deposited on
sediment. Thin-section no. 1503-6832. Length of bar is
0.5 mm.
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Figure 27.

Photomicrograph of composite pisolite. Nucleus is
composed of ooids, intraclasts, and peloids cemented
together prior to fibrous coating formation. Thin-section
no. 6376-8145.5. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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Figure 28.

Dolomudstone Lithofacies.

A)

Photograph of core slab showing wavy and irregularly
laminated dolomudstone. Core no. 4086-4891.

B)

Photomicrograph of anhydrite crystals (A) and anhydritic
pseudomorphs after gypsum (B) in dolomudstone. Thinsection no. 1628-5747. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

C)

Photomicrograph of rare celestite rosettes in dolomudstone.
Thin-section no. 4086-4891. Length of bar is 0.5 mm

D)

Photomicrograph of quartz silt in dolomudstone. Quartz
grains (A) are angular in shape. Note presence of
microcline feldspar grain (B). Thin-section no. 3489-4567.
Length of bar is 0.1 mm.
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-81formed in cryptalgal mats.
Non-skeletal allochems, where present, include peloids within
wackestone laminae or evenly dispersed in the dolomudstone, and local
flat-pebble

conglomerates.

Ooids are rare in this lithofacies.

Mottling and solution staining are common in this lithofacies.

ln

the upper parts of this lithofacies are interbedded and displacive
anhydrites.

Evaporite minerals include anhydrite in euhedral crystal

aggregates (Fig. 28B) and in felted nodules, gypsum replaced
pseudomorphically by anhydrite, and celestite which occurs as rosettes
of elongate, euhedral crystals (Fig. 28C).
Quartz silt commonly occurs within this lithofacies (Fig. 28D).
The quartz is angular and irregularly shaped.

Volumetrically, the silt

comprises, in some samples, up to 50 percent of the rock.

Microcline

grains also occur with the quartz grains.
Pyrite is commonly found in zones mottled with bitumen.

The pyrite

crystals occur in framboids and as euhedra dispersed in the
dolomudstone.
The dolomite of this lithofacies is microcrystalline, with two
distinct sizes of crystals, 5-6 microns or 15-20 microns in diameter.
Some larger, euhedral, dolomite rhombs are dispersed throughout the
rock.

Pores within this facies are generally of the vug and

intercrystal types.

Porosity within the dolomudstone lithofacies is low

due to the high crystallinity and tight packing of the crystal rhombs
(Fig. 29).
Anhydrite
The anhydrite lithofacies has a wide variety of anhydrite types.

Two regularly occurring types have been identified in this
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Figure 29.

SEM photograph of dolomudstone. Dolomite rhombs average
about 4 microns and are tightly packed. Porosity and
permeabLlity are also very low. Sample no. 4086-4935 (UNDNMAL No. S-82-201).
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-84lithofacies:

1) bedded-massive;

and 2) mosaic which may be mosaic,

distorted -mosaic, nodular mosaic, or distorted nodular-mosaic
morphology (Fig. 30).

Uncommon morphologies are bedded nodular-mosaic

and angular-mosaic.
Interspersed between mosaic anhydrite nodules is light to medium
brown or gray dolomudstone and bitumen.

Brown and gray stromatolitic

dolomudstone is interlaminated with the bedded-massive anhydrite.

Color

of the anhydrite varies from light bluish-gray to a milky white.
Rarely, clear anhydrite blebs are interspersed in the larger nodules.
Microscopically, the anhydrite exhibits felted, align-felted, and lathshaped crystal textures (Fig. 30).
No specific cyclicity is evident in the anhydrite sequence, except
that the bedded-massive type of anhydrite usually occurs above the
mosaic anhydrite.

A very thin to thin-bedded unit of mosaic anhydrite

occurs within some thick units of bedded-massive anhydrite.

Rare, thin,

lime mudstone and dolomudstone layers also occur in the anhydrites.
Ostracodes and peloids are present in some of these carbonate layers.
Reported by other workers who studied the anhydrites of the FrobisherAlida, but not observed in the cores of this study, are a few other
lithologic units higher in the section that include a quartz sandstone
known as the "Kisbey sandstone", a reddish weathered(?) anhydrite and
dolostone, and a salt unit known as the" 'X' salt".
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figure 30.

Anhydrite Lithofacies.

A)

Photograph of core slab showing finely-bedded, nodularmosaic anhydrite. Solution seam occurs in middle of slab.
Core no. 38-4155.

B)

Photograph of core slab showing bedded massive anhydrite.
Large blister structure or desiccation feature developed
from hydration-dehydration processes. Organic(?) and,
carbonate matrix and laminae, interlaminated with
anhydrite.
Core no. 38-4202.

C)

Photograph of core slab showing nodular-mosaic anhydrite.
Dolomite comprises the matrix between the anhydrite and
forms "sheaths" around many of the nodules.
Core no.
38-4230.

D)

Photomicrograph of felted anhydrite (A), and dolomite
matrix and laminae (B) of inferred algal origin. Algal
mats were distorted from the growth of the anhydrite.
Thin-section no. 3935-4553.3. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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LITHOFACIES INTERPRETATIONS
Introduction
Interpretation of the environment of deposition for each of the
llthofacies described in the Frobisher-Alida interval was based on a
comparison of the characteristics of these lithofacies to published
studies of modern and ancient carbonate-evaporite sequences.

It is

generally accepted that the overall depositional setting of the
Williston Basin was an epeirlc sea (Irwin, 1965).

Shaw (1964) and Irwin

(1965) outlined important considerations necessary for understanding and
interpreting "clear water" epeiric sedimentation, as follows.

The

bottom slope of an epeiric sea, with local variations, probably ranged
from 0.1 to 0.5 feet per mile.

This gentle gradient would foster

salinity gradients, especially if highly evaporative conditions existed;
the development of restricted conditions thus did not necessarily
require the existence of barriers.

Shaw also suggested that within the

interior of an epeiric sea, normal diurnal tides were non-existent,
because friction with the gently sloping bottom would probably dampen
tidal energie~ considerably.

To illustrate this dampening effect, Shaw

(1964) cited the modern environment of northeastern Florida Bay, much
smaller than the hypothetical epeiric sea but nonetheless lacKing tidal
exchange.
Schopf (1980, p. 83-85) reviewed several studies which suggested
that tidal ranges in the geologic past (Proterozoic to Early Paleozoic)
were greater than present tidal ranges.

However, Schopf closed his

discussion by indicating that, (1) in the past, tidal ranges were as

-87-

-88variable in different places as they are presently, (2) evidence is
absent for any gradual change (increasing or decreasing) of the tidal
range through geologic history, and (3) paleogeography is the important
limiting factor in the existence of tides in the past.

Shaw (1964)

assumed that paleogeography of an epeiric sea limited tides or even
prevented their existence and instead proposed that wave action
generated from winds blowing across a large fetch was the dominant
factor of water movement.

He therefore indicated that wave action

influenced the style of sedimentation within an epeiric sea,
particularly within the marginal environments.
Tides were probably present in the Williston Basin, as evidenced by
carbonate rocks in this study with classic tidal-flat features
(fenestral wackestone and packstone lithofacies).

However, wind-

generated waves, due to storms, also produced depositional features in
the shallow portions of the Williston Basin.

Wind-generated waves are

also considered in this study to have been an influence on the style of
deposition of the carbonates in the Frobisher-Alida interval.
LoBue (1983, p. 90-91) argued that with a tideless sea the
designations of environments recommended by Hedgpeth (1957),
supralittoral, littoral, and sublittoral, were more appropriate than the
commonly used terms supratidal, intertidal, and subtidal.

However,

Hedgpeth (1957, p. 18-19) admitted to possible conflicts with Lhe use of
his terms.

For this reason and because of the uncertainty of our

understanding of the true nature of tidal effects in an epeiric sea, use
of the terms supratidal, intertidal, and subtidal is continued in this
report.

This terminology appears most common in recent carbonate

geologic literature and seems fairly well understood.

-89Systematic study of the carbonates and evaporites of the FrobisherAlida interval indicates that these rocks were deposited in a range of
environments from shallow marine to exposed, evaporitic flats (Fig. 31).
The lithofacies are interpreted, in order, from the subtidal environment
to the supratidal environment.
Skeletal Wackestone and Packstone
The skeletal wackestone and packstone lithofacies was deposited on
a gently sloping, open-marine shelf or "ramp", where conditions of low
to moderate energy and good circulation of marine waters prevailed.

The

whole fossil and bioclastic wackestone to packstone fabrics indicate
intermittent impingement of wave base on the substrate (Laporte, 1971) .
Fabric variability within this lithofacies is due to a combination of
factors including organism behavior (e.g., burrowing and feeding),
carbonate production, local sedimentation rates, substrate physiography,
and interstitial chemical environments.
An abundance of echinoderms and brachiopods is indicative of a
normal marine environment with salinity ranging from 30-40 °/oo , as is the
common occurrence of corals (Heckel, 1972).

Syringoporoid corals are

indicative of intermittent energy to quietness on the bottom (Smith,
1972).

Whole preservation of various skeletal allochems, specifically

Lhe rugosan and syringoporoid corals and brachiopods, also suggests low
energy conditions .
Lime muds in the s keletal wackestone and packstone lithofacies were
probably derived from several sources.

Probable sources of lime mud in

the marine environment are the disintegration of fragile faunal and
f I oral skeletons (Stockman and others, 196 7), burrowing and boring

activities of invertebrates and endolithic algae, and mechanical
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Figure 31.

Diagram illustrating the depositional environments and
associated rock features of the Frobisher-Alida interval.
Line of section A-A' refers to that line labeled on
Figure 43.
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DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS
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-92breakdown of skeletal p,1rticles in high energy environments (Bathurst,

1976, p. 87-88).

High energy, shoal environments (discussed next)

existed during sedimentation of the Frobisher-Alida and were probably a
source for some of the lime muds in the skeletal wackestone and
packstone lithofacies.
Peloids were probably derived from a few different sources as
suggested by the different shapes in this lithofacies.

The ellipsoidal

peloids may have been fecal matter derived from burrowing or grazing
organisms, although this is impossible to substantiate.

However, the

irregular peloids do not resemble known fecal pellets, and may be
micritized skeletal fragments or small intraclasts.

Micritization of

allochems by endollthic algae occurs in modern, subtidal environments
(Bathurst, 1976, p. 388-389).
Other characteristics of this lithofacies that suggest a subtidal,
shallow marine origin are thick-bedded stratification, areal persistence
Ln Lhe Basin, and transitional variations within the l ithofacies
(Laporte,

1971).

The faunal diversity and abundance is also a good

indicator of normal marine environments (Heckel, 1972).
Skeletal Grainstone
The skeletal grainstone lithofacies was deposited in a high-energy,
subtidal environment.

The well rounded, well abraded, disarticulated

and fragmented skeletal allochems, mud-free fabric, and minor crosslamination are indicators of persistent wave and current activity
(Laporte,

1971).

The high diversity and association of calcareous algae,
echinoderms, brachiopods, and bryozoans within this lithofacies reflect
shallow, normal marine (salinity between 30-40 °/oo) conditions (Laporte,

-93l971;

l!eckel, 1972).

The variation in abundance of different skeletal

allochems probably results from high fecundity or high productivity of a
pa rt icu] a r organism.
The occurrence of ooids and the nature of the ooid substructure can
also be used as environmental indicators.

Ooids with a tangential

substructure are characteristic of highly agitated environments (Loreau
and Purser, 1973), and form in modern, high energy environments such as
the Bahamian shoals (Harris, 1979).

Growth conditions for modern ooids

are warm, subtropical to tropical environments and water depths between
2 and 5 meters.

Thus, the ooids of the skeletal grainstone lithofRcies

(Fig. 16) resemble, both in substructure and associated allochems, ooids
forming in modern, highly agitated, shallow marine environments (Fig.
32).

The geographically restricted occurrence of ooids within this

lithofacies suggesls generally unfavorable conditions for basinwide ooid
development.
Micrite envelopes and micritization are the result of the boring
aclivity of endolithic algae (Bathurst, 1976, p. 381).

Repeated boring

and infilling of the borings with micrite forms an envelope.
Micritization is a major factor in the production of non-fecal peloids
in Bahamian sediments (Bathurst, 1976, p.389).

In a similar manner,

it

seems likely that within the skeletal grainstone lithofacies,
micritization of skeletal allochems by endolithic algae resulted in
total grain degradation and was responsible for the production of the
irregular peliods.
The skeletal grainstone lithofacies may have formed in shoal
environments of low relief.

Ooids and the spherical and well-roundt>d

skeletal allochems of this lithofacies are similar to those described in

-94the carbonate shoals of Florida and the Bahamas (Ball, 1967).

The

shoals that formed this lithofacies were probably of low relief, as
Lhen' an' no L1rg1.• cross-bed sets such are commonly developed

large shoals of the Bahamas and Florida.

in tht•

The thin cross-bedding and

cross-lamination of the rock suggests low relief, low angle migration of
the grainstone shoals.

The presence of Parachaetetes, also suggests

that these grainstones were deposited in an area of topographic relief,
as many modern counterparts of this alga are associated with bioherm and
reef deposits (Wray, 1977).
Calcisphere Wackestone and Packstone
The calcisphere wackestone and packstone lithofacies formed in a low
energy, restricted lagoon environment of high salinity and low oxygen
and nutrient availability.

Marginal marine environments of epeiric seas

d0veloped elevated salinities due to the lack of currents that would
circulate "normal" marine waters (Shaw, 1964).

Elevated or hypersal.ine

conditions result in a lack of faunal diversity (Heckel, 1972).

The

Jack of skeletal diversity and the predominance of calcispheres and
<)stracodes in this lithofacies suggest a restricted marine environment.
The lagoons were shallow as inferred from the occurrence of
calcispheres;

modern forms are generally found in shallow, semi-

restricted, protected environments (Marszalek, 1975).

Organisms

tolerant of a salinity greater than that of nonnal sea water (e.g.,
ostracodes and gastropods, Heckel, 1972) occur in this lithofacies ana
are suggestive of elevated salinities in the lagoon environment.
Calcareous algae are also tolerant of environments of elevated salinity
(Heckel,

1972);

although forms such as Ortonella occur in this

l[thofacies, they are not useful for discriminating specific
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Figure 32.

Photomicrograph of tangentially coated ooids from Joulter's
Cay, Bahamas.
Note the pseudo-uniaxial crosses exhibited
in some grains.
Compare substructure here to ooi.ds in
Figure 14C.
Length of bar is 0.1 mm (sample from
Carbonate Studies Laboratory, University of North Uakota,
Grand Forks).
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-97environments (Wray, 1977).
A low-energy environment for the deposition of this lithofacies is
inferred from the presence of an abundant micrite matrix, encrustations
of the blue-green algae on the substrate, and local occurrences of
small-scale fenestral fabric.

Although fenestral fabric is generally

used as an indicator of intertidal environments (Shinn,

1968), smal I.-

scale fenestral fabrics have been observed in other ancient, shallow,
lagoonaJ

rocks (1.Hlson, 1975, p. 448).

The development of packstone and, rarely, grainstone fabrics within
this lithofacies suggests possible periods of winnowing of the substrate
muds during energy influxes, such as from storm surges.

These fabrics,

in the lower parts of this lithofacies, may represent minor shoal
environments that developed seaward of the lagoons.
Intraclast Grainstone
The intraclast grainstone lithofacies was deposited either as a
beach ridge along the shoreward edge of a tidal flat or as coarse
sediment in a tidal-flat channel, as indicated by the intraclast
textures, skeletal allochems, and the stratigraphic relationships with
other lithofacies.

The general lack of micrite and the highly rounded

and abraded appearance of the allochems suggest that these grains were
reworked in an energetic environment.
The single occurrence of this lithofacies in a core sample, with
the consequent uncertainty as to its areal distribution and geometry,
makes it difficult to interpret a mode of origin.

Shinn and others

(1969) reported coarse sediment in tidal-flat channels or in beach
ridges that formed a boundary between marine conditions and the tidalflat compJex of Andros Island, Bahamas.

The coarsest sediment in the

-98tidal-flat channels occurred where current velocities were strongest.
Shinn and others also indicated that the sediments consisted of
coquinas, gastropod shells, semi-lithified "mud lumps" and "mud
pebbles".

The sediment characteristics and geographic location of tlw

Andros Island tidal-tlat channel or beach ridge sediments are a
reasonable match for the sediment characteristics and stratigraphic
occurrence of this lithofacies.
Fenestral Wackestone and Packstone
The fenestral wackestone and packstone lithofacies was deposited in
a tidal-flat environment.

The association of peloids, intraclasts,

stromatolites, and fenestral fabrics is a good indicator of a tidal-flat
environment (Figs 33 and 34).
Many of the truncation structures and microerosional features
within the fenestral wackestone and packstone lithofacies may have
developed during storm surges when there was high energy-high water
influx, followed, with energy dissipation, by deposition of coarse
particles and muds.

Onshore influx of waters and sedimentation is

indicated by the occurrence of very thin packstone beds containing
calcispheres and fragmented ostracodes as well as peloids and
intraclasts.

These skeletal constituents suggest an influx of sediment

from lagoonal areas.
The presence of internal sediment also indicates a tidal-flat
origin for this lithofacies and the occurrence of storm surges during
sedimentation.

Internal sediment has been described as a common feature

in per it i.dal carbonate sequences by Assereto and Kendall ( 197 7), Grover
Rnd Re~d (1978), Burgess (1979), Assereto and Folk (1980), and Aissaoui
and Purser (1983).

Assereto and Folk (1980) explained that internal
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figure 33.

Features of modern, tidal-flat environments.
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AUTHOR-LOCATION

FEATURES

Kendall and Skipwith

Lime sand (pelletal)
Algal stromatolite zones
(listed in order of
increasing distance from
the sea)
Cinder
Polygonal
Crinkle
Fl at

( 1968)

Abu Dhabi

Hagan and Logan
(1974, 1975)

Shark Bay

Lower intertidal
smooth algal mats
pellet packstone/grainstone
fine, laminoid fenestrae
Middle and upper intertidal
pustular mats
blister mats
intraclastic grainstones
flat-pebble breccias
irregular fenestral fabric

Hardie
(1977)

Andros Island,
Three Creeks
tidal flats

Thick and thin laminae
Flat-pebble gravel
Cemented crusts
LLH protostromatolites
Burrows
Root holes
Pelletal grainstones
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figure 34.

Features of ancient tidal-flat environments given
by other workers.
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DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES OF ANCIENT TIDAL FLAT ENVIRONMENTS

La po rte
(196 7)

Devonian
Manlius Fm.

Matter
( 1967)

Ordovician
New Market Ls.

lnterbedded pellet mudstone and
skeletal calcarenites
Some pebble conglomerates and
mudc racks
Fossil types few but individuals
abundant
Algal stromatolites and oncolites
Stroma to 1i te ( LLH type)
Rippled sediment
Ribboned sediment
Mudcracks
Birdseye texture
Edgewise conglomerates
Very few fossils

Laminated pelmicrite
Algal stromatolites
Mississippian
"Birdseye" cavities
Macumber Fm.
Absence of invertebrate fossils,
except ostracodes
Desiccation features
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -··
Kahle and Floyd
Cross-bedded carbonates
( 1971)
Laminations
Algal stromatolites (with and
Silurian
Greenfield,
without LLH domes)
Tymochtee, and
Burrows (local)
Put-in-Bay Fms.
Tepee structures
Shrinkage cracks
Schenk
( 1967)

Fischer
(1975)

Triassic
Dachstein
Read
(1975)

Devonian
Pillara Fm.

Filamentous algal mats
Mudcracks
Fenestral fabric (loferite)
Internal disconformities
Pellet limestones
Cryptalgal limestones
Fenestral fabrics:
fine, laminoid - lowzr
i ntert ida 1
irregular - middle to upper
intertidal
tubular - upper Intertidal to
supra ti da 1

-103sediment is derived from the flushing of storm-derived, sediment-laden,
marine waters through the pore network of peritidal carbonates.
Aissaoui and Purser (L983) indicated that the presence of internal
sediments implies the action of near surficial processes with
hydrodynamic regimes sufficient to transport sedimentary materials into
the rock interstices.

With resumption of normal sedimentation (tidal or

lower-energy, wave movement), fine-grained peloidal, fenestral
wackestones and laminar stromatolites were deposited.
lt seems likely that the peloids had their origin, in part, as
fecal pellets of gastropods or worms.
that these

Shinn and others (1969) indicated

organisms are a source of pellets within tidal-flat

environments.

Other peloids may have been derived from abrasion of

larger particles, clumping of carbonate muds, or micritization of
previously existing grains.
Fabric variations within this lithofacies are not exactly
comparable to fabric transitions seen in lower intertidal to higher
intertidal-supratidal, modern environments (e.g., Kendall and Skipwith,
1968).

Although these fabric transitions are absent within this

lithofacies, many of the features present have counterparts in other
ancient and modern tidal-flat complexes.
The irregularly occurring, intercalated character of this
lithofacies with the pisolite ooid wackestone and grainstone
lithofacies, discussed next, suggests a complex facies relationship
between the two.

The stratigraphic relationship of the fenestral

wackestone and packstone lithofacies with the pisolite ooid wackestone
and graLnstone ] ithofacies suggests that the former is shoreward of tlw
pisolitc ooid wackestone and grainstone lithofacies.

The intercalation
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of these lithnfacies produces an apparent cyclicity within a vertical
section of a core sample, which has been attributed to changes in the
1·(•laliv1·

S(',1

levPI (l·: lliot, llJ82).

TIH·

interpretation of Lhl' two

I ilhofacies given here does not require sea level fluctuations to
produce the observed cyclicity.

Lateral migration of the two

lithofacies, perhaps induced by storm surges or tidal exchange, would
produce the observed cyclicity.
Pisolite Ooid Wackestone and Grainstone
The naturP and origin of the ooids and pisolites of the pisol i.teooid wackestone and grainstone lithofacies, as well as the origin of

the

wackestone, packstone, and grainstone fabrics, has been the topic of
much discussion and quite varied interpretation.

In this report, more

emphasis has been given to this lithofacies because of its importance as
a porous zone in the Frobisher-Alida interval, and because many unique
textural types and rock fabrics are present within it.
Early interpretations of this lithofacies places deposition in
normal marine to slightly more saline marine environments, and in shoal
environments (Fuller, 1956;

McCabe, 1959), a barrier-bank enviro111110nt

of high energy (Fuzesy, 1966), and shallow, medium-energy, marine, shelf
e nvironment (Harris and others, 1966).
More recent interpretations of the origin of the ooids and
pisolites are vadose diagenetic (Gerhard and others, 1978), dep ~sited
witldn "intertidal buildups" (Lindsay and Roth, 1982), and formed in
shallow, agitated environments across a broad shoal (Elliot, 1982).
Gerhard and others (1978) suggested that the Yates pisolite of the
Capi Lan Reef coinpl ex, interpreted by Dunham ( 1969) to be 1)f vadose
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origin, was an analog of the pisolites and ooids of this lithofacies.
1,; 1 I i ol ( l 982) suggested a primary origin for the pi sol ites ;ind ooi ds of

this lithofacies, as caps on a series of upward-shoaling sequences th;it
dev~loped from multiple sea-level ch;inges.
In this study, the pisolite ooid wackestone and grainstone
lithofacies ls interpreted to have been deposited within a tidal-flat
environment.

Based on the presence of two distinct classes of ooids and

pisolites, radially fibrous and micritic, and associated rock fabrics,
two subenvironments existed within the general tidal-flat environment,
in addition to the subenvironment which produced the fenestral
wackestone and packstone lithofacies described earlier.

One

subenvi.ronment was subaerially-exposed reaches on the landward edge of
I

he tidal flats;

the other was hypersaline ponds or pools.

Both were

present within the tidal-flat environment at any one time.
The pisolites and ooids with a micrite substructure are probably
calcrcte deposits that formed on subaerially exposed reaches within the
tidal-flat environment.

The micrite ooids and pisolites are very

similar to grains found in calcretes in South Africa and Australia.
Siesser (1973) described spherical to subspherical ooids with
concentrically laminated micrite developed in calcretes of Saldanha Bay,
South Africa.

The Saldanha Bay grains have coatings of variable

thickness, nuclei of different grain types, and are size-depenLent on
the size of the original nucleus.

Read (1974) described ooids with

similar characteristics in the calcretes of Shark Bay, western
J\uslralia.
Subaerial weathering features have been reported in numerous
sl11dil'S.

Lollue (l983) described the occurrence of thick caliches and

-106paleosols in carbonates of the Interlake Formation (Silurian) of the
Williston Hasin.

The Interlake caliches are brecciated and contain

rnicrostalacli.tic cement filling in the breccia pores and vug pores.

Tlw

paleosols are lateritic and contain irregularly shaped, ferruginous
ooids and pisolites, with pendant cements filling interparticle voids.
Walls and others (1975) and Harrison and Steinen (1978) described
caliche profiles from the Mississippian carbonates of Kentucky.
Features they observed were comparable to modern caliche profiles of
Barbados.

Dunham's (1969) interpretation of a vadose origin fur the

pisolites of the Permian Yates Formation is commonly used for
interpreting the origin of similar-looking pisolites in other rock
units;
1976;

however, several authors (Scholle and Kinsman,

1974;

Esteban,

and Esteban and Pray, 1977) have suggested alternative origins

for the Yates pisolites.
The very thin- to thin-bedded characteristic of the micrite ooid
and plsolite packstone and grainstone of the pisolite ooid wackestone
and gralnstone lithofacies suggests short term duration of calcrete
development on the subaerially-exposed reaches of the tidal-flat
vnvironment.

Thinly developed, laminated, micrite crusts of this

lilhofacies are similar morphologically but less extensive than the
micrite crusts of exposed carbonates in Florida (Multer and Hoffmeister,
1968), and indicate periodic but short-term exposure of the carbonates.
The characteristics of the Frobisher-Alida suggest that subaeriaJ
diagenetic processes were existent but not very active in exposed
environments during Frobisher-Alida sedimentation.
weathering zones are absent;

Thick soil and

minor calcrete profiles in the pisolite

ooid wackestone and grainstone lithofacies differ from features of
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thickly developed weathering zones of modern environments (Figs. 35, 36,
and 37) or of the ancient examples discussed above.

However, some very

lhi11-lo Lh.in-bedded units in the Glenburn Field carbonates are simi.lar
Lo

Lh<.• features listed in the above figures (Fig. 38).
Subaerial exposure within the tidal-flat environment can produce

brecciated zones.

The breccia zones within the pisolite ooid wackestone

and grainstone lithofacies may have formed as tepee structures, features
that commonly develop within the peritidal (intertidal to supratidal)
zone of carbonate platforms (Assereto and Kendall, 1977).

These

structures develop from processes of fracturing and fraclure enlargemC'nt
of the peritidal pavement, including desiccation and thermal
contr~ction, wetting phases, cementation with calcite or other minerals,
mineral hydration, thermal expansion, and energy influxes from brer1ki 11g
waves.

The tepee structures consist of pisolitic, oolitic, sparsely

fossiliferous, fenestral carbonates.

Internally, the tepee structures

contain internal sediment and are complexly cemented.

The resemblance

between features in the breccia zone of this lithofacies and the tepee
structures described by Assereto and Kendall (1977) above suggests that
the breccia zones are, in fact, tepee structures.
The vast majority of the ooids and pisolites within the FrobisherAlida interval have a radially fibrous substructure.

Gerhard and others

(L978) interpreted them to have been the product of subaerial Jiagenctic

processes.

However, these ooids and pisolites probably formed in qu1~t

waters of ephemeral, hypersaline pools and ponds situated on a broad
tidal-flat environment.

The close association of the radially fibrous

ooids :ind pisolites with the peloidal, intraclastic, fenestral
carbonates, the dolomudstone lithofacies, and evaporites suggests that
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Figure 35.

Features of modern, subaerial, weathering profiles.
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FEATURES OF MODERN, SUBAERIAL, WEATHERING PROFILES
Location sources:

Florida- Multer and Hoffmeister {1968)
and Kahle {1977)
Barbados- Harrison and others (1972),
James (1972), Harrison (1977),
and Harrison and Steinen (1978)
South Africa- Siesser (1973) and Knox (1977)
Shark Bay- Read (1974)

Profile thicknesses- 1 cm - 2-3 m
Cal iche profiles
Laterally continous pavement
Irregular masses or nodules
Bifurcating irregular sheets
Lensing nodule aggregates
Vertical funnels
Laminated micrite crusts or calcrete
Pelleted micrite matrix
Fractures
Root voids and tubules
Cement:
pendant or microstalactitic
finely-crystalline micrite
blocky {equant) spar
needle-fibre crystals
flower spar
Subsurface micritic stringers
Geopetal fabrics or silt
Breccia horizons
Micrite-coated grains
Micritized grains
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Figure 36.

List of features of st1baerially-exposed carbonRtes of St.
Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. Unpublished data collected by
Randolph Burke, North Dakota Geological Survey, and me.
Figure numbers refer to illustrations that follow this
figure.

)

)

)

FEATURES OF SUBAERIALLY EXPOSED CARBONATES - ST. CROIX, U. S. VIRGIN ISLANDS

Micritic crusts - densely laminated to slightly porous laminated
Partially to completely micritized, skeletal allochems (Fig. 37C)
Subsurface solution stringers
In situ-formed spherical to subspherical, micrite intraclasts and peloids (Fig. 37B)
Composite pisolites - pisolites consisting of several types of grains cemented
together in the nucleus
Increased porosity and permeability from original rock
Interparticle-like porosity development (Fig. 37B)
Moldic porosity - below a micritization zone
Cements: fringing equant; meniscus; whisker (Fig. 37A)
Obliteration of primary depositional fabrics
Thicknesses of subaerial profile - several milimeters to approximately one meter
Vug porosity (Fig. 37A)

I
I-'

.......
I-"

I
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~igurc J7.

Modern subRerial weathering features.

A)

Photomicrograph of subaerially altered carbonate from W~sl
~nd Salt Pond, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands.
Original
fabric of carbonate rock has been altered to micrite (A)
with the development of vug porosity (B).
Partial infilling
of some vug pores with "whisker" cement (C), known only lo
precipitate in vadose environments. Thin-section no. WC-1
of UNU Carbonate Studies Laboratory.
Length of bar is
O.l mm.

13)

Photomicrograph of "weathering" intraclasts and pcloids
(or mi critic "ooids") in subaerially exposed c,1rbon:1tes
\.Jesl End Salt Pond, St. Croix.
lntraclasts and peloids
formed in situ from total alteration of original rock
fabric.-Note the "interparticle" pores (A) between t lw
pseudo-grains that also formed from the weathering prn,'t'ss.
Thjn-section no. WC-J UND-CSL.
Length of bar is (J. 5 111111.

C)

Photomicrograph of micrite-coated grains (A) i.n st1baeriaJ ly
exposed carbonates, Ham's Bluff, St. Croix.
Several grain
affinities can still be identified as skeletal (B) which
have an incipient, micrite coating.
Other grains h,lV(' IJ,,,,11
totally micritjzed (C).
Micrite coats are irre~u!Hrly
developed on individual grains.
Thin-section no. HH-8-4
UND-CSL.
Le11gt h of bar is (). 5 mm.
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Figure 'l8.

[ J .~-

Phot.,1n-icrograph of micrite-coated grains ol Lhe pisnlit,,
ooi.d wackestone :rnd gr:iinstone lithofacies of the
Frobisher-Alida. These grains are uncommon And nccur wilili11
thin zones, anci are products of vadose diagenesi.s.
Tht'S('
grains are similar in sLn1cture to those ill11sLrated in
Figure 37C.
Thin-section no. 3935-4575.
Length of bar
is 0.5 mm.
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Features <•f ancient (A) and modern (B) hypersali11c>
environments.
A)

Photomi r: rugraph of fibrous crust (A) developed ,ln I- ibro11s
ooid wackestone of the pisolite ooid wackestone and
gr-ainstonc lithofacies nr t: he Frobisher-Alida inti.:,rval.
Note how crust undulRtes jn response to growth on ;111 tm<·ven
surfaci>.
Thin-section no. 5809-5929.
Length of bar is
O.l mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of fibrous crust developed on modt•rn,
fibrous ooids of the Gr.eat S::ilt L~ke, lltah.
S.1mple lrom llNU
Carb,lnate Studies Laboratory.
Length of b:-i,- i s O. l mm.
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-118there existed exposed and hypersaline environments during deposition of
the frobisher-Alida interval.
The radially fibrous substructure of the ooids and pisolites and
the associated fibrous crusts of the pisolite ooid wackestone and
grainstone lithofacies are very similar to grains and features of modern
hypersaline environments.

The fibrous crusts of this lithofacies are

undulating, and drape over ooids (Fig. 39A).

A strikingly similar

feature is seen in a few samples of modern Great Salt Lake ooids
associated with hardground development (Fig. 39B).

Broken fragments of

the fibrous crust occur as intraclasts or as nuclei of ooids and
pisolites in this lithofacies.
Ooids with a dominant radially fibrous substructure are forming
subaqueously in a hypersaline pond on the Gulf of Aqaba, in association
with algal mats, pellets, oncolites, and grapestones (Friedman and
others, 1973).

Loreau and Purser (1973) described the development of

radially fibrous ooids in protected, quiet waters in the high intertidal
to supratidal environment of the Persian Gulf.

Classic development of

radially fibrous substructure in ooids occurs in the Great Salt Lake
grains (fig. 39B).

Kahle (1974) suggested a primary origin for the

fibrous structure of the Great Salt Lake ooids, in contrast to the
diagenetic origin favored by earlier workers.

Halley (1977) suggested

that large-scale radial fabric development in ooids is characteristic of
both hypersaline and freshwater environments, and indicated that the
radial crystal orientation imparted a structural weakness to the ooid
causing the grain to fracture more readily than the tangentially coated
Bahamian-type ooids.

He considered ratios of broken to 11nbroken grains

of greater than one percent · an indicator of high salinity.

Halley

-119noted that fragments of ooids could be recoated and thereby become
nuclei of newly developing ooids.

He also suggested that breakage

occurred predominantly parallel to fibrous crystals, causing a sharp
truncation perpendicular to the ooid cortex, and partial loss of the
cortical envelope or of a significant portion of the grain.
The radially fibrous ooids and pisolites of the Frobisher-Alida
exhibit the same clearly-defined break parallel to the crystal
orientation of the grain cortex that the Great Salt Lake ooids show.
This supports a primary origin for the radially fibrous habit within the
ooid cortices and for the grains in general.

The ooids and pisolites

also show evidence of multiple breaking and recoating episodes, perhaps
as a result of desiccation, high salinity, or transportation.
Recognition of breakage or desiccation episodes helps to construct a
developmental history for each grain (Fig. 40).
Adeleye (1975) described fracture features in ferruginous ooids and
pisolites of the Middle Niger Valley, Nigeria, which resemble internal
fractures and mending features in the ooids and pisolites of the
Frobisher-Alida.

Adeleye considered the fracture features to be a

result of desiccation.
Energy for breakage of ooid and pisolite grains probably was
derived from storm surges that swept across the tidal flats, stirring up
existing tidal pools and ponds, transporting sediments onto the flats,
rolling the then-forming ooids and pisolities within the ponds, and
transporting some of them onto the flats or into adjacent ponds.
Therefore, with each breakage episode, a period of high energy influx
was recorded, followed by a period of quiescence.

The surges diluted

the hypersaline ponds and lakes with marine waters of lower salinity,
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figure 40.

Schematic diagram showing interpreted growth history of the
ooids and pisolites of the pisolite ooid wackestone and
grainstone lithofacies of the Frobisher-Alida.
Stage 1: Growth of radially fibrous envelopes on nuclei.
Envelopes are complete (example; Fig. 25, intact
grains).
Stage 2: Energy influx causes grain to break and lose part
of envelope. Breakage across a layer occurs parallel to
crystal orientation. Return of quiescent conditions
results in growth of new, radial fibrous envelope around
entire grain.
"Unconformable" relationship occurs where
new crystals grow on truncation surface caused by
breakage episode. The fragment has a new envelope grown
on it, as well (example; Fig. 26A, ooids with one
breakage feature).
Stage 3 and Stage 4: Multiple energy influxes causes
several breaking episodes. Each breakage episode is
defined by truncation features noticed between each
succeeding envelope.
Compare these stages with grains
of Fig. 22C (2 breakage episodes), and Figs. 26A and 27
(3 breakage episodes). After each breakage episode a
new fibrous coating is added during quiescence.
All large pisolite grains show multiple breakage and
recoating episodes. Not a single grain exceeding 3-4 mm
was observed without at least one breakage episode. Note,
too, that new coatings which grew after a breakage episode
were less than 2/3 the entire grain;
therefore the grains
are "superficial" ooids and pisolites in many cases.
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-122temporarily shutting off ooid growth.

After an extended period of

evaporation, hypersaline conditions were again attained, and conditions
favorable to ooid growth soon followed.

The thin micritic laminae,

between the cortical envelopes of radially fibrous calcite, may have
developed during the non-precipitating phase, when algae and
interstitial chemistry were destructive to ooid growth.
Variations in the lithology of this lithofacies suggest that
conditions changed rapidly, accounting for development of grains more
than a centimeter in diameter with evidence of up to four breaking and
recoating episodes.

Successions in which layers of multiply-broken and

recoated ooids and pisolites are overlain by unbroken ooids are common.
Some ooids and pisolites have had other histories.

If removed from

their original environment of formation, the ooids or pisolites
developed a new set of substructure characteristics.

Some of the ooids

and pisolites with a radially fibrous substructure developed micrite
coatings when exposed to calichification processes, or developed into
oncolites due to growth of blue-green algae around the grain (Fig. 41).
Careful scrutiny of many grains suggests complex paragenesis due to
transport from one environment to another or changes in the physiochemical environment.

Recognition of substructure variations may be of

great assistance in understanding the sedimentary history of the
lithofacies.

For example, Wright (1981), reporting on the devtlopment

of "pisoids" in Lower Carboniferous carbonates of South Wales, was ab.le
to chart the development of the pisoids through hypersaline, marine, and
meteoric environments.
In summary, the pisolite ooid wackestone and grainstone lithofacies
represents two coeval subenvironments that existed within the tidal-flat

-123environment and formed a complex mosaic of lithologic types within the
fenestral wackestone and packstone lithofacies.

The two

subenvironments, represented by rocks of the pisolite ooid wackestone
and packstone lithofacies, were subaerially exposed areas of the tidal
flats, within which minor caliche zones developed, and shallow,
hypersaline pools and ponds, within which radially fibrous ooids and
pisolites formed and cryptalgal mats grew.
Dolomudstone
The dolomudstone lithofacies was deposited in a supratidal sabkha
setting

similar to that which presently exists along the Trucial Coast.

The evaporites above the dolomudstone in the interval also indicate an
arid climate.
are:

Criteria useful in recognition of supratidal environments

(1) desiccation features, (2) irregular laminations, (3) paucity

of skeletal allochems, (4) algal stromatolites, (5) lithoclastic
conglomerates, and (6) association of sediments of shallow-marine origin
(Lucia, 1972).

The characteristics of the dolomudstone lithofacies

readily fit several of the criteria listed above.
The muds deposited in the sabkha environment were probably brought
in by storms.

Algal mats growing on the supratidal surface do not

actively precipitate calcium carbonate, but act as a sediment binder,
trapping storm-derived muds (Multer, 1975, p. 25).

Carbonate muds

deposited by storms in supratidal environments can be quite thick and
extensive;

layers of mud two to four inches thick (5-10 cm) were

deposited on supratidal areas of Florida Bay by Hurricane Donna (Perkins
and Enos, 1968).

Muds were also deposited as far as 5 miles (8 km)

inland on the south Florida mainland (Perkins and Enos, 1968).
and Ginsburg (1977, p. 96) suggested that laminae in sabkhas are

Hardie
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Figure 41.

Photomicrograph of an oncolite of the pisolite and
wackestone and grainstone lithofacies. Nucleus is
composed of a pisolite fragment. Thin-section
no. 5809-5661. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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-126produced by sporadic, onshore storms.

A storm derivation for the

laminated carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida supratidal rocks is
supported by the effects of storm episodes recorded in more seaward
lithofacies of the pisolite ooid wackestone and grainstone lithofacies.
Dolomite within this lithofacies resulted from penecontemporaneous
dolomitization of lime muds.

The dolomudstones typically consist of

fine-grained dolomite rhombs, within the size limit usually indicative
of primary or early, eogenetic origin.

Penecontemporaneous

dolomitization of lime muds has been reported in Persian Gulf sabkhas
(DeGroot, 1973;

Bush, 1973), as well as in other modern supratidal

environments including Andros Island (Shinn and others, 1969) and
Bonaire (Murray, 1969).
Various models have been devised to explain dolomitization in
numerous settings and rock sequences.

Dolomitization within the

dolomudstone lithofacies and elsewhere in the Frobisher-Alida interval
is discussed in that context in the chapter on diagenesis.
The occurrence of evaporite minerals as crystal aggregates within
the dolomudstone lithofacies indicates evaporitic conditions.

The

angularity and very small size of the quartz grains suggest deposition
by aeolian processes.

The fresh-looking feldspar grains that occur

with the quartz grains suggest weathering of crystalline rock instead of
reworking of previously existing sediments.
Anhydrite
The anhydrite lithofacies was deposited in a sabkha environment, in
very shallow ponds that existed in an inner sabkha environment.

The

association of dolomite with anhydrite and gypsum in the sabkha
environment was first reported by Curtis and others (1963) for the

-127Persian Gulf sabkhas.

The association of nodular anhydrite with sabkhas

was documented by Shearman (1966), who reported an increase in anhydrite
landward from the shoreline, and the coalescing of nodules into thick
units.

Nodules may also exhibit clear indications of growing

displacively in the host sediment (Butler, 1969).

Anhydrites are formed

in the vadose zone and form by precipitation from briny, heated pore
waters, or from the replacement or alteration of primary gypsum crystals
(Schreiber and Hsu, 1980).

The development of the mosaic morphology is

the result of the conversion of lenticular gypsum crystals into
anhydrite pseudomorphs of gypsum which grow and coalesce into nodular
masses (Schreiber, 1981).

The host sediment is then squeezed into

sheaths surrounding the nodular masses.
The development of various fabric morphologies within the anhydrite
lithofacies may represent the alteration of various primary gypsum
morphologies.

The nodular mosaic morphologies represented within this

lithofacies probably formed in the exposed, marginal, sabkha
environment.

Although not all nodular textures are of sabkha origin

(Loucks and Longman, 1982), a clear vertical component of crystal
growth, an orientation of crystals that would suggest shallow,
subaqueous growth of the evaporites, was absent in most nodular fabrics
examined in this study.
The bedded massive anhydrites of this lithofacies formed
subaqueously in a broad salt pan behind the marginal sabkha, in the
inner sabkha.

The intercalated gray and brown dolomudstones are

probably algal stromatolites that grew within this environment, possibly
during periods of lowered salinity after marine waters were introduced
by storm surges.

During periods of high evaporation, gypsum may grow,

-128shutting off algal growth, but with conditions favorable to algal
growth, extensive mats develop (Schreiber and others, 1982).

Although

numerous cycles of anhydrite and carbonate are distinguishable,
individual laminae were not traced over large distances.

The massively

bedded anhydrites of this lithofacies contrast sharply with the
anhydrites of the Castile Formation of the Permian Basin within which
over 200,000 anhydrite-carbonate couplets are recognized and traced for
over a hundred kilometers (Dean and Anderson, 1982).

The Castile

anhydrite is believed to have been deposited in a deep, starved basin.
Within the Frobisher-Alida interval, only gross lithologic beds are
traceable.

The variations within this lithofacies, plus minor

indications of cross-lamination, desiccation, and blistering, also
indicate shallow-water formation for the massive-bedded anhydrite.

FROBISHER-ALIDA DEPOSITIONAL MODEL
The lithologies, lithofacies relationships, and distribution of
environments indicate that the Frobisher-Alida interval is a type of
lime mud to sabkha cycle (Wilson, 1975), or shallowing-upward sequence
(James, 1979).

Shallowing-upward sequences begin with a basal,

transgressive, marine carbonate.

Marine carbonate comprises the bulk of

the Frobisher-Alida and shows indications of increasingly shallower and
restricted environments upward;

it is represented by diverse, skeletal

wackestones that formed in quieter environments below normal wave base,
Irwin's ( 1965) "X zone" (Fig. 31).

In addition, skeletal grainstones

formed in shoal environments where normal wave base affected the sea
bottom, the equivalent of Irwin's "Y zone".

Skeletal wackestones were

also deposited behind the shoal environments, in areas that were
protected but where sufficient circulation allowed normal marine
organisms to thrive.

The protected environment was broad and the

shoreward edge developed a second series of shoals as a result of winddriven waves forming another "Y zone" of Irwin (1965) (here termed the
"Y' zone").

Restricted, quiet lagoons existed shoreward of the Y' zone.

Within the lagoonal environment, some foraminiferids and numerous
ostracodes, gastropods, calcispheres, and blue-green algae thrived.
Also present was an intertidal environment, Irwin's "Z zone",
marked by discontinuous pavements of peloid, intraclast, and fenestral
sediment, cryptalgal mats, stromatolites, tepee structures, calcretes,
and large evaporitic pools and ponds from which hypersaline ooids and
pisolites precipitated.

Shoreward, in an area of greater
-129-

-130exposure and decreasing wave influence, was a sabkha composed of algal
mats and laminated, storm-derived muds.

Landward of the shoreline in

the sabkha, evaporites precipitated and grew displacively in surrounding
sediments.
Far from the shoreline and behind the sabkha was a broad salt pan
that constituted an inner-sabkha environment.

Water within the inner-

sabkha environment was derived from storm surges which forced marine
waters across the sabkha.

These waters subsequently evaporated and

deposited massively bedded gypsum and halite.

The storm-derived waters

of normal marine salinity lowered the high salinity of the inner-sabkha
salt pan and allowed an algal mat community to develop.

Growing on top

of previously deposited evaporites, the algae persisted until
evaporation increased salinity again, killing the algae, and depositing
evaporites on top of them.
The Frobisher-Alida interval can be regarded as a regressive
carbonate-evaporite unit, marked by an initial transgressive carbonate
and capped by a regressive evaporite.

The interval represents one cycle

of a series of large carbonate to evaporite cycles within the Madison
Group.

Below the Frobisher-Alida interval, supratidal, sabkha-type

anhydrites and carbonates mark the termination of the regressive phase
of the Tilston interval (Himebaugh, 1979).

The subtidal carbonates of

the Midale subinterval mark the next phase of marine transgression after
the culmination of the Frobisher-Alida regression.

The contact between

the transgressive carbonate and the regressive anhydrite is sharp, as is
characteristic of such sequences (Wilson, 1975).
Data from modern carbonate depositional systems, as well as
thoroughly described ancient examples, were used to develop a
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However, considerable

overlap of features from different geomorphic settings was noted, and
therefore, in developing a depositional model for the Frobisher-Alida, I
avoided the use of any single, classic model, as the best analog for the
Frobisher-Alida.

Instead, each documented carbonate system, modern or

ancient, was recognized as representing the sum total of environmental,
geomorphic, and diagenetic processes that were active during deposition;
therefore, a model was derived for the Frobisher-Alida (Figs. 31 and 42)
with little concern if the model didn't fit a modern or ancient
configuration exactly.

This approach also avoids the contradictions

that develop when diagenetic features within a sedimentary sequence do
not correspond well to the diagenetic features expected with an analog.
In deriving a depositional model for the Frobisher-Alida carbonate
and anhydrite, it was necessary to seek a model that offered reasonable
explanations for the occurrence of the thick sedimentary noses of
carbonate and anhydrite, the linearity of the noses, the occurrence of
the thick, basin-margin evaporite sequence, and the apparent cyclicity
exhibited by some of the carbonates.

The model proposed (Fig. 42) is

that of prograding tidal-flat and supratidal, marginal sabkha
environments of digitate morphology in plan view, patterned after the
coastal sabkha model of Handford (1981).
broad, evaporitic salt pan.

Landward of the sabkha was a

Between the areas of tidal flats and

marginal sabkhas, re-entrants of restricted lagoons expanded seaward
into a larger, less restricted lagoonal environment.
normal marine conditions prevailed seaward.

Increasingly

The lack of linearity

within the restricted environments, in addition to the complex facies
mosaic on the tidal flats and marginal sabkha, resulted in considerable
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Figure 42.

Block diagram of the depositional model of the FrobisherAlida interval. The configuration illustrated primarily
applies to the eastern half of the study area. The
depositional environments migrated basinward during the
Frobisher-Alida "time". The lines of section A-A' and
B-B" refer to figures 31 and 43, respectively. Vertical
scale is greatly exaggerated.

\
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-134lateral and vertical variation within the stratigraphic sequence.
Modern tidal-flat and supratidal complexes also exhibit a lack of
linearity or parallelism of environments and exhibit a complex faciesmosaic type of relationship of numerous subenvironments (Hardie and
Garrett, 1977).
Ballard (1963) suggested that anhydrite flowage produced the thick
anhydrite noses;
in the anhydrites.

however, flowage distortion of the beds does not occur
Other workers suggested that the anhydrites filled

in linear troughs or lows between large carbonate shoals (S.B. Anderson,
pers. comm.).

However, deposition of this type, in which carbonate

production is essentially shut off to allow for thick anhydrite
deposition, implies a period of anhydrite deposition not contemporaneous
with carbonate deposition.

This type of model, therefore, indicates a

non-lateral equivalence between the carbonates and anhydrites,
contradicting the prevailing theory that they are laterally equivalent.
With a digitate configuration, the environments of carbonate
production (lagoon, tidal-flat, lower sabkha) and the environments of
evaporite production (higher sabkha, inner-sabkha salt pan), with
progradation and sedimentation, produced thick carbonate and anhydrtte
noses, respectively (Fig. 43).

Thus, thickness of a particular

lithofacies is based on the duration of progradation and sedimentation
at a particular location in an environment.

Therefore, on a g-oss

lithologic basis, this model will produce a series of carbonate and
anhydrite noses with roughly the same geometry as seen in isopachs of
these rocks in the Frobisher-Alida.
The linearity of the carbonate and anhydrite noses suggests
structural control of the facies relationships.

Brown (1978) and
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Figure 43.

Block diagram of the depositional model cut along line B-B'
of Figure 42.
General facies development during
progradation is illustrated in the front panel by position
I, II, and III. Position I shows the formation of
intertidal carbonates in the rock sequence. Position II
shows the occurrence of the sabkha environment and
dolostone formation. Position III shows the occurrence of
anhydrite in the rock sequence. Note also that if the
anhydrite were to be contoured near position III, the
anhydrite would appear as a "nose" on the map.

INNER SABKHA SALT PAN

~

ANHYDRITE - INNER SABKHA

B

DOLOSTONE-MARGINAL SABKHA

~

LIMESTONE - TIDAL FLAT

~

LIMESTONE - RESTRICTED LAGOON

-137Gerhard and others (1982) discussed aspects of structural control within
the Williston Basin.

However, Anderson and Hunt (1964) suggested that

Probisher-Alida sedimentation was affected by solution of salts within
the Prairie Formation (Devonian).

Anderson and Hunt noted an increase

in the thickness of the Frobisher-Alida interval along the eastern edge
of the Williston Basin and attributed it to removal of the lower salt
resulting in local subsidence and greater accumulation of sediment.
Differential salt solution, possibly structurally controlled, may have
influenced the configuration of envirorunents during Frobisher-Alida
time.

This local subsidence may have also allowed for development of a

broad salt pan and extensive evaporite deposition.
The Mississippian "X salt", a halite deposit within the FrobisherAlida anhydrite designated informally by Anderson (1964), occurs east of
the area of solution of salt in the Prairie Formation.

Comparison of

the distribution the various salts of the Charles Formation (Fig. 44)
demonstrates that the "X salt" was not derived from basinwide
restriction (the origin of deposition of the other salts in the
Charles), but from a localized, restricted environment that existed
along the eastern margin of the Basin.

The distribution of the

Frobisher-Alida anhydrite also shows a concentration along the Basin
margin (Fig. 5), in contrast to the bullseye pattern of the evaporites
deposited later from a basinwide restriction.
An element missing from the model proposed in this study is an
exposed land mass.

Presently there is no solid evidence for the

existence of an exposed land mass east of the Williston Basin during
Frobisher-Alida time.

In fact, Dott and Batten's (1981, p. 323)

paleogeographic map shows general overall inundation of the North
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Figure 44.

Diagram illustrating the distribution and depositional
limits of the informally-named, Mississippian salts "A"
through "F" and the "X salt" (adapted and modified from
Anderson, 1964). The "A salt" is the youngest; the
"X salt" is the oldest. Figure 45A shows the near
concentricity and vertical stacking of salts "A" through
"F" in western North Dakota (Williston Basin center).
Figure 45B shows that the "X salt" is restricted to the
eastern margin of the Basin. Distribution of the "X salt"
~lso roughly corresponds to the distribution of the
anhydrite of the Frobisher-Alida. It can be noted that the
"X salt" occurs largely east of the edge of the Devonian
Prairie salt.
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-140American craton during the Middle Mississippian.

Erosion of the

Paleozoic section east of the Williston Basin has removed evidence for
the eastern extent of Frobisher-Alida deposition.
Lastly, most researchers studying Mission Canyon carbonates
conclude that several sedimentary cycles occurred.

.

Harris and others

(1966), Aslani (1977), and Elliot (1982) suggest that cycles, both large
and small, were the result of a combination of sedimentation rates and
numerous transgressive-regressive sea level fluctuations of the Mission
Canyon sea.

This interpretation was based on an assumption that the

sequence of lithologies used to indicate a fluctuating sea-level was
deposited in linear facies belts parallel to a shoreline.

These

lithologies, fenestral carbonates, intraclastic and peloidal carbonates,
and ooid and pisolitic carbonates, are here interpreted to have formed
together in a non-parallel facies mosaic within the tidal-flat
environment.

Therefore, the use of these lithologies, individually, as

indicators of sea-level fluctuations is questionable.

An overall

regression of the Mission Canyon sea did occur during Frobisher-Alida
sedimentation, as is evident from the upward increase of indicators of
increasingly restricted environments in any vertical sequence of rocks.
However, it is not necessary to call upon numerous transgressive
episodes to develop the cyclicity seen within the restricted carbonates;
instead, lateral migration of a complex facies mosaic during r~gression
produced the same cyclicity.

DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY
The depositional history of the Frobisher-Alida may be divided into
5 stages.

Prior to Frobisher-Alida sedimentation, the previous sea

regressed, culminating in the deposition of sabkha-type anhydrites of
the T-2 subinterval of the Tilston interval (Himebaugh, 1979).

Then, a

rapidly transgressing sea (Fig. 45A) overlapped the Tilston anhydrites
and resumed normal-marine, carbonate deposition across most of the
Williston Basin.

Stage 2 contained the initiation of a general marine

regression (Fig. 45B).

During the regression, intertidal areas

developed in areas that became exposed.

Development and migration of

shoals basinward resulted from the shallowing waters.

Intertidal areas

expanded and more exposed areas formed supratidal environments.
Concomitant salt solution in the Prairie Formation in the subsurface
caused slight subsidence of the eastern Basin margin.
During Stage 3, a digitate pattern of intertidal areas and coastal
sabkhas formed and were flanked by a large, evaporitic salt pan (Fig.
46A).

Stage 4 consisted of continued subsidence and sedimentation which

caused migration of the restricted environments toward the Basin center
(Fig. 468).

Intertidal and supratidal environments developed on the

Nesson Anticline at this time.
In stage 5, maximum progradation of sediments of the restricted
environments westward resulted in extensive deposition of evaporite
(Fig. 47).

Final evaporite deposition culminated with the deposition of

the Rival anhydrite.

After Frobisher-Alida sedimentation, a rapidly

transgressing sea returned a shallow marine environment to the Basin,
reinitiating basinwide carbonate deposition, as represented by the
Midale subinterval of the Ratcliffe interval.
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Figure 45.
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Paleogeographic reconstructions, through time, of the
Frobisher-Alida interval in the study area superimposed on
county boundaries. Figure 45A is Stage 1, general marine
transgression. Figure 45B is Stage 2, initiation of the
marine regression and fonnation of intertidal environments.
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Figure 46.

Paleogeographic reconstructions of the Frobisher-Alida
interval, Stages 3 and 4. Figure 46A is stage 3,
formation of a digitate shoreline with the tidal-flat and
coastal sabkha environments. Figure 46B is stage 4,
progradation of evaporitic environments basinward and
development of exposed areas on the Nesson Anticline.
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Figure 47.

Maximum regression during time of deposition of the
Frobisher-Alida; maximum extent of anhydrite deposition
within the Frobisher-Alida.
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DIAGENETIC FEATURES
Introduction
Examination of thin-sections revealed the existence of numerous,
complex, diagenetic features within the carbonates of the FrobisherAlida interval.

A list of the diagenetic features and associated

lithofacies, diagenetic zones, and processes is given in Table 1, in the
summary at the end of the next chapter.
The important diagenetic features within the Frobisher-Alida
carbonates are:
dissolution;

1) cement (pore-filling);

and 4) mineral replacement.

2) pressure solution;

3)

Other diagenetic features

present in this interval are compactional structures and neomorphic
calcite.
Cement
Cement is herein considered to be a chemically precipitated mineral
filling pores of carbonate rocks by growing from a free surface within
the pore.

Cement of the Frobisher-Alida consists of the minerals

calcite, dolomite, anhydrite, and trace amounts of celestite.
Calcite is the most abundant cement mineral and occurs in crystal
forms that are fibrous, bladed, equant, syntaxial, and radiaxial mosaic.
Bathurst's (1976, p. 417-419) fabric criteria were used to differentiate
calcite cement from neomorphic calcite.
Fibrous cement (length to width ratio greater than 6:1;

Folk,

1965, p. 39) in the Frobisher-Alida ranges from 0.04-0.8 mm in length
and 0.007-0.01 mm in width (Fig. 48).

Cement of this type is most

common as isopachous rinds on hypersaline ooids and pisolites and as
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Figure 48.

Fibrous calcite cement in Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

A)

Photomicrograph of fibrous calcite cement (A) in laminoid
fenestral pore. Note peloids (internal sediment) that was
deposited in the pore :,ubsequent to cementation. Thinsection no. 3496-4141. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of iso>achous, fibrous and bladed, calcite
cement in hypersaline noid grainstone. Thin-section no.
5809-5989. Length of ,ar is 0 . 5 mm.

B

-151isopachous linings in fenestral pores.

This cement is found directly on

the substrate from which it has grown and rarely occludes a pore.

Some

fibrous cement also grades into a coarser, bladed morphology.
Bladed cement (length to width ratio between 1 1/2:1 and 6:1;
Folk, 1965, p. 39) ranges from several hundredths to several tenths of a
millimeter in length (Fig. 49A).

This cement occurs in the marine

grainstones, the hypersaline ooid and pisolite grainstones, and
fenestral carbonates;

it has an isopachous habit and may completely

occlude pores within the Frobisher-Alida.

Equant cement occludes pores

not completely filled with bladed cement.
Equant cement (length to width ratio less than 1 1/2:1;

Folk,

1965, p. 39) is the most pervasive calcite cement in the Frobisher-Alida
interval (Figs. 49B and 49C).
2.0 mm.

CryHtals range in size from 0.02 mm to

Equant cement is present i n all of the lithofacies described in

this study and occludes both primary and secondary voids.

It occurs as

uneven crusts in voids and as a mosaic of large euhedral crystals
filling in different types of voids.
is common in many voids.

Centripetal growth of the crystals

Rare pendant cement, composed of

microcrystalline equant calcite, may be found in some intertidal
carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida.
Syntaxial cement, a calcite cement that forms in lattice continuity
with the crystallographic axes of an allochem, is predominantly found in
grainstones of the Frobisher-Alida.

Echinoderm fragments were the on!y

allochems upon which syntaxial cement formed (Figure SOA).

Syntaxial

cement does not occur in the Frobisher-Alida carbonates where micrite is
in abundance.
Radiaxial mosaic cement is a rare cement form in the Frobisher-
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~igure 49.

Bladed and equant calcite cement in Frobisher-Alida
carbonates.

A)

Photomicrograph of bladed calcite cement (A) in laminoid
fenestral pore. Note the faint banding due to minute,
dusty inclusions in individual crystals. Also present is
equant calcite cement (B) which occludes portions of void
not filled by bladed calcite. Thin-section no. 3571-5319.
Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of equ~nt calcite cement in irregular,
fenestral pores. Thin-section no. 5809-5973. Length of
bar is O. 5 mm.

C)

Photomicrograph of equ.1nt cement in peloid intraclastic
packstone. Void was S·>lution-enlarged, laminoid fenestral
pore prior to calcite ,:ementation. Thin-section no. 34894560. Length of bar i :; O. 5 mm.

- l 'i 3-
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Figure 50.

Syntaxial cement and radiaxial mosaic calcite in FrobisherAlida carbonates.

A)

Photomicrograph of syntaxial cement (A) around echinoderm
fragment.
Syntaxial cement occurs only in association wilh
these grains.
Large, encrusting bryozoan (B) on a
gastropod shell occurs in the photo center. Thin-section
no. 4097-6086. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

B)

Radiaxial mosaic calcite in large, laminoid, fenestral
pore. Large, columnar crystals exhibit twin planes
(arrowed) internally. Thin-section no. 3496-4129. Length
of bar is 0.25 cm.
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-156Alida carbonates.

This cement type is similar to radiaxial-mosaic

calclte, a calcite morphology described by Bathurst (1976, p. 426) with
crystals consisting of curved twins, convergent optic axes, and
diverging subcrystals.

The crystals he described have non-uniform

extinction, length to width ratios greater than 7:1, and an orientation
of the long axis perpendicular to the substrate.

These characteristics

can be observed in radiaxial-mosaic cement of the Frobisher-Alida.
Crystals are large (0.2 - 0.8 mm wide, 1 - 3 mm long) and occur in large
fenestral pores (Fig. SOB).
Fractures, fenestral pores, and solution porosity (e.g. vugs and
moldic pores) are commonly filled with anhydrite (Fig. SlA).

Crystal

morphologies exhibited by anhydrite cement are felted, lath-shaped,
tabular, or equant.

Large, single crystals may fill an entire pore.

many samples partial replacement of the pore wall is common.

In

Anhydrite

cement is generally concentrated in carbonates representing restricted
to supratidal environments.
Celestite is a rare cement within the Frobisher-Alida carbonates,
found in small (millimeter-sized) vugs and fractures.
euhedral;

The crystals are

individual crystals may completely occlude a pore (Fig. SlB).

In some samples, celestite occurs as a void-filling cement after calcite
cement that partially occluded a pore.

Associated with celestite, in

rare occurrences, are small crystals of saddle dolomite.
Saddle dolomite, or baroque dolomite, (for other synonyms see Rc:: J kc
and Mathis, 1980, p. llSO) is an uncommon, yet distinctive cement in the
Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

It exhibits slightly curved crystal faces

(Fig. 52), causing a distortion about individual rhombohedra.

Optically

numerous inclusions give a whitish, cloudy appearance in the saddle
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Figure 51.

Sulphate cements in Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

A)

Photomicrograph of clear anhydrite (A) filling in solutionenlarged, irregular fenestral pores.
Cyanophyte algae are
the organic structures present. Thin-section no. 40864914. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of celestite cement (A) filling in laminoid
fenestral pore. Prior to celestite formation was
cementation with isopachous calcite (B). Thin-section no.
6376-8156.3. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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Figure 52.

Saddle dolomite cement in Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

A)

Photomicrograph of saddle dolomite (A) in laminoid
fenestral pore. The saddle dolomite exhibits the
"sweeping" extinction characteristic of lattice
distortion.
Isopachous, bladed calcite (B), exhibiting
partial dissolution (arrow), rims the original pore.
Thin-section no. 5809-5889.2. Length of bar is 0.1 mm.

B)

SEM photograph of saddle dolomite showing very slight
distortion of crystal rhombs. Sample no. 5809-5959
(UND-NMAL No. S-82-201).

A

-161dolomite, and sweeping extinction is seen with rotation under crossed
polarizers.

The crystals are millimeter-sized, euhedral, and

equidimensional, but rarely "spear-shaped" as reported by Radke and
Mathis (1980).

Some crystal terminations exhibit a zig-zag morphology.

Saddle dolomite may occlude an entire pore and is the terminating phase
of cementation within many voids.

This cement commonly occurs in

fenestral and vug pores in carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida that
represent restricted to supratidal environments.

Sulphate minerals,

occurring as replacement minerals and cement, are associated with saddle
dolomite.
Pressure Solution
Modification of carbonate fabrics of the Frobisher-Alida interval
by pressure solution is indicated by the presence of stylolites, grain
contact sutures, microstylolites, microstylolite swarms, and some minor
occurrences of clay seams (terminology after Wanless, 1979).
The stylolites commonly exhibit "tooth and socket" morphology in
which apparent vertical displacement is as much as 5 to 6 centimeters.
This morphology commonly has a rectangular or tapered (seismographpattern) geometry.

The stylolites of rectangular geometry contain a

relatively large allochem situated at the leading edge of the stylolite
(Fig. 53A).

Stylolites with a tapered geometry occur within lithologies

exhibiting good sorting or at boundaries between grain-supported
carbonates of different micrite content (Fig. 53B).

In homogenous

grainstones (e.g, ooid grainstones), opposing grains adjacent to a
suture are equally dissolved (Fig. 53C).
Stylolite seams of the Frobisher-Alida are commonly several
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Figure 53.

Pressure solution features of the Frobisher-Alida interval.

A)

Photograph of core slab showing well developed stylolite in
wackestone and packstone. Note tooth and socket form of
parts of the stylolite. Shading of slab is due to
hydrocarbon staining. Lighter shading corresponds with a
greater amount of cementation. Core no. 3630-4603, Renville
County.

B)

Photomicrograph of "seismograph" or tapered stylolite in
hypersaline ooid grainstone. Thin-section no. 63768145.5. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

C)

Photomicrograph of pressure solution of ooids showing equal
dissolution. Thin-section no. 1503-6881. Length of bar is
0.5 mm.

D)

Photomicrograph of microstylolite swarms in wackestone.
Note the distortion of the microstylolites around the shell
and the resistance of the shell to dissolution. Thinsection no. 3489-4578. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

A

-164millimeters thick, but may be one to several centimeters thick.

Elliot

(1982) observed tight (less porous, less permeable) zones in the
Frobisher-Alida carbonates associated with the occurrence of thick
stylolite seams, a feature also observed in this study (Fig. SSA).
Microstylolites, microstylolite swarms, and clay seams occur
predominantly in mud-supported carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida
interval.

The microstylolites consist of very thin clay seams with a

vertical relief (apparent displacive component) of several tens of
microns.

Microstylolite swarms in the Frobisher-Alida carbonates vary

from several millimeters in thickness to zones of several centimeters in
thickness;

they are commonly flat-lying (Fig. 530), and often deformed

around chert or anhydrite nodules that may be present.

Microstylolites

are also deformed around large allochems in rnudstones.
Dolomite rhombs are commonly associated with the pressure solution
features.

This association is described in more detail in a later

section concerning dolomite replacement.
Dissolution
Carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida interval were affected by
dissolution which caused the formation of a variety of features.

Fabric

relationships of dissolution features demonstrate both selective and
non-selective dissolution.
Moldic pores, leached cements, and partially leached allo~herns are
features characteristic of selective dissolution in the Frobisher-Al i da
carbonates.

Selective dissolution results in the removal of specific

textural or fabric constituents of the affected carbonate.

Moldic pores

occur in several lithofacies of the Frobisher-Alida and are the cause of
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dissolution of ooids (tangential and radial), peloids, and skeletal
allochems (Fig. 54A).
Dissolution of cement resulted in the formation of secondarygeneration pores.

The cements were either partially or completely

removed from interparticle, intraparticle, and fenestral pores (Fig.
54B).

Cement within some moldic pores and vugs also showed indication

of dissolution.
Selective dissolution also resulted in the removal of specific
textural features within some allochems.

This is exhibited by radially

fibrous ooids in which micritic laminae were selectively removed.

The

ooid remnants consist of concentric, radial-substructure shells of
calcite (Fig. 54C).
Non-selective dissolution formed vugs from the dissolution of
mineral matter without regard to rock mineralogy, or texture of fabric.
Vugs in the Frobisher-Alida exhibit crosscutting relationships with two
or more fabric elements or are non-descript in appearance in mudstone
fabrics.

Figure 54D shows non-selective dissolution in which several

vugs crosscut micrite and ooids in an ooid wackestone.

The vugs range

in size from several tenths of a millimeter to almost centimeter size,
and are commonly elongate and have a horizontal orientation.

Vugs occur

most commonly in carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida near the eastern
portion of the Williston Basin.
Replacement
Replacement of a mineral by another is a common feature in the
Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

The minerals involved in replacement are

dolomite and anhydrite.
Dolomite occurrences in this interval vary from lithofacies
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Figure 54.

Dissolution features of the Frobisher-Alida interval.

A)

Photomicrograph of oomoldic porosity in ooid grainstone.
The ooids are partially to completely dissolutioned;
however the fibrous cements were unaffected. Thin-section
no. 4097-6074.5. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of reopened fenestral porosity (dark areas)
in ooid wackestone. Cement that once completely filled in
fenestral pores have been partially to totally removed.
Thin-section no. 3423-4167.5. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

C)

Photomicrograph showing the selective dissolution of
micritic laminae of a hypersaline ooid. Thin-section no.
2905-3993.3. Length of bar is 0.25 cm.

D)

Photomicrograph of non-selective dissolution. Dissolution
has resulted in the removal of both matrix and allochems of
an ooid wackestone which produced vug porosity. Subsequent
to vug formation, equqnt calcite was precipitated in some
of the available pores. Thin-section no. 1503-6836.
Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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-168specific to fabric specific.
identified in this study.

Four different dolomite types were

Three types occur as replacement minerals;

the fourth type, saddle dolomite, occurs only as a cement and was
described earlier in that respect.

The three types observed are

microcrystalline dolomite with two different modes of occurrence and
medium- to fine-grained dolomite.
One of the microcrystalline dolomite types comprises the
dolomudstone lithofacies (Fig. 55A).
and vary in size from 1-8 microns.

The dolomite crystals are euhedral
This dolomite type is lithofacies

specific.
The second type of microcrystalltne dolomite occurs in association
with stylolites and microstylolites within and adjacent to the solution
seam (Fig. 55B).

The dolomite crystals fall within a range of 5-10

microns in size and are subhedral to euhedral in shape.
The medium- to fine-grained dolomite is somewhat pervasive (when it
is found) and has replaced the matrix and allochems of most of the
lithofacies within which it occurs (Fig. SSC-D).
and 50-100 microns in size.

Crystals are euhedral

Replacement ranges from approximately 1

percent or less to as much as 95 percent of the original lime carbonate.
ln the eastern portion of the study area, the medium-to fine-grained
dolomite crystals have replaced carbonates associated with evaporite
deposits.

ln the western part of the study area, micritic carb0 nates of

open marine origin were affected by this type of dolomite replacement.
There are two types of anhydrite replacement in the Frobisher-Alida
carbonates, clear anhydrite and mesogenetic anhydrite nodules.

Crystal

shapes include felted, lath, and large crystals that are subhedral to
euhedral.

Clear anhydrite occurs in pores formed during late
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Figure 55.

Dolomite replacement in Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

A)

Photomicrograph of microcrystalline dolomite of the
dolomudstone facies. Laminae resulted from deposition of
original lime muds. Large, euhedral crystal is an
evaporite. Thin-section no. 4086-4891. Length of bar
is 0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of stylolite (A) and associated
microcrystalline dolomite (B). Thin-section no. 40864929. Length of bar is 0.5 mm.

C)

Photomicrograph of dolomitized, marine skeletal
wackestone.
Dolomite is medium-to fine-grained. Note
the development of intercrystal (small, angular, dark
areas) and moldic (arrow) porosity. Saddle dolomite
fills in intraparticle porosity of ostracode (A). Thinsection no. 1024-7228. Length of bar is 0.1 mm.

D)

Photomicrograph of selective dolomitization of matrix of
an intraclastic wackestone. Dolomite is fine-to mediumgrained. Note well developed intercrystal and micro-vug
porosity (angular, dark areas). Thin-section no. 14314003. Length of bar is 0.1 mm.

-171stages of diagenesis (e.g., vug and reopened fenestral and
interparticle porosity)
adjacent to the pore.

and often replaces early cement or the rock
Poikilotopic fabric, in which grains or matrix

appear to be floating in the replacing mineral, occurs where replacement
had been extensive (Fig. 56A).
The mesogenetic anhydrite nodules exhibit large subhedral to
euhedral crystals 0.5 cm and as large as 3 cm in diameter (Fig. 56B).
This anhydrite replacement exhibits no preference to certain carbonate
fabrics within the Frobisher-Alida.

Poikilotopic fabrics are also

common with this type of anhydrite replacement.

The nodules have a

brown color which does not appear to be caused by inclusions but
possibly from hydrocarbon staining.

Kendall and Walters (1978) noted a

similar occurrence of anhydrite, which they termed brown porphyroblastic
anhydrite, with joint cracks and stylolites within Mississippian
carbonates of southern Saskatchewan.

They observed that this anhydrite

preferentially replaced carbonates of greater porosity and permeability.
Miscellaneous Features
Frobisher-Alida features that suggest a response to compaction are
breakage of skeletal and non-skeletal allochems, drag fabrics and grain
reorientation, flattened burrows, long and concavo-convex grain contacts
in grainstones, and organic-shaly partings (Fig. 57A-B).

A broken

allochem in the Frobisher-Alida commonly borders an unbroken a l lochem,
with fractured halves oriented tangentially to the unbroken allochem
surface.

Drag fabrics and grain reorientation are exhibited by wispy

laminae that are deformed around a large allochem, or by small, platy,
skeletal fragments that are tangentially oriented around a surface of a
larger allochem, such as a pelmatozoan columnal.

Flattened burrows
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Figure 56.

Anhydrite replacement in the Frobisher-Alida interval.

A)

Photomicrograph of poikilotopic fabric from near complete
replacement of the original lime-carbonate fabric with
anhydrite.
"Floating grains" are actually remnents of an
original mud-supported (wackestone) rock that were isolated
due to the degree of replacement. Note that the anhydrite
consists of subcrystals rather than a large, single
crystal. Thin-section no. 3535-4894. Length of bar is
0.5 mm.

B)

Photomicrograph of a brown, mesogenetic anhydrite nodule.
This anhydrite is characterized by its brown color caused
by staining from bitumen or hydrocarbons.
Crystals are
subhedral and replace carbonates without preference to the
nature of the original fabric. Thin-section no. 3496-4107.
Length of bar is 0.5 mm.
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Figure 57.

Compaction features of the Frobisher-Alida
carbonates.

A)

Photomicrograph of compactional feature exhibited around a
large echinoderm columnal. Small, platy fragments exhibit
tangential orientation in the proximity of the grain
surface; farther away the fragments lie horizontally.
Argillaceous laminae and microstylolites exhibit "drag"
fabric. Thin-section no. 45-8561. Length of bar is
0.5 cm.

B)

Photomicrograph of compactional feature in ooid packstone
and grainstone. Numerous grain-to-grain contacts and long
and concavo-convex contacts indicate compaction prior to
cementation. Thin-section no. 6376-8145.5. Length of
bar is 0.5 mm.
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-176have an elliptical cross-sectional geometry that may have been circular
prior to compaction.
Three states of non-void-filling calcite or neomorphic calcite,
exist in the Frobisher-Alida carbonates:

micrite, microspar, and

pseudospar (Fig. 58) (after Folk, 1965).

Micrite and microspar have

sizes ranging from 1-4 microns and 4-30 microns, respectively (Folk,
1965), and constitute the matrix of any given sample.

Pseudospar is

larger than 30 microns (Folk, 1965) and is most commonly found in
gastropods and corallites, and some ooids in the Frobisher-Alida
carbonates.
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Figure 58.

Neornorphic calcite of the Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

A)

SEM photograph of rnicrite and microspar in matrix of
wackestone. Micrite and microspar are unequally
distributed in the wackestone fabric.
Large, globular
structures are calcispheres, one of which is sectioned
and exhibits equant calcite in its interior. Etched.
Sample no. 5809-5921 (UND-NMAL No. S-82-163).

B)

Photomicrograph of spired gastropod shell that has
been neomorphosed to pseudospar. Note thin, micrite wall
(arrow) and dusty inclusions that show relic textures.
Equant calcite fills in shell void. Thin-section
no. 6376-8152. Length of bar is 0.5 cm.

C)

Photomicrograph of recrystallized coral septum (A) which
shares optical continuity with several bladed calcite
crystals (arrows). Thin-section no. 4097-6076.8. Length
of bar is 0.1 mm.
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DIAGENESIS INTERPRETATIONS
The wide range of diagenetic features found in the Frobisher-Alida
carbonates demonstrates that they have been affected by both simple and
complex diagenetic processes.

Analysis of these features shows that the

Frobisher-Alida carbonates were affected by diagenetic processes within
the depositional environments, in the deep-burial environment of the
Williston Basin, and probably by post-Mississippian subaerial exposure.
Choquette and Pray (1970) characterized three major stages of
porosity development which are used in this report to describe all
diagenetic processes acting upon Frobisher-Alida rocks.

These stages

are pre-depositional, depositional, and post-depositional.

The latter

stage was subdivided into eogenetic, mesogenetic, and telogenetic.

The

eogenetic stage would occur between final sediment deposition and burial
of the sediment or rock to a depth at which surface processes no longer
have an effect.

The mesogenetic stage would occur in the burial

environment at a depth below which surficial and near surface processes
have any major effect.

The telogenetic stage would occur in an

erosional environment in which old, previously buried rocks are affected
by processes resulting in the development of an unconformity.
Therefore, the telogenetic zone extends from an erosional surface down
to depths at which major surface-related erosional processes are no
longer effective.
Diagenetic environments interpreted to have existed during
Frobisher-Alida sedimentation are illustrated in Figure 59.
-179-

The major
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Figure 59.

Diagram illustrating diagenetic environments existent
during Frobisher-Alida sedimentation.
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-182diagenetic zones developed during sedimentation were marine phreatic,
hypersaline phreatic, and vadose.

The hypersaline phreatic is divided

into several subzones based on the origin and nature of the interstitial
waters.

These subzones developed from brines that formed from

evaporating hypersaline ponds, from evaporation across the sabkha flat,
or originated from the inner sabkha pans.

A mixed zone may have also

formed from the interactions of marine phreatic water and hypersaline
phreatic water.

Freshwater vadose and phreatic zones may have

developed, but only temporarily, during and briefly after periods of
high rainfall.
Diagenetic models in the literature show two origins of the
interstitial fluids:

meteoric and marine (Land, 1970;

Longman, 1980, and 1981).

Folk, 1974;

With these two fluid origins, four major

diagenetic zones are developed:
and marine phreatic (Fig. 60).

vadose, freshwater phreatic, mixing,
The development of these zones is

strongly geomorphically and climatic&lly controlled because development
of the freshwater zones requires an adequate source of meteoric waters.
The models of diagenesis were derived from the study of modern, humid
environments having a substantial influx of meteoric waters.

Bermuda, a

humid area used as an analog for many models of diagenesis, averages
1400 mm of rain a year, of which 25 percent, or 350 mm, is available for
diagenesis (Land and others, 1967).

In Bermuda, the meteoric ,' ater is

collected and stored in porous limestones that make up the bulk of tr.·:
island.

Collection and storage of meteoric waters is important if this

water is to have a significant role in interacting with the surrounding
limestone to cause diagenesis.
Rocks of the Frobisher-Alida interval are characterized as a
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Figure 60.

Diagram illustrating the "classical" model of diagenetic
environments in which fresh water is an important component
of the model (after Longman, 1980).
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-185carbonate-evaporite sequence without an exact modern analog but similar,
climatically, to the Persian Gulf.

The Persian Gulf annual rainfall is

100 mm, much of this is supplied in a single season storm (McKenzie and
others, 1980).

In such arid systems, flood recharge is the major

supplier of water to the intertidal-supratidal complex (Fig. 61).

In

extremely arid environments, quickly evaporating flood-recharge waters
produce brines which sink into the subsurface and form highly saline,
interstitial water (Butler, 1969).

According to Butler (1969),

chlorinity of the Persian Gulf sabkha brines is in excess of 160
Therefore it does not seem appropriate to accord meteoric vadose and
phreatic diagenesis a significant role in the early diagenetic history
of the Frobisher-Alida interval.

In addition, there is no evidence for

the presence of suitable recharge areas and reservoirs of meteoric
waters, in the form of marginal landmasses or islands during FrobisherAlida sedimentation;

this placed further constraints on possible

freshwater occurrence in the sediments.
Cement
Crystal morphology of calcium carbonate is essentially a function
of crystallization rates and water chemistry, particularly the magnesium
(Mg) and sodium (Na) content.

These variables, therefore, serve as

possible environmental indicators (Folk, 1974).
The Mg concentration of fluids is an important factor af f= ct i ng
crystal morphology.

Magnesium ions inhibit sideward growth of calci te ,

therefore Mg-rich fluids confine crystal growth of the carbonate to the
c-axis direction.

Fibrous aragonite or steep-rhombed Mg-calcite

precipitate in a Mg-rich fluid.

With decreasing amounts of Mg and

variable amounts of Na, sideward growth is less inhibited, resulting in
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Figure 61.

Diagram illustrating the origin and movement of waters
within the Frobisher-Alida hydrologic system (adapted from
model of McKenzie and others, 1980).
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-188the formation of bladed crystals;

equant or polyhedral crystals form at

low Mg-Na concentrations (Folk, 1974).

Hypersaline, normal marine, and

sabkha environments have high Mg and Na concentrations, and connate
waters have low Mg and high Na concentrations (Folk, 1974).

Applying

the above considerations to the diverse crystal forms of calcite within
the Frobisher-Alida shows that the crystals were precipitated in various
diagenetic environments.
The fibrous cement of the Frobisher-Alida was of early eogenetic
origin and precipitated in phreatic zones of marine and hypersalinetidal flat environments.

lsopachous development of the fibrous cement

implies phreatic conditions at the time of cementation (Longman, 1980).
Internal sediment deposited on top of the cement crystals also indicates
a near-surface, early origin.
Fibrous cement forms in modern, subtidal environments, for example,
within corals (Pingitore, 1971), in skeletal packstone and grainstone
(MacIntyre and others, 1971), and in carbonate skeletal sands within
high energy environments (Gerhard, 1977).

Precipitation of fibrous

cement is induced by several factors including carbon-dioxide-degassing
(Hanor, 1978), carbon dioxide derived from oxidation or decay of organic
matter (MacIntyre and others, 1971), and increased pH

due to

photosynthesis and respiration (Friedman and others, 1974).
Interstitial water remaining within the tidal-flat enviro r.~ent
after a period of high water (tidal or storm-derived) evaporates to f ,, r m
fibrous cement (Taylor and Illing, 1971 and Moore and Billings, 1971);
this process may have formed some of the fibrous cement in the
Frobisher-Alida.

Hypersaline phreatic conditions in the Frobisher-Alida

may have formed from the evaporation of tidal flat ponds which produced

-189brines of unusually high salinity.

Cementation under these conditions

can be rapid (Folk and Land, 1975).
Fibrous cement of the Frobisher-Alida was probably precipitated as
high Mg-calcite.

The crystal terminations of the cement invariably have

pointed rhombohedral or scalenohedral shapes, typical of calcite cement
(Loucks and Folk, 1976).

Crystals precipitated as aragonite may be

recognized by their conspicuous, squared-off, terminations, even after
diagenesis (Loucks and Folk, 1976;

Assereto and Folk, 1976).

Such

terminations are absent in fibrous cement of the Frobisher-Alida.
Bladed cement of the Frobisher-Alida carbonates was precipitated
during the eogenetic stage of diagenesis within the marine phreatic
environment.

An early formation for the bladed cement is indicated by

its isopachous occurrence and the presence of internal sediment on top
of the cement crystals.

The length/width ratio of slightly below 6:1

indicates a somewhat lower concentration of Mg ions, not low enough,
however, to invoke the presence of significantly fresher (e.g. meteoric)
waters.

Factors reducing Mg concentrations enough to allow the

formation of bladed cement may have been related to earlier
precipitation of fibrous, high Mg-calcite cement which probably reduced
the amount of Mg available for poisoning sideward growth of newly
forming crystals.

Reduction of the Mg concentration during

precipitation is suggested where gradual change from fibrous tc bladed
cement was observed.

Clay particles, although volumetrically

insignificant within the Frobisher-Alida carbonates, may have absorbed
Mg ions and effectively reduced their concentration.
Equant cement in Frobisher-Alida carbonates is of mesogenetic
origin.

Evidence for a late-stage origin of equant calcite is that it

-190post-dates precipitation of eogenetic bladed cement, it is a terminal
cement phase in most pores, it occurs in contact with the substrate of
secondary, solution-enlarged voids, it infills fracture porosity, and
the large crystal sizes indicate very slow crystallization.

Eogenetic,

freshwater phreatic diagenesis is commonly cited as responsible for
precipitation of equant calcite cement (Longman, 1980).

However, for

reasons described earlier, freshwater was not present in the
depositional environments of the Frobisher-Alida to form significant
meteoric phreatic zones.

Therefore, meteoric diagenesis is thought to

have been minimal, or not in operation, in the eogenetic environment.
A possible origin of equant cement is precipitation from connate
water (Folk, 1974).

Since connate water lacks the high Mg

concentrations to affect crystal growth of calcite, equant crystals will
precipitate out of these fluids.

Another source of calcite-

precipitating water may be the expulsion of fluids from deeper strata to
shallower rocks after substantial burial (Loucks and Budd, 1981).
fluids tend to precipitate equant calcite crystals.

These

Loucks and Budd

also noted that modern, freshwater, phreatic environments seldom, if
ever, produce very coarse-grained, equant crystals.

Coarse equant

crystals indicate very slow rates of precipitation, conditions unlike
those found in active, near-surface environments.

Expulsion of

diagenetic fluids from deeply buried evaporites may be a source of
calcite-precipitating waters (Moore and Druckman, 1981).

Evaporites 0f

the Birdbear Formation (Devonian) and the Tilston interval could have
been sources of fluids for precipitation of equant cement in the
Frobisher-Alida.
A possible source of cement-precipitating fluids, neglected in

-191other studies, was meteoric waters that infiltrated Frobisher-Alida
rocks during post-Mississippian exposure of the unit.

Longman and Mench

(1978) showed that equant calcite cement formed in the Cretaceous
Edwards Limestone in Texas when post-Miocene development of an aquifer
system occurred within the Edwards.

As discussed earlier, the

Frobisher-Alida interval was affected by pre-Tyler, pre-Spearfish, and
pre-Jurassic erosion.

The Frobisher-Alida carbonates, and other

Paleozoic carbonate rocks, affected by erosion along the eastern margin
of the Williston Basin, may have served as aquifers at one time as well.
Downward percolation of meteoric water along exposures of these rocks
probably dissolved the carbonates and may have precipitated the equant
cements under favorable conditions in the burial environment.
Pressure solution may have also been an important source of calcium
carbonate for late stage, diagenetic cement in the Frobisher-Alida
(Bathurst, 1976, p. 459).

Carbonate derived from pressure solution may

be precipitated adjacent to a developing stylolite (Bathurst, 1976), or
the carbonate-enriched fluids may be transported upward and outward to
areas in which precipitation would be induced (Longman, 1981).
The pendant cement in the Frobisher-Alida is the only equant
calcite interpreted in this study to be of eogenetic origin.

Pendant

cement may have formed after brief periods of rainfall during which
water droplets collected on the roofs of voids in the hypersa l lne vadose
zone, evaporated, and precipitated a finely-crystalline calcite of
pendant morphology.

Fine equant crystals and pendant morphology are

indicative of formation in the vadose zone (Longman, 1980).
Syntaxial cement in the Frobisher-Alida probably precipitated
during mesogenetic stage diagenesis.

Although syntaxial cement

-192precipitates rapidly in freshwater phreatic environments, it also
precipitates in deeper-burial environments (Longman , 1980).

The

syntaxial cement of the Frobisher-Alida probably precipitated from the
downward-percolating surficial waters that also caused equant calcite
cement at ion.
The origin of radiaxial-mosaic calcite is not well understood;
however, it has been suggested that the mos a ic fabric forms from
recrystallization of fibrous aragonite cement (Bathurst , 1976, p. 427) .
There is no evidence in this study that proves or disproves this
possibility .
Anhydrite and celestite cements of the Frobishe r-A lida are of
mesogenetic, and possible telogenetic, origin .

In most samples, the

sulphate cements infill late-stage reopened and solution-enlarged
primary pores or vugs.

Generally t hes e cements coexist with sulphate

replacement of the carbonates;
at the same time as cementation,

therefore, replacement probably occurred
Sulphate crystals crosscutting

earlier-formed equant calcite and the association of celestite with
saddle dolomite, a late stage ceme nt , also indicate a late-stage origin
for the sulphate cements .
The source of sulphates for cementation in the Frobisher-Alida is
probably the anhydrites associated with the carbonates in this interval .
Braithwaite (1971) suggested that circulating connate water will cause
sulphates from anhydrite deposits to migrate into adjacent carbonates
and precipitate cement, a process that probably occurred in the
Frobisher-Alida.
Saddle dolomite cement in the Frobisher- Alida is interpreted to be
of mesogenetic origin, because a late origin for the formation of saddle

-193dolomite has been proposed in several other geologic settings (Beales,
1971;

Mattes and Mountjoy, 1980;

and Loucks and Budd, 1981).

Saddle

dolomite forms at temperatures ranging from 60-150 degrees celsius
(Beales, 1971;

Radke and Mathis, 1980) and at depths ranging from 1500-

4500 meters, all of which occur well within the mesogenetic zone.
The association of saddle dolomite with late-stage vug and reopened
primary porosity in the Frobisher-Alida indicates formation at a later
stage of diagenesis.

Also, association with late-stage sulphate cements

(anhydrite and celestite) suggests a late formation for saddle dolomite.
Pressure Solution
Pressure solution results from compressional stress exerted on
contacts between grains, crystals, or beds within the presence of an
interstitial fluid which causes dissolution of mineral matter on
opposite sides of the contact.

Horizontal orientation of pressure-

solution features is most commonly due to burial although inclined and
vertical orientations do exist and are commonly the result of tectonism
(Park and Schot, 1968).

Pressure solution may form stylolites, mineral

matter for cements, and stratigraphic shortening of the rock (Bathurst,
1976, P• 459-473).
Stylolite morphology in the Frobisher-Alida is a function of the
relative solubilities of the interacting materials (Bathurst, 1976, p.
468-469).

Rectangular geometry of stylolites developed when ~

solution-resistant allochem, situated on a solution contact, acted a ~ a
buttress causing the solution contact to migrate past the allochem in
more soluble carbonate.

Low-amplitude stylolites (tapered and flat-

lying seams) occurred in rocks where grains or mineral matter on the

-194opposite sides of a solution contact had equivalent solubilities causing
equal dissolution.
Matter derived from pressure solution of carbonates may be
precipitated locally to form cemented zones around stylolites or may
precipitate elsewhere in the rock, depending on solution movement,
concentration gradients, or other factors.

Local cementation from

pressure solution is evident in those Frobisher-Alida carbonates where
staining by hydrocarbons of the rock decreases toward the stylolite
(Fig. SSA).

This effect is due to the increasing amounts of cement near

the stylolite and the corresponding decrease in porosity and
permeability and hence less staining.

Movement of mineral matter in

solution away from pressure-solution contacts may have supplied the
material for precipitation of some of the equant calcite in the
Frobisher-Alida.
The occurrence of thick stylolite seams, insoluble residues
remaining from pressure-solution, probably indicates that large amounts
of carbonate were dissolved.

Pressure solution may have resulted in

stratigraphic shortening of the Frobisher-Alida, the extent of which has
not been determined in this study.
Crosscutting stylolite relationships involving stylolites with
early cement, equant calcite, and chert nodules suggest multiphase
pressure solution events.

Pressure solution, resulting from 0verburden

pressures, was probably a continuous process during the burial hist0 ~y
of the Frobisher-Alida interval.

Stylolites cutting across equant

calcite indicate a late-stage origin for at least some pressure-solution
events.
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Selectivity in dissolution is a response to the relative
solubilities of carbonate material (e.g. allochems, matrix, or cement)
within diagenetic fluids.

Overall, early cement and ooids in the

Frobisher-Alida were most prone to dissolution as indicated by the
common occurrences of partially leached ooids, oomoldic porosity, and
reopened primary porosity.

It is possible that the early cement and

ooids had not stabilized completely as low Mg-calcite, from an initial
high Mg-calcite, prior to introduction of diagenetic fluids which
resulted in dissolution.

Also, the occurrence of vugs indicates that

diagenetic fluids dissolved carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida regardless
of mineralogy or texture.
Different sources of diagenetic fluids, resulting in dissolution
within the Frobisher-Alida, have been suggested in several studies.
According to Gerhard and others (1978), dissolution and porosity
development in the Mission Canyon (Frobisher-Alida) were caused by
meteoric waters flushing through the carbonate in the subaerial realm
penecontemporaneously with sedimentation.

However, Elliot (1982)

suggested that the dissolution features reported by Gerhard and others
(1978) were formed in the burial environment.

Elliot suggested several

mechanisms for the formation of acidic waters in the Mission Canyon
during burial, for example, CO2 derived from hydrocarbon matur,tion, H+
derived from clay-mineral transformations, or clay-carbonate reactions.
Lindsay and Roth (1982) suggested that Laramide uplifts charged the
Mission Canyon in the subsurface with fresh water which resulted in
dissolution.
Dissolution of the Frobisher-Alida carbonate probably occurred in
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from the Basin interior and water percolating down from an exposure
surface, respectively.

Mesogenetic dissolution may result from fluids

expelled from deeply buried shales or evaporites in a basin (Loucks and
Budd, 1981);

the shales of the Bakken Formation (Devonian-

Mississippian) in the Williston Basin may have been sources of fluids
causing dissolution of the Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

These fluids may

have migrated through a fracture system in the Bakken, along the Nesson
anticline, that allowed for migration of hydrocarbons into shallower
carbonates (Dow, 1974).
Telogenetic dissolution of the Frobisher-Alida carbonate along the
eastern margin of the Williston Basin probably occurred when meteoric
water percolated into the subsurface after pre-Tyler, pre-Spearfish, or
pre-Jurassic erosion of the rock.

The meteoric water may have been

charged with atmospheric carbon dioxide and certainly undersaturated
with respect to calcium carbonate and, with persistent percolation into
the subsurface, caused dissolution of the Frobisher-Alida.

Vug pore

development and other void features probably formed from this
dissolution.

Apparently, other Paleozoic carbonates along the eastern

margin of the Williston Basin were affected in the same manner.

Heck

(1979, p. 85) noted the proximity of solution voids in the Bottineau
interval to the pre-Mesozoic disconformity and suggested that i..eteoric
water infiltrating the rocks during the erosional event caused
dissolution.

Loeffler (1982, p. 163-165) recognized the effects of

telogenetic diagenesis on rocks of the Birdbear Formation (Devonian) and
suggested that post-Mississippian to pre-Triassic exposure allowed
meteoric waters to infiltrate the rocks and form vugs and other
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Gradually the downward-moving meteoric waters became saturated, or
even super-saturated, with dissolved calcium carbonate as dissolution
continued.

Movement of the saturated water into an environment

conducive to precipitation probably resulted in cementation with equant
calcite, a pervasive type of cement in the Frobisher-Alida.

The

occurrence of equant calcite in vugs suggests that fluid chemistry
changed, at times causing dissolution of carbonate and at times causing
precipitation of cement.
Replacement
Three different types of dolomite were identified within the
Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

Microcrystalline dolomite of the

dolomudstone lithofacies is interpreted to be early eogenetic in origin;
the microcrystalline dolomite associated with pressure solution is
probably of late stage or mesogenetic origin.

Lastly, the medium- to

fine-grained dolomite is probably of late eogenetic, or possibly
mesogenetic, origin.
In the last several decades, numerous dolomitization models have
been proposed by workers which incorporate eogenetic through to
telogenetic processes;

therefore, it is clear that a unique

dolomitization environment does not exist (Land, 1980).

In this study,

considerations are given to those models which are thought to explain
best the origin of the different kinds of dolomite in the FrobisherAlida interval.

Diagenetic processes in operation during and after

Frobisher-Alida sedimentation place constraints on any dolomitization
model(s) used from the available literature.

The following

dolomitization models are applied to the Frobisher-Alida carbonates:

-1981) McKenzie and others (1980) model of flood recharge, capillary
evaporation, and evaporative pumping and;

2) Adams and Rhodes'

(1960)

seepage-refluxion model for carbonates deposited in proximity to, and
within, the sabkha and inner sabkha environment;

3) Wanless' (1979)

pressure response model for mesogenetic dolomite;

and 4) the mixing-

zone model of Folk and Land (1975) for other mesogenetic and telogenetic
(?) dolomite.
To describe Holocene dolomitization of the Abu Dhabi sabkhas,
McKenzie and others (1980) synthesized a single hydrologic model which
incorporated a cycle defined by three sequential stages.

The first

stage, termed flood recharge, results from onshore movement of seawater,
either by normal daily winds or storm surges, which floods the sabkha
environment.

The seawater immediately infiltrates the pore system in

the sediment and consequently raises any existent water table to the
sabkha surface.
follows;

Stage two, termed capillary evaporation, immediately

in this, water within the capillary zone is evaporated,

lowering the water table below the sabkha surface.

This evaporation

results in precipitation of gypsum and aragonite which removes calcium
ions and raises the Mg/Ca ratio well above 7.

Areas of constant

recharge and evaporation develop Mg/Ca ratios as high as 27.

The

magnesium-rich solutions result in dolomitization of the surrounding
sediment.

In areas of infrequent flooding, capillary evaporat~on may

evolve into evaporative pumping, stage three of the hydrologic cycle.
Artesian waters trapped between aquicludes below the Abu Dhabi sabkha
are drawn upward once evaporation lowers the sabkha water table below
the piezometric surface of the artesian system.

This stage of the cycle

may not have been in operation within the Frobisher-Alida, since
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However, shallow-buried marine

water within Frobisher-Alida sediment may have performed the same
function as an aquifer in the Abu Dhabi system.

With the addition of

the evaporative-pumping stage, buried marine water could provide another
source of magnesium for dolomitization.

The hydrologic system described

above was probably in operation during deposition of the sabkha
sediments of the Frobisher-Alida and was responsible for formation of
the microcrystalline dolomite in the dolomudstone lithofacies.
The seepage-refluxion model of Adams and Rhodes' (1960) was
possibly in operation within the areas adjacent to the large salt pans
in the inner sabkha environment during Frobisher-Alida sedimentation.
As water evaporated in the salt pans, it became concentrated and sank to
the bottom.

Continuation of this process resulted in the accumulation

of a dense brine that eventually seeped into the substrate.

The brine,

having precipitated sulphates earlier, was high in magnesium and
therefore dolomitized the sediment as it passed through it.
Progradation of depositional and diagenetic environments resulted in
onlap of dolomitizing environments over sediments deposited in nondolomitizing conditions.

Continued seepage of the brines into the

eogenetic subsurface resulted in do l omitization of unaltered carbonates
provided that the carbonates were sufficiently permeable.

The patchy

distribution and extent of dolomitization of intertidal and rt ~tricted
carbonates of the Frobisher-Alida suggest that the dolomitization
process was infrequent or uneven.

According to Lindsay and Roth (1982),

sabkha-derived brines passed through intertidal carbonates of the
Mission Canyon into carbonates of the open and restricted marine
lithofacies, dolomitizing 60-70 percent of the original calcium
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This dolomitization process contributed an important part to

early dolomite formation.
Pressure solution response of limestone in the form of non-sutured
seam solution or non-seam solution may result in dolomitization in the
burial environment (Wanless, 1979).

Non-sutured seam solution occurs in

limestones with significant amounts of clay particles and a lack of
resistant structural elements.

This type of pressure solution forms

microstylolites and microstylolite swarms.

Dissolution of carbonates

will evolve magnesium ions for local dolomitization.

Magnesium ions may

also be derived from pressure solution of existing dolomites, by
transport from other limestone areas, or from organic residues (Wanless,

1979).

Non-sutured seam solution apparently resulted in minor

dolomitization of the Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

This is supported by

a concentration of dolomitization, in most samples, within a few
millimeters of microstylolite seams.
Minor dolomitization of the Frobisher-Alida may have resulted from
a mixing-zone condition involving the mixing of saline, connate waters
and meteoric waters percolating into the subsurface from the postMississippian erosional surface.

Heck (1979) suggested this situation

as a possible model for dolomitization of some of the carbonates of the
Hottineau interval.

Freshwater mixing with subsurface brines, a factor

inhibiting dolomitization, reduces the salinity and allows dolomite to
form.

Magnesium ions may also have been introduced by meteoric water

that had percolated through and dissolved dolomite units in the
rrobisher-Alida.

This type of dolomitization is very slow and requires

a11 ample supply of magnesium and circulatory waters (Folk and Land,

1975).
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Frobisher-Alida interval are interpreted to be of mesogenetic, and
possible telogenetic origin.

This interpretation is based on the

observations of anhydrite cement in vugs and reopened primary pores,
replacement of carbonate substrate with anhydrite around secondary
pores, and the interpretations of other workers on anhydrite replacement
in Mississippian carbonates in other parts of the Williston Basin.

The

two different anhydrite types were probably emplaced at separate times,
yet lack of crosscutting relationships between the two makes relative
dating of them difficult.
Young and Greggs (1975) suggested that anhydrite replacement in the
Lodgepole Formation in southwestern Manitoba occurred in Jurassic time
when brines generated during the deposition of the Amaranth Formation
(Jurassic) infiltrated the carbonates.

Kendall and Waters (1978)

suggested a Triassic to Upper Cretaceous emplacement of brown,
"porphyroblastic" anhydrite in the Midale carbonates of southern
Saskatchewan.

They suggested that the bitumen found in the anhydrite,

giving the nodules the characteristic brown coloration, may well be the
product of alteration of oil that migrated into Mississippian reservoirs
during this period of time.

Applying these considerations to the brown

anhydrite nodules observed in this study of the Frobisher-Alida, it is
possible then to assume that this anhydrite was also emplaced sometime
between the Triassic and Cretaceous.
The origin of sulphate-bearing solutions causing sulphate
replacement in carbonates is somewhat problematical.

Murray (1964)

presumed that subsurface, bedded anhydrites were the source of secondary
anhydrites.

His assumption was based on the observed concentration of
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Brai_thwaite

(1971) suggested that circulating connate water was responsible for
mobi_lizing sulphates into adjacent carbonates.

The Charles evapori.tes,

comprising the upper part of the Frobisher-Alida interval, were probably
the source of sulphates in the area of this study.

Circulating connate

water or telogenetic meteoric water probably mobilized sulphates from
the Charles into the carbonate resulting in anhydrite replacement.
Miscellaneous Features
Recognition of specific textural features that are a response to
compaction may be questionable.

Shinn and others (1977) have shown that

marine wackestones, with initial porosity as high as 60-70 percent, can
be compacted with volume reductions essentially equivalent to the
initial pore volume.

Flattening of burrows and the formation of wispy

<>rganic partings also result from compaction (Shinn and others,
these features are common in the Frobisher-Alida.
with the compaction of grainstones (Meyers, 1980).

1977);

Grain breakage occurs
Unequal distribution

of compactional forces on a grain surface causes failure in a zone of
weakness within the grain.

Grain rotation and drag features also result

from compaction (Meyers, 1980).

Frobisher-Alida grainstones show each

of these responses to compaction.
Beach and Schumacher (1982) showed that early cementation of
intertidal carbonates of the Mission Canyon prevented significant
compaction while the lack of early cement in subtidal carbonates
resulted in their compaction with burial.

The intertidal environment of

the froblsher-Alida was an area of active, early cementation which
preserved depositional porosity before compaction.

Packstone can

develop from the compaction of wackestone (Dunham, 1962);

packstone of
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Except where depositional

porosity has been preserVL'd by early cementation, most of the carbonate
of the Frobisher-Alida was affected by compaction to some extent.
Micrite, microspar, and pseudospar are the products of neomorphism,
a phenomenon which Folk (1965) defines as "all transformations betwel'n
one mineral and itself or a polymorph--whether inversion or
recrystallization, whether the new crystals are larger or smaller or
simply differ in shape from the previous ones."

According to this

process, aragonite will invert to calcite and high Mg-calcite will
recrystallize to low Mg-calcite.
An understanding of fabric changes resulting from neomorphism can
be useful in extrapolating the original mineralogy of constituent
particles in carbonates.

This consideration has an important role in

interpreting the nature and origin of the ooids and pisolites of the
Frobisher-Alida carbonates.

SEM photomicrographs (Fig.

24) reveal the

presence of very fine and slender crystallites within the cortices of
uoid grains of the Frobisher-Alida.

These crystallites are on the saml'

order of size as primary aragonite or high Mg-calcite crystals.
According to Rich (1982), slender crystallites in ooids of original
~ragonitic mineralogy alter to a coarse mosaic of pseudospar when
affected by neomorphism.

Loucks and Folk (1976) and Assereto and Folk

(1976 and 1980) indicated that square-ended crystal forms of fibrous or
ray calcite in carbonates are an indicator of an original aragonitic
1nineralogy.

Tn any of the above cases, diagenesis of the aragonite by

aggrading neomorphism formed coarser, square-ended crystals.
Neomorphism is also explicit in the transformation of fine, aragonitic,
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lamellar structures within gastropod shells to a very coarse, blocky
mosaic of calciti> (Hr1rhurst, 1976, p. 486-489).
111

light ol

th,• c,J11siJcr;-ili(>11s above, il i.s proposed t11•rc• tl1:1l

till'

radially fibrous substructure of the ooids and pisolites of the
Vrobisher-Alida were originally precipitated with a mineralogy of high
~1g-calcite.

With high Mg-calcite as an original mineral, inversion to

r1

form of low Mg-calcite resulted in slight or no change in texture.
Summary
Recent strides in carbonate diagenesis research allow for more
precise determinations of the origin of textures and fabrics exhibited
by carbonates.

Detailed studies of Holocene environments ranging from

humid-tropical to arid-evaporitic conditions have better defined
biological, chemical, and physical factors aff~cting carbonates in near
surface environments.
background from

Results of these studies provided the necessary

which Frobisher-Alida carbonates were interpreted.

Oiagenetic features, their lithofacies occurrence, approximate
diagenetic zone of occurrence, and the associated diagenetic processes
are summarized in Table 1.

As presented in the previous disc11ssions and

suin111,=irized in Table 1, the Frobisher-Alida carbonates were affected by
several diagenetic processes, at different times, and in different
locations within the study area of this report.

Therefore, diagenetic

pathways were complex and interpreted paragenesis for one location,
area, or region does not suffice as a general model to be used
throughout the extent of the Frobisher-Alida carbonates in the Williston
Hasin.

This is evident in contrasting the results of this report with

other published work, for example, the studies of the Little Knife field
(Lindsay and Koth, 1982).

The regional emphasis of the present study
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Table 1.

Frobisher-Alida diagenesis summary.
In column of Li.thofacies
Occurrence:
A== skeletal wackestone and packstone, B=
skeletal grainstone, C== calcisphere wackestone and
packstone, D== intraclast grainstone, E= fenestral
wackestone and packstone, F= pisolite ooid wackestone and
grainstone, G== dolomudstone, H== anhydrite.
Diagenetic
zone designations are from Choquette and Pray (1970).
Also included are a few other diagenetic features not
discussed in the text due to space limitations.

TABLE 1
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roughly defined the diversity of diagenetic features present and th(•
prol'esses responsible for Lheir development.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

The Frobisher-Alida interval of the Mission Canyon and Charles

Formations (Madison Group, Mississippian) represents carbnnare and
evaporite sedimentation in a shallow epeiric-sea setting.

The interval

is marked by a basal transgressive sequence of marine carbonates across
the Basin.

Afterwards, a regressive situation established evaporitic

environments along the basin margin.

A combination of high

sedimentation rates and basin subsidence resulted in progradation of
carbonate and evaporitic environillents toward the basin center.
Sedimentation of the Frobisher-Alida terminated with deposition of the
Rival evaporites.

2.

Eight facies were delineated within this study basecl on textural anrl

fabric similarities, and indigenous fauna and flora.

Seven of these

LLthofacies are common in the study area.

3.

A new model proposed in this study to explain the complex

relationships between the carbonates and evaporites consists of a
digitate pattern of restricted marine, intertidal, and supratidal areas.
The proposed configuration accounts for the stratigraphic development uf
the thick carbonate and anhydrite "noses" seen on isopach maps.

Also

introduced was a modification of the marginal sabkha model of Handford
(1981).

A sabkha formed a barrier to a large, leeward, evaporitic sail

pan in which massively bedded calcium sulphates and halite were
deposited.

The model explains the nature and origin of the thick

evaporite sequence along the eastern periphery of the Williston Basin.
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4.

Lithologic variations within the Frobisher-Alida stratigraphic

sequence resu] ted from lateral migration and over a] 1 prograd:it ion of a
cumpl('X

L-1cies mosaic in :1really restricted environments, as opposed

l~rge regional parallel facies belts.

Lo

Therefore, numerous sea level

flucluations causing transgressive-regressive pulses need not be invoked
to produce the lithologic variations observed.

5.

Thickness variation of facies, as observed in cored intervals, is a

funclion of the geographic position of the formative environment in
relation to the depositional configuration existent during progradation.

6.

Numerous coated-grain types were identified in this study.

The

rRdially fibrous and micritic grains previously identified as of
subaerial origin have been reinterpreted as grains having formed in
hypersaline environments and in small subaerial reaches, respectively.

7.

Eogenetic, mesogenetic, and telogenetic stages of diagenesis

affected the Frnbisher-Alida carbonates.

8.

Four diagenetic zones were present during Frobisher-Alida

sedimentation.

The zones were m;:irine phreatic, a "mixed" zone of marine

and hypersaline waters, hypersaline-phreatic, and hypersaline-vados0
zones.

Lack of significant amounts of meteoric waters prevented the

development of freshwater phreatic and vadose zones.

9.

Porosity development in the Frobisher-Alida carbonates was shown not

to have resulted from eogenetic subaerial exposure, but instead from
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dissolution processes in the mesogenetic and telogenetic diagenetic
zones.

10.

Porosity <levelopment in carbonates along the eastern portion of the

study area resulted from later-stage dissolution of eogenetic cements to
reopen cement-filled pores.

Dissolution also resulted in creation of

vugs.

L l.

Important porous zones in the western portion of the study area

resulted from dolomitization of lime rnudstones and wackestones, and from
<lissolution which formed intercrystal and moldic porosity.

L2.

Anhydrite cementation and replacement reduced porosity along some

areas of the eastern Basin margin.

It was deduced that the time of

anhydrite replacement was post-Mississippian, but differing crystal
chcJrncLt>ristics of the anhydrites suggest multiphase emplacement.

13,

Three types oE replacement dolomite were recognized in the

f<'robi sher-Alida carbonates.

One type of microcrystall ine dolomite

resulted from eogenetic processes associated with sabkha dolomitization.
A second type of microcrystalline dolomite formed from pressure
solution.

Mixing of telogenetic waters with connate waters, or other

subsurface physiochemical reactions, produced some medium- to finegrained dolomite.

14.

The Frobisher-Alida interval represents a diversity of depositional

environments, lithofacies, and diagenetic pathways.

This diversity
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resulted in development of several models of deposition and diagenesls
instead ot a single model applicable to all parts of the Willisto11
Kasin.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
l.

The depositional model proposed for evaporite deposition was based

on a reconaissance study.

Detailed petrographic analysis and mapping of

the eastern evaporites will help refine the proposed model or derive a
new one.

2.

It is suggested here that exclusion of some evaporites from the

Charles Formation and inclusion of these evaporites in the Mission
Canyon Formation be considered in light of the recent understanding 01·
the evaporites.

More detailed studies should indicate whether or not

the evaporites above the Mission Canyon should all be considered the
Charles Formation.

3.

Detailed structural and isopach mapping along the eastern Basin

margin is necessary to show structural control of facies development and
configurations.

4.

Further study of the effects of the post-Mississippian erosional

unconformity along the eastern Basin margin on the Frobisher-Alida
c;irbonates is necessary.

This study may be included in a larger study

of pre-Mesozoic, telogenetic diagenesis of Paleozoic carbonates Jn the
eastern portion of the Williston Basin.

5.

Lastly, extension of this study to the southwestern quarter of the

~tate of North Dakota to complete the basinal picture of Frobisher-Alida
-212-
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p111

Tests,

in the southern ar.ea, of the models

forth hen~ are suggested for i.ncorporAtion of tl11•sp n1<icl,•ls int.o Lil,·

r('ginnal interpr,•t·,1Lion or Llw devf'lopment of new moclf'ls Lo expl;iin
regional differences.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
LOCATIONS AND LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS OF WELLS STUDIED
'f'IH· local ions ,ind legal cksc,·i.ptlons of wells 11sC'd for <'orn•L1t lo11s
and sample analysis are listed by county and numerically by North IJakot;i
Geological Survey well number within each county. QQS refers to quarter
of a quarter-section; Sec refers to section; T refers to township, all
of which are north; and R refers to range, all of which are west.

Well
No.

QQS

Sec-T-R

Operator/Name

BOTTINEAU COUNTY
38

SWSE

18-160-81

CALIFORNIA CO.-THOMPSON #1

206

SWSE

21-163-80

WARD-WILLISTON DRLG. BRENESTON #1

395

SENW

36-164-80

WARD-WILLISTON DRLG. CO.-STATE "A" 112

426

NWNE

11-163-80

ZACH BROOKS HAUGEN #1

524

SENW

19-161-81

DAKOTA OIL-OLE ANDERSON #1

%2

SWNE

5-160-80

AMERADA PETROLEUM CURP.L W LUDDINGTON #1

1069

NWNW

1-159-82

CARDINAL, KAUFMAN, GREAT PLAINS ET ALBERNICE M. KEELER /fl

1155

SWNW

17-161-80

WINONA OIL CO. OF DEL.-MINA GAGNON Ill

1183

NESE

23-160-80

WINONA OIL CO. OF DEL.-L C ANDERSON Ill

1207

SESW

5-163-80

1324

swsw

14-162-80

LEACH OIL-RUSSEL R. SMITH #1

1383

SWNE

35-163-80

LEACH OIL-E. TRIMBLE Ill

1431

NENE

31-162-81

CARTER OIL CO. AND PHILLIPS PETRO. CO.OSCAR FOSSUM #1

1439

NWNW

22-162-81

LOWELL J. WILLIAMSON, INC. -THORPE 111

1629

NWNW

23-162-81

DAVIS OlL CO.-HAWKE #1

1637

NENE

31-162-81

DAVIS OIL CO.-WILLIAM STEWART # l

1670

SWNE

6-162-80

CARDINAL PET. CO.-UCLI-ZAHN #1

SIGNAL DRLG. & EXPL. INC. & GULF OILOLE HAUGEN Ill
-215-
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SWNW

12-162-80

CARDINAL-LUBAR-CHAMBER-.IENS JENSEN II I

l 920

NL•:NW

35-163-8]

TOM JORDAN & CAPPY KICKSMATT LODOEN Ill

1936

l'IWNW

12-162-83

ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. INC.-FELAND II I

swsw

24-161-82

GREAT AMERICAN EXPLORATION COMPANYGEORGE STRATTON "C" ll2R

24 71

NESE

33-159-81

CARDINAL, KAUFMAN, GREAT PLAINS ET ALNELLIE BRACE Ill

2676

NENW

17-162-82

BARRON KID & SIOUXLAND OILSTHORPE ESTATE f/2

3067

SESE

8-160-83

3078

NWNW

12-159-83

CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. & GAY CU.LYNN J. HELMING Ill

3218

NESE

24-159-81

CARDINAL, KAUFMAN, GREAT PLAINS ET ALCHRIS KJONAAS Ill

3292

SE:SE

12-160-82

TEXOTA OIL-HENDERSON Ill

3295

swsw

30-162-83

SKELLY OIL CO.-LOUIS ERICKSON Ill

3334

NWNW

36-161-83

CLYDE W. JONES-ARROWHEAD EXP. CO.FLOYD M. JOHNSON-STATE Ill

3423

SESE

32-163-83

QUINTANA PET. CORP.-WALTER NELSON Ill

3425

NENE

13-162-82

TIDDENS PETROLEUM CORP-CARDINAL PET.ROBERT LAIRD Ill

3LiJ8

NESW

4-163-83

HLM DRILLING CO.-STANLEY Ill

3454

NWNE

5-162-83

MCMORON EXPLORATION CO.-ROBERT WALKER Ill

3467

NWNW

34-163-82

CHANDLER-SIMPSON INC. -TOFTE LAND II I

3543

SWNE

25-160-83

HUNT OIL-JOHN O'KEEFE Ill

3544

SWNE

7-161-81

H. L. HUNT-R. C. STREICH Ill

3598

SESE

2-160-83

I. J. WILHITE-DAKKON PETR. CO.MILTON E. HELMING #1

3705

SESE

21-161-83

3 714

SWNE

6-161-83

CARDINAL PETR. & GAY CO.-W. SELK-USA Ill

ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. INC.-WITTEMAN Ill
QUINTANA PET. CORP.-RHODA RACKE ET AL Ill

-2173742

SESW

5-159-82

PLAZA OIL & GAS-HAROLD & GLADYS
GUNNING Ill

1802

NENE

18-159-83

DOME PET. CORP.-HUGH MCLEOD #1

·rn1 o

NESW

23-160-82

PLAZA OH & GAS-FRONT IER-ELLSWOKTII II I

3916

NESW

27-161-82

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COM.-KlRBY Ill

3944

NESW

21-163-82

CHANDLER & ASS. INC.-HALLOF Ill

1%2

SESE

22-159-83

MIDWEST OIL CORP.-VlCTOR DAY Ill

3981

SENW

22-159-82

MIDWEST OIL CORP. -ARTHUR J. GUNNING 111

4192

NESW

5-160-81

CONTINENTAL-THOMPSON ET AL Ill

4231

NESW

34-159-82

CALIFORNIA OIL CO.-KEMPER Ill

4362

SENW

11-160-81

CHEVRON-JACK R. ROGERS Ill

4431

NENE

5-160-82

4844

NESW

15-161-81

GENERAL AMERICAN OIL CO. OF TEXASWALTER R. SAUSKER 111-15

4918

NWSW

33-161-82

MARATHON OIL CO.-GEORGE C. ADAMS Ill

4924

NENE

2-161-81

UNION OIL CO OF CALIF-C. M. HUBER 111-A-2

5859

NWSE

36-162-83

KISSINGER PET. CORP.-GREEK-STATE 1110-36

5943

NESW

9-161-80

5990

SESE

13-161-82

5991

NENE

8-161-82

PETR. EQUITIES CORP. -JOSEPH E. RICE 111

6343

SENE

18-163-83

CARNINAL DRIL & GREMLIN-JOHNSON 1142-18

6535

NENE

2-161-83

6720

NESE

22-161-82

PHILLIPS PETR. CO .-NEWHOUSE "A" 119-22

6729

SESW

19-161-81

CHEVRON USA-T. A. WILEY 114

6742

NWSW

29-161-81

CHEVRON USA, INC.-FOSSUM-FEDERAL t/1

6794

NENE

27-163-81

TEXAS OIL & GAS CORP.-LYLY H. SISK Ill

JOHN B. HAWLEY JR. TRUST IllGEORGE HANSON 111

THE WISER OIL CO.-BLANCHE THOMPSON Ill
WISER OIL CO.-BERENTSON-BND 111

SHELL O[L COMPANY-GREEK /ll~l-2

-218-

6980

SWNW

23-163-83

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF.0. BERGSTROM #3-E23

6982

NENE

26-163-83

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF.DRANGSHOLT #7-A26
BURKE COUNTY

898

SENE

32-163-93

TEXOTA OIL-EDWARD LIELY #1

945

NENW

28-161-90

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-GUNNAR OPSETH #1

1080

SESE

11-163-88

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-H. M. SINCLAIR #1

1081

NENW

30-162-88

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.ROYE. SYVERSON #3

1257

NENE

7-160-90

TEXOTA OIL-CLARENCE G. ALBERTSON #1

1461

SESW

5--162-91

NORTHWEST OIL DRILLING-ED BUNTING #1

1490

SESE

31-163-88

NORTHERN PUMP CO.-A. G. BAUER #1

1520

NENE

28-162-91

PET. CORP. OF AM.-M. JORGANS #1

1540

SESE

17-163-92

PAN AMERICAN PET. CORP.-RIVAL MADU #2

1594

SWNE

20-159-94

CARTER OIL CO.-N. TIOGA-MAD. U. M 7

1660

SENW

1-160-92

1661

NWNW

11-161-90

1715

SWNE

8-160-92

1719

SWNW

2 9-160-94

1735

NESW

5-159-94

1766

SESW

13-162-92

PAN AMERICAN PET. CORP.-OWINGS U #1

1842

NWNW

32-161-89

PETROLEUM, INC.-SIGNAL DR & EXPORA H. MAHONEY II 1

1904

NWNW

17-163-91

J. R. PADEN-ALFRED-ASHBAUGH

2000

NESW

3-160-91

2033

swsw

30-160-94

2071

SWNE

3-160-94

PET. CORP. OF AM.-DELBERT SMITH #1
NORTHERN PUMP CO. -A MELBY Ill
PET. CORP. OF AM.-M. A. JENSEN #1
SPARTAN DRILLING-THOMPSON #1
HUNT OIL-NT MU L 18

SKELLY OIL CO.-C. W. JACOBSON #1
HUNT OIL-NT MU

G 25

STEWART PETROLEUM-OLAF OLSON #1

-2192205

NESW

26-163-92

PAN AMERICAN PET. CORP.-JOEY BLY 112-A

J.214

SWNW

3-161-92

ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. lNC.-OSCAR BAKKEN It l

2265

NWSE

14-162-91

2278

SESW

5-162-90

IVAN GOHEEN-R. M. MCCARTHY Ill

2319

swsw

9-161-94

SPARTAN DRILLING-CLARENCE T. WITTY Ill

2336

NWSW

29-162-92

2398

SESW

4-163-93

ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. INC-JOHNSON Ill

4; 2430

NWSW

4-162-94

OHIO OIL-JOHN ROLIE Ill

2658

NWSE

19-160-90

ARTHUR V. SEAY JR.-THOMAS SORLIE #1

2 7 90

Nf<:SW

34-159-94

I J WILHITE-SKELLY OIL-SETTERLUND II I

2800

SWNW

13-163-89

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.-GAGNUM #1

2810

Sl:<:SE

26-162-93

I J WILHITE-LOUISE SOMMERNESS Ill

2991

NESE

21-162-94

CALVERT DRILLING CO. -LOTTIE ANDERSON 111

3132

SWNW

22-162-92

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COM. -ANDERSON II I

NENE

12-163-92

MAR-WIN DEVELOPMENT-R. M. HANSEN 113-D

3226

SESW

22-162-89

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP-MARY GEROLAMY II 1

3231

SWSE

29-163-91

CALVERT-ASHLAND OIL
BANK OF ND //2

3379

SESE

1 7-162-93

ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. INC.-YOUNG III

3408

SENW

1-163-90

3419

SWSE

30-162-89

VERN O. LUNU-JENS LARSON # l

ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. INC-LOUIS HERMANSON 111

& REFIN-NORTHWESTE-

TENNECO OIL CO. -GLADYS I TYSDAL 111
U S SMELTING REFINING & MINING CO. -

CLARENCE RADENZ #1

3446

swsw

4-159-90

3578

swsw

13-161-94

PAN AMERICAN PET CORP. ELMO SIMONSON # l

35 91

SWNW

1-161-93

PAN AMERICAN PET CORP.CLARENCE HOLTER #1

3604

NWSE

17-159-90

PAN AMERICAN PET CORP.V. J. WEINBERGER #1

PAN AMERICAN PET CORP.-OLUF T JENSEN II l

-2204162

SESE

26-160-92

PEL-TEX, INC. & CONOCO-EDWARDS #1

Li433

NESE

24-159-91

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF.-DAVE LINBURG #1

4958

SWNE

2-161-91

5121

SWNE

10-163-94

5 721

NESE

5-160-91

5908

NWNE

33-164-90

CHANDLER

6028

SESE

30-160-90

APACHE CORP.-MASTERS #1-30

6047

SES!:<:

9-159-92

APACHE CORP.-EDWARDS f/1-9

6607

NENE

5-161-94

NO. CENTRAL OIL CORP. -PRIEBE-STATE 111

JOHN B. HAWLEY JR. TRUST #1FLORENCE M. INGERSON #2
MOUNTAIN MINERALS CO.AGNES SLATER #32-10
WA MONCRIEF-LOEPP #5-1

& ASSOC., INC.-WlLSON #2-33

DIVIDE COUNTY
PHILLIPS & RALPH M. BALLARD-BRAATHEN 111

1024

NENW

29-162-95

141;3

SWNE

6-162-96

DAHAMONT EXPLORATION CORP.HAROLD E. JACOBSON Ill

1900

NWSW

5-162-98

SIGNAL DRILLING & EXPLORAT10N INC. KNUTE A. UNHEJM fl 1

2251

swsw

2 722

SESW

13-161-98

SIGNAL DRILLING & EXPLORATION INC.ALFRED JOYCE f/1

3625

swsw

21-163-96

BRANDYWINE OIL CO. -JOHN BRADY 111

4074

NENE

20-162-95

CALVERT-KELSCH & DONLIN-A. LEGEIN #1

4394

swsw

20·-161-97

TEXACO INC.-R. W. RF:DLIN(NCT-1) #1

4408

SENW

19-163-98

CALVERT DRILLING co.--ASLAKSON Ill

/~691

SWSE

29-163-95

MULE CREEK OIL CO. INC.-NETTIE LOUCKS

5009

NESE

35-160-96

CONSOLIDATED OIL & GAS CO.
CHARLEY MYER ET AL Ill

5135

C NW

29-161-95

ASHLAND OIL INC. -F FENSTER 111-2 9

5192

NENE

3-160-95

APACHE OIL CORP.-LESLIE HUWE ET UX #1

H L HUNT-AB ERICSON #1

INC.-

-2215248

NENE

10=160-98

OIL DEV. CO. OF TEXAS-ROGERS Ill
MCKENZIE COUNTY

41

NESE

26-152-96

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.-K. HALVORSEN Ill

78

NENW

16-153--95

AME RADA PET ROLE UM CO RP. NORTH DAKOTA "D" # 1

1065

NWSW

20-152-95

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. HAWKEYE-MAD U F 608

U 76

NWNW

20-151-95

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.RUBY SIVERTSON #1

1679

SWSE

10-153-96

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.C. C. MOGEN T-1 #1

2169

LOT 11

3-152-96

2226

SWNW

18-153-94

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.-U S A THOMAS Ill

2326

SWSE

34-154-96

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.HARRY MENDEHALL #1

3387

NWNW

7-152-94

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.ANTELOPE UNIT F #1

TEXACO INC.-L. WISNESS #2

16-152-93

SOCONY MOBILE OIL CO, INC.GRADY HEIRS #Fll-161

4095

SESE

34-151-96

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.SIGNALNESS-TANK UNIT #1

4594

NWNW

10-151-94

GULFLAND INC. -DRAGS WOLF 111

4945

NWNW

32-153-95

UNIVERSAL RESOURCES-THOMPSON II I

5062

NWNW

29-153-98

UNIVERSAL RESOURCES-SU LL IVAN //2

6168

NWSW

13-152-92

ENERGETICS INC.-ELORED BRENNA #13-13

6539

NWNE

34-153-95

HANSON OIL CORP.-SUGAR BUTTE III

7008

NWNW

11-151-97

SUPRON ENERGY CORP.-ROLFSRUD #1

7159

SENW

16-151-96

ADOBE OIL

& GAS-STATE

PITTSLEY 1122-16

MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
400

swsw

31-158-94

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.-G. SUNSTEBY #2

-222416

SWNW

15-158-93

0 WR OIL-WHITSON-M. JOHNSBERG #1

4 71+

NWNW

24-155-90

WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT-W

528

NWNE

25-157-89

WILLIAM HERBERT HUNTL. C. ANDERSON #1

561

NENE

34-158-94

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.M. SATHER TRACT 1 #1

565

SWSE

15-158-94

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.ALBE RT ERICKS ON ti 1

592

SENW

14-156-92

WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT-ERVING. HORNE #1

724

swsw

30-157-94

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.LEROY NELSON "A" ti 1

1002

NENW

10-157-94

FA CRON-MARTIN C. JORSTAD #1

1223

SWSE

27-156-88

ESTATE OF WM G HETIS-W. F. BAUER #1

1315

NENE

9-158-92

1406

NESW

19-157-90

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-SARAS SALO Ill

1813

NENE

16-157-88

ANSCHUTZ--SUN OIL CO.STATE OF ND 42106 #1

1844

swsw

10-158-91

ANSCHUTZ DRILLING CO. INC.A. F • LEHMAN ti 1

2273

NWSW

15-155-93

STEWART PETROLEUM-CVANCARA ti 1

2779

SWNW

19-152-88

NORMAN EDMUND-W. A. SPLETSTOSER # 1

2816

SWSE

12-154-92

DAVIS OIL CO.-LEN CARKUFF #1

3005

swsw

9-158-89

I J WILHITE-WALTER KRUGER #1

3134

SWNW

8-155-93

SHELL OIL CO.-STANLEY PROCHASKA t/12-8-1

3227

SESE

16-155-94

3228

NENE

6-157-91

3317

NWNE

25-153-92

JACK GRYNBERT-ELSWORTH JOHNSONBERG #1

3353

NWNW

28-158-91

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COM.-JACKSON #1

3523

NWNW

2-157-91

&

U DUNHAM ti l

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-EDWARD BRATLIEN #1

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.NORTH DAKOTA "N" #1
CALIFORNIA OIL CO .-ELEFSON FLB # 1

CARDINAL PET. CO.-EINAR ARNESON #1

-2233540

SESE

30-158-88

PAN AMERICAN PET. CORP.GRADON QUIGLEY #1

3575

NWNE

3-157-89

PAN AMERICAN PET. CORP.LE ONA RD J. GOETTLE 111

4386

SESE

28-151-90

EMPIRE STATE OIL CO. -VORWERK II 1

4392

NENW

13-151-90

EMPIRE STATE OIL CO.JOHN O. BARTELSON-STATE Ill

4432

NWSE

23-15 7-91

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFRUDOLPH BROTHERS II I

4682

SESE

4-15 7-91

4 74 7

NWNW

30-152-90

MIAMI OIL PROD. INC.-AGNES STOLPMAN #1

5273

NESW

26-151-88

CITIES SERVICE OIL CO. -D MCGUIRE "A" 111

5333

SESE

26-156-93

SHELL OIL CO. -MORROW li44X-26

5350

NESW

7-158-94

5353

SENW

18-151-88

CITIES SERVICE OIL CO. -CHINBERG A # l

5529

SESW

21-151-88

CITIES SERVICE OIL co.-WALSH "A" Ill

5786

SWSE

19-158-91

BRALORNE INT'L INC.-LUMLEY ltlS-19

6159

swsw

21-155-90

TRIGOOD OIL CO.-HAZEL ROLFE Ill

6289

NESW

10-155-91

THOMSON PETR. INC.-HARSTAD ET AL #1

6376

SWSE

10-155-91

THOMSON PETR. INC.-HARSTAD ET AL #2

6402

NENE

16-155-91

THOMSON PETR. INC.-CORPRON-STATE #1

6494

SESE

26-· 155-91

B WA

17-156-91

BROWNLIE, WALLACE-JAHA #17-11

6515
6695

NENW

5-154-91

6974

C NE

19-155-90

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF-EDWIN JOHNSON #1

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.TIOGA MAD U I/L-146X

& B-RAYMOND

CRAFT #26-44

DONALD C. SLAWSON-HILL ET AL 115-1
BROWNLIE, W. A.

& B.-STATE

#19-43

RENVILLE COUNTY
369

SESW

34-158-81

SOHIO PETROLEUM CORPORATION-J. NELSON 111

815

SWNW

13-161-85

CALVERT EXPLORATION-OSCAR W. JOHNSON II 1

-224960

SENE

30-163-84

SOHIO PETROLEUM COMPANYGEORGE A. MAGNUSON II 2

1136

SENW

23-161-84

H. MACK COX-JOHN A. SOUTHAM II 1

1201

NWSW

27-162-84

WINONA OIL COMPANY OF DELAWAREGEORGE KRAUSE II 1

1450

SENW

9-162-84

1602

NWNE

26-161-87

PETROLEUM CORPORATION OF AMERICALILLIAN KRUEGER II 1

1727

SESW

32-161-84

GULF OIL CORPORATION-ROY D. HOKE II 1

1815

NWNW

21-162-87

DAVIS OIL COMPANY-THEODORE JENSEN II l

1822

NENW

29-163-86

SIGNAL ORIG. CO. ET ALJ. K. ROUTLEDGE II 1

2059

NWSE

5-162-85

2870

swsw

36-164-84

CARDINAL PETR. CO. & INC.-STATE 111-R

2905

LOT2

28-164-84

CARDINAL PETR. CO. ET ALAUBREY HARKNESS Ill

2920

NESE

6-163-84

2941

NESE

21-163-84

CLYDE G. KISSINGERCLYDE G. KiSSINGER-ET AL MAGNUSON Ill

2989

NENW

34-163-85

CLYDE W. JONES-GEORGE BARTON Ill

3011

NESE

14-163-85

PETROLEUM, INC.-ACKERSON Ill

3145

NESE

3-158-82

3205

SESE

11-161-87

NORTH AMERICAN ROYALTIES, INC. ET ALLEE II 1

3253

NESE

20-163-85

T.N. JORDAN, JR.-ENGVALD MEHUS Ill

3271

NWNE

16-161-86

LYDA HUNT-HERBERT TRUSTSSTATE-HEMBREE II l

3335

NESW

31-160-85

CLYDE W. JONES, ET AL-CARL A. LARSON Ill

3350

NWSE

18-161-85

CARDINAL PETR. CO., ET ALSELMER AALUND II 1

LOWELL J. WILLIAMSON INC.-NORDMARK II 1

ANSCHULTZ OIL COMPANY INC.-KNUTSON II 1

JACK ROUSE-DAKOTA INTERNATIONALH. SORENSON 111

MCALESTER FUEL CO.-SORENSON IIA-1

-2253359

NENE

28-161-85

CARDINAL PETROLEUM COMPANYOBERT ENGEBRETSON# 1

3489

SESE

34-163-85

BRUCE P. ALFSONPERRY BROWN, JR., ET AL #1

3496

SENE

35-164-85

PLACID OIL CO.-CELESTINE VOLK #4

3526

SESW

16-160-85

CARDINAL PET. CO.-FRED GOODSTEINHAROLD YALE-STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA #1

3534

NWNW

29-159-84

FRED GOODSTEIN-RALPH FUCHS-#1

3535

NENW

32-162-85

MILLER OIL CO.-ORDEAN C. STRAND #1

3571

SESE

8-161-86

3572

NENW

26-160-84

THE AREX CORP., ET AL-E.P. STONER Ill

3600

NENW

24-162-85

THE AREX CORP. & CARDINAL PETR. CO.FRANCES MCCROY #1

3628

NESE

31-160-84

FRED GOODSTEIN-SELMA LAMPSON #1

3630

swsw

14-158-82

TEXOTA OIL CO.-L. WEBER #1

3659

NWSW

3-160-84

3691

NENE

10-162-86

3737

NWSE

8-163-85

3777

NENW

10-162-86

I.J. WILHITE-STAR DRILLING, INC.MYRTLE ATWOOD Ill

3783

swsw

12-158-84

TENNECO OIL CO.-R. JEVNE #1

3912

NESE

24-163-87

CHANDLER & ASSOCIATES, INC.SCHIFFMAN #1

3935

SWNE

11-158-·82

GALAXY OIL CO.-LYLE V. WEBER

3987

SENW

10-161-84

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.-NORDKILL-NELSON #1

4006

swsw

26-158-83

CARDINAL PETR CO.-CARDINAL-BAKER #14-26

4007

NWNE

35-158-84

CARDINAL PETR CO.-CARDINAL BAKER #31-35

4022

SESE

5-159-84

4026

NENE

21-158-85

HUNT INDUSTRIES-H.A. BREKHUS #2

GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS-WHERRITT-BND #1
I.J. WILHITE-STAR DRILLING, INC.OSCAR L. OLSON #1
MONSANTO CO.-SCHWEYEN #1

TIGER OIL CO.-VENDSEL #1
CARDINAL PETR CO.-REX BAKER #41-21

-2264070

NWNW

17-159-85

CARDINAL PETR CO.-CARDINAL-BAKER #11-17

4071

SWNW

33-162-87

CHANDLER & ASSOC. INC. R.B. STENBURGJENSEN A #1

4086

NWNE

30-160-84

NORTH AMERICAN ROYALTIES, INC.DAVISON 111

4127

NWSE

13-158-81

W.C. PICKENS-CONRAD CHRISTIANSON #1

4140

NENW

6-160-85

4179

NWSE

26-158-86

PEL-TEX PETR. CO., INC.
HAALAND Ill

4274

NWNW

13-162-84

AMERICAN NATURAL GAS PROD. CO.L. S. HOPKINS ti 1

4296

SESE

10-161-85

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-BUTTES GAS CO.HAARSAGER #1

4334

SENW

11-158-85

CAMERLAND CARDINAL CORP.VENDSEL ET AL #6-11

4398

NENE

25-158-82

JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST #1COLCORD ESTATE #1

4585

NWNW

8-158-83

4613

NWNE

11-159-84

I.J. WILHITE ET AL-LINKE Ill

4933

NESE

19-159-85

DEPCO INC.-TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. INC.HEDBERG 111

4943

NENW

26-159-85

DEPCO INC.-TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. INC.ANDERSON #1

5052

NESW

30-158-82

CARDINAL PETRO CO-BORSTAD & FITZMAFRANCIS SCHAEFER #1

5063

SENW

16-158-86

GREAT WESTERN DRILLING CO. SIXTON O. ERICKSON Ill

5390

SWNW

25-158-83

DON BILLS & C. ST. CLAIRDUFNER ET AL # 1

5465

SWNW

26-160-85

WAINOCO INC.-CLIFF BURBIDGE l/11-26

5710

SWNE

17-159-85

KISSINGER PETR. CORP. ET ALSATTERLUND //7-17

TIGER OIL CO.-H.J. MURRAY #1
&

CONOCO-

ARROWHEAD EXPLOR CO.-HARRY G. NELSON #1

-227KISSINGER PETR. CORP.-VEHSLAGE #5-12

5901

SWNW

12-162-86

5917

NWNW

8-163-86

ALASKA OIL & MINERALSB. N. MCDERMOTT lll

5958

SENE

8-161-87

KISSINGER PETR. CORP.-BUCHHOLTZ #6-8

6057

NESW

13-161-87

BILLS & ST CLAIR-EDITH BREKHUS lll

6245

SENE

28-163-84

CARDINAL DRLG CO. & WARREN DODDREVO HEIRS 111

6312

NWSE

14-162-84

THE POLUMBUX CO.-UCLI-lX

6380

NESW

12-158-81

SUNDANCE OIL CO.-PALMA JOHNSON ET AL lll

6415

NWSW

12-158-85

PALMER OIL & GAS CO.-VENDSEL #12-12

6506

SWNW

11-158-82

GALAXY OIL co.-MCILROY #2
WARD COUNTY

47

SESW

23-155-81

WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT TRUST ESTATEJOE H. & ANNA WALD lll

52

NENE

24-156-85

WANETE-M. O. LEE ET AL lll

392

swsw

21-157-85

SAM G. HARRISON-J. H. ANDERSON ET AL #1

588

SWSE

33-152-82

WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT-F. C. NEUMANN #1

656

NWNE

13-155-82

WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT-GUY ALMY lll

995

SWSE

23-160-89

CALVERT DRILLING CO.HARRIET F. SINCLAIR lll

1005

NENW

19-160-89

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-EUGENE GARDNER lll

1010

NWNW

15-160-87

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-EARL O'CLAIR #1

1061

swsw

30-153-84

CALVERT DRILLING CO.GILBERT JACOBSON #1

1128

SWNW

13-160-87

NORTHWEST OIL DRILLING-ROY LADD #1

1137

NWSE

1-160-87

1138

SWNW

19-156-82

1410

SESE

5-160-88

H MACK COX-ARTHUR ARNESON #1
H MACK COX-MF KOTASEK #1
NORTHERN PUMP CO.-C J JOHNSON #1

-2281438

NWSW

6-156-86

LOWELL I WILLIAMSON, INC.PETER BERNHARD PEDERSON #1

1503

SWNW

17-157-87

LOWELL I WILLIAMSON, INC.VERNIE JOHNSON #1

1628

swsw

3-160-87

1808

NWNE

11-160-89

NORTHERN PUMP CO. -SCHOEMER 111

1843

NWNW

32-159-88

ANSCHUTZ DRILLING CO. INC.STATEN D -HARRIET SINCLAIR #1

1876

SENE

22-158-87

EXPLORATION DRLG & OIL CO. & SAMUELMAYME CRIDER It 1

1885

SWNW

18-160-87

JUNIPER OIL & MINING CO.FRANCIS A. HUBER #1

2051

SENE

28-153-86

DAVIS OIL CO.-ALLEN PETERSON #1

2134

NENW

3-159-87

TEXACO INC.-B T JAMES #1

2929

SENW

6-155-82

I J WILHITE-CLYDE W JONESNOVAK-NORTH AMER. ROY #1

2930

NWNW

8-154-83

I J WILHITE-CLYDE W JONESARTHUR W. BENNO #1

2931

SESE

32-155-85

I J WILHITE-CLYDE W JONESGEORGE W. KEMPER #1

2946

NWNE

12-156-81

TENNECO OIL CO.-W J BORTZFIELD #1

3039

NWNW

11-155-85

I

3080

SESE

13-152-83

CARDINAL PET. CO & NAT'L BULK CARRIERED MATHIS #1

3125

SWNE

11-156-86

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-TROXEL #1

3237

NENW

19-154-81

I

J

WILHITE-VERN WALDREF #1

3314

SWSE

7-153-83

I

J

WILHITE-ERNEST PIETSCH #1

3445

SESW

1-157-82

MULE CREEK OIL CO. INC.HAROLD M. GOWIN #1

3557

swsw

19-156-81

PET CORP. OF AM.-IVER THINGSTAD #1

J WILHITE-ROBERT D. BECKER #1

VAUGH PETROLEUM INC.STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA #19-1

-229,---

3812

NWSW

4-156-85

AREX CORP.-MARTIN N. CLOUSE ti 1

3824

NWNW

6-155-85

DEKALB AGRIC. ASSOC. INC.DEKALB SANDSTROM #1

3837

SESE

7-157-86

CONTINENTAL-$. KOLLOEN-FLB #1

3984

swsw

19-156-85

4021

SWSE

5-157-81

4097

NENW

36-160-88

CARDINAL PET. CO.-CARDINAL-BAKER #21-36

4117

NENE

14-156-82

AZTEC OIL AND GAS CO.-EDWARD HAMBEK #1

4142

NESW

2-155-86

DEPCO INC.-D J LORENZEN #1

4145

NWNW

2-156-83

PEL-TEX, INC. & CONOCO-KORGEL #1

4153

NENE

29-154-84

CHANDLER & ASS INC.-WICKMAN #1

4155

NWSE

10-155-84

PEL-TEX, INCS & CONOCO-DAVY #1

4209

swsw

27-157-81

CALVERT DRILLING CO.-LOUIS HASKINS #1

4216

NENE

36-156-87

PEL-TEX, INC. & CONOCO-JOHNSON #1

4223

swsw

22-154-86

PEL-TEX, INC.

4251

SESW

19-157-85

DEPCO INC.-ESTHER L H SEVERSON #1

4356

SENE

34-156-86

DEPCO INC.-FRANCIS NESHEN #3

4400

NWSE

10-156-84

EARL SCHWARTZ CO.-MAURICE HARRINGTON #1

4443

NENW

4-156-82

ARROWHEAD EXPLORATION CO.-RUDE-STATE #1

4805

NWNE

22-156-83

ECHO OIL CORP.-LIVINGSTON #1-22

4891

SWSE

31-154-82

KOCH EXPLORATION CO.FERN E. HERIGSTAD /fl

4923

NWNE

5-156-81

4929

NWSE

16-160-87

JOHN B HAWLEY JR TRUST #1J G CARSTENS 111

4950

SENW

24-155-86

DEPCO INC & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO.KINSELLA 111

AREX CORP.-FEGLEY #1
CHAMPLIN PET. CO.-PACE #1

&

CONOCO-KALANZE #1

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF.VERNON OLSON #1-B-5

-2304961

SENE

24-155-86

DEPCO INC & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO.ST PAUL 111

4987

SENW

18-154-85

DEPCO INC & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO.STEVICK fl 1

4990

NWSW

22-156-84

THE ANSCHUTZ CORP.-RICHARD MUSCH Ill

4992

NESE

2-156-82

5079

NWSE

26-157-82

FRED GOODSTEIN-ALICE VAGSNESS Ill

5105

NWNW

28-152-86

GENERAL CRUDE OIL CO.-JEROME JENSEN Ill

5149

SENW

15-156-82

CARDINAL & TETON OIL-GA SOLBERG Ill

5158

NENW

13-153-85

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF.MYRTLE HANSON lll-C-13

5198

NENW

26-153-85

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF.-E J KARNA #1-C

5304

NENE

7-155-84

5313

SWNW

28-152-87

5356

SESW

5-153-84

5519

SWNE

15-153-82

CLEARY PET. CORP.-KLIMPEL #1-15

5531

swsw

21-155-81

CITIES SERVICE OIL CO.-STIP #A-1

5539

NWNW

1-157-83

CLEARY PET, CORP.-AVERY #1-1

5809

SENE

3-157-86

GETTY OIL-BURTON GRAFF ET AL #1

5923

NESE

9-156-81

HAWN BROS & HANOVER MANAGEMENTBURKART Ill

6201

SENE

2-157-85

CAROLINE HUNT TRUST ESTATE-HELSETH #1

6502

SWNW

2-157-84

NO. CENTRAL OIL CORP,-LINNERTZ Ill

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF.HAROLD ANDERSON 111-1-2

KOCH EXPLORATION CO.-WARD DUBSON Ill
CITIES SERVICE OIL CO.JOHN L. RENSCH "A" If 1
KOCH EXPLORATION CO.-GUSTAFSON-OLSON #1

WILLIAMS COUNTY
45

NENE

36-156-96

A.MERA.DA PETROLEUM CORP.-JOSIE KNUTSON #1

116

SWNW

20-156-95

AMERADA HESS CORPORATION-PETER KVAM Ill

263

swsw

24-158-95

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.HJACMAR IVES A #1

-231SENW

9-154-95

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.-J G HOLJE Ill

1231

NE

2-155-96

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.IVERSON + NELSON U ff 1

1385

SESW

16-156-95

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.-N D "A" U 119

2439

NENE

36-159-96

INVESTORS OIL, INC.HANSON-IMPERIAL-STATE Ill

3392

SESE

12-159-96

CR A INC.-E GOETZ Ill-A

3449

SENW

20-15 7-98

HUNT OIL-CHESTER J HAMERS Ill

4323

NESW

26-158-95

AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.HJALMER IVES tfB-1

6098

SENE

3-154-95

TIGER OIL CO.-HOVE #42-3

6114

NENW

6-156-97

SMOKEY OIL CO.-WHEELER #21-6

6362

C SW

18-155-95

AMERADA HESS CORP-MARVIN IVERSON #23-18

6545

SESW

28-159-95

W. H. HUNT-HAUG #1

6723

NESW

2-157-96

APACHE CORP.-WILLIAMS-DELANEY #1-2

7665

SESE

10-158-96

NORTHWEST EXPLOR. CO.-SUNDHAGEN #2

7712

swsw

21-155-98

SHELL OIL CO.-KIRKPATRICK #14-21

888

APPENDIX B
WELL LOG DATA
The Kelly bushing (KB), from which all data are measured and
corrected to sea level, the top of the Frobisher-Alida interval (F-A),
the top of the State "A" marker (ST"A"), the top of the lower limestone
unit (CARB), the Base of the Frobisher-Alida interval (BFA), the
thickness of the anhydritic unit (ANHY), and the thickness of the lower
limestone unit (LIME), are listed alphabetically by county and
numerically by North Dakota Geological Survey well number within
counties for each well studied. All values are in feet, KB above sea
level and F-A, ST"A", CARB, and BFA below sea level.
Well

No.

KB

F-A

ST II A"

CARE

BFA

LIME

1936
2003
2702
2518

104
112
189
113
115
133
108
137

ANHY

BOTTINEAU COUNTY
206
395
426
524
962
1069
1155
1183
1207
1324
1383
1431
1439
1629
1637
1670
1899
1920
1936
2432
2471
2676
3067
3078
3218
3292
3295
3334
3423
3425
3438

1505
1488
1501
1522
1503
1536
1510
1507
1502
1507
1494
1523
1568
1505
1533
1509
1493
1512
1952
1537
1531
1556
1609
1589
1499
1520
1612
1589
1593
1528
1599

1945
1692
1764
2388
2237
2563
2220
2178
1878
2023
1906
2277
2457
2145
2307
2063
1915
1978
2322
2445
2823
2274
2801
2826
2594
2512
2658
2681
2401
2145
2199

1973
1732
1794
2416
2272
2602
2250
2203
1908
2043
1939
2255
2490
2175
2331
2101
1950
1992
2360
2425
2859
2314
2836
2867
2631
2555
2688
2721
2423
2175
2221

2065
1832
1891
2513
2405
2789
2382
2368
2018
2152
2036
2387
2612
2313
2497
2213

2052
2122
2474
2573
2964
2484
2966
2955
2771
2658
2788
2901
2550
2322
2419
-232-

2481

95
92
92
128
182
127
155
105
105
92
132

2448
2640
2359
2185

200
134
142
146
133

178

117
133
145
107
97
125
109
95
100
165
125
83
135
98
95
175
120
142
193

-233Well

NO.
3218
3292
32 95
3334
3423
3425
3438
3454
3467
3543
3544
3598
3705
3714
3742
3802
3810
3916
3944
3962
3981
4192
4231
4362
4431
4844
4918
4924
5859
5943
5990
5991
6343
6535
6720
6729
6742
6794
6980
6982

KB

1499
1520
1612
1589
1593
1528
1599
1591
1546
1583
1520
1595
1621
1618
1572
1636
1533
1549
1548
1617
1572
1516
1580
1508
1549
1511
1561
1514
1570
1500
1520
1564
1606
1589
1543
1540
1524
1516
1581
1580

F-A

ST"A"

CARB

2594
2512
2658
2681
2401
2145
2199
2409
2097
2745
2330
2662
2734
2612
2780
3024
2630
2499
2112
2933
2779
2419
2842
2354
2626
2319
2629
2261
2475
2150
2388
2469
2327
2511
2447
2385
2411
1977
2249
2255

2631
2555
2688
2721
2423
2175
2221
2449
2164
2785
2360
2698
2773
2690
2822
3067
2661
2522
2132
2976
2820
2457
2883
2397
2666
2354
2669
2296
2515
2178
2410
2508
2344
2571
2481
2415
2445
2004
2271
2278

2771
2658
2780
2901
2550
2322
2419
2571
2324
2885
2530
2820
2969
2782
2946
3161
2777
2632
2302
3065
3019
2614
3038
2548
2781
2501
2779
2436
2680
2297
2525
2694
2539
2756
2587
2520
2546
2124
2399
2390

BURKE

898
945
1080
1081
1257
1461
1490

1936
2039
1870
1922
2105
1973
1895

4415
4351
3200
3768
4477
4159
3505

4447
4393
3230
3800
4510
4204
3515

COUNTY

BFA

LIME

ANHY
135
98
95
175
120
142
193
117
155
95
165
117
191
87
110
89
111

2766

115

2663

113

2634
2962
2556

183
120

133

110
170
84
164
152
150
146
110
142
105
135
160
114
110
181

190
180
101
100
96
115
123
107

-234Well

NO.
1520
1540
1594
1660
1661
1715
1719
1735
1766
1842
1904
1954
2000
2033
20 71
2205
2214
2265
2278
2319
2336
2398
2430
2658
2790
2800
2810
2991
3132
3154
3226
3231
3379
3408
3419
3446
3578
3591
3604
4162
4433
4958
5121
5721
5908
6028
604 7
6607

KB

1592
1930
2233
2423
1971
2408
2372
2382
2174
1994
1962
2233
2307
2389
2465
196 7
2074
1957
1944
2428
1982
1923
1948
2318
2410
1889
2052
2108
1953
1952
1942
1951
1978
1898
1932
2339
2405
2154
2398
2380
2381
1973
1918
2414
1901
2336
2467
2404

F-A

ST"A"

4328
4152
5870
4829
4204
5022
5508
5548
4677
4726
4003
5685
4648
5511
5293
4208
4688
4170
3948
5102
4554
4159
4652
4682
5870
3361
4652
4792
4426
3883
3844
4084
4688
3512
3568
4846
5140
4696
4816
5099
5015
4347
4217
4689
3549
4714
5273
4991

4368
4173
4877
4244
5072

4731
4758
4048
4688
5305
4245
4741
3986
5142
4608
4210
4727
3421
4856
4477
3938
3876
4129
3547
3623
5185

5140
4392
4244
4746
3::i92
4764
5313

CARB

BFA

LIME

ANHY

-235Well

NO.

KB

F-A

ST II AII
DIVIDE

1024
1443
1900
2251
2722
3625
4074
4394
4408
4691
5009
5135
5192
5248

2233
194 9
2221
2020
2060
1926
2136
2157
2173
1926
2290
2291
2373
2243

CARE
COUNTY

483 7
4791
5007
4214
5395
4643
4822
5492
4800
4587
5673
5192
5307
5605
MCKENZIE COUNTY

41
78
1065
1276
1679
2169
2226
2326
3387
4061
4095
4594
4945
5062
6168
6539
7008
7159

2358
2474
2423
2432
2017
2320
2134
2144
2190
2020
2432
1956
2273
2300
2479
2295
2291
2366

6771
6436
6687
6762
6442
7484
6946
6551
6610
6960
6879
6932
6492
6479
6673
6539
7079
6852
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY

400
416
474
528
561
565
592
724
1002
1223
1315

2468
2411
2161
2271
2370
2364
2322
2238
2316
2180
2288

5837
5984
5422
4801
5995
5932
5978
6012
5989
4810
5620

4839

4840
5649

BFA

LIME

ANHY

-236Well

NO.
1406
1813
1844
2273
2779
2816
3005
3134
3227
3228
3317
3353
3523
3540
3575
4386
4392
4432
4682
4747
5273
5333
5350
5353
5529
5786
6159
6289
63 76
6402
6494
6515
6695
6974

KB

F-A

ST"A"

2384
2301
2402
2360
2086
2389
2432
2297
2030
2429
2307
2344
2389
2259
2289
2216
2114
2277
2372
1881
2167
2375
2368
2126
2i45
2379
2317
2281
2265
2252
2314
2340
2304
2284

5366
4595
5303
6642
5359
6257
4788
6593
6676
5606
6462
5430
5388
4609
4801
6064
5866
5579
5478
6104
5380
6370
5756
5559
5475
5543
5678
5834
5830
5883
5881
5752
6069
5721

5406
4634
5338

GARB

BFA

LIME

ANHY

5419
4833
5646
5466
4646
4832
6109
5910

6135
60/~l

19
126

5413

5516

98

5600
5507
5573

5633
5615

28
103

5510

RENVILLE COUNTY
369
815
960
1136
1201
1450
1602
1727
1815
1822
2059
2870
2905

1541
1707
1642
1651
lMO
1634
1858
170.5
1856
1802
1723
1623
1635

2727
3073
2563
2864
2740
2616
3582
3045
3484
2978
2887
2257
2267

2759
3095
2591
2881
2763
2671
3609
3069
3519
3018
2912
2285
2292

2927
3203
2698
3004
2870
2796
3642
3167
3569
3025
3017
2407
2345

3429
2951
3224
3115
3023

226
253
220
245
227

3427
3872
3448
3239

260
323
430
222

163
103
102
118
102
120
23
93
45
2
100
117
48

-237Well

NO.
2920
2941
2989
3011
3145
3205
3253
3271
3335
3350
3359
3489
3496
3526
3534
3535
35 71
3572
3600
3628
3630
3659
3691
3737
3777
3783
3912
3935
3987
4006
4007
4022
4026
4070
4071
4086
4127
4140
4179
4274
4296
4334
4398
4585
4613
4933
4943
5052
5063
5390

KB

1636
1628
1696
1659
1585
1832
1713
1834
1782
1765
1764
1692
1655
1748
1714
1772
1843
1658
1692
1720
1591
1658
1780
1701
17 81
1706
1803
1570
1666
1634
1724
1699
1821
1806
1858
1708
1515
1753
1878
1625
1753
1781
1580
1663
1663
1837
1736
1625
1907
1635

F-A

ST" A"

CARB

2434
2425
2744
2556
2807
3527
2695
3366
3508
3218
3176
2726
2375
3282
3314
3048
3349
2987
2813
3158
2859
2942
2982
2564
2975
3277
3007
2860
2804
3116
3368
3138
3661
3524
3552
3128
2716
3307
4043
2565
3059
3541
3882
3137
3076
3575
3478
3040
3975
3078

2461
2496
2777
2586
2886
3561
2733
3389
3538
3248
3201
2758
2396
3307
3336
3070
3377
3012
2835
3190
2883
2967
3008
2594
3213
3299
3037
2880
2824
3136
3384
3173
3689
3554
3594
3154
2735
3332
4080
2583
3080
3584
2904
3158
3097
3601
3504
3057
3985
3099

2514
2602
2822
2624
2992
3598
2782
3451
3613
3285
3246
2858
2435
3380
3454
3118
3422
3120
2951
3248
2987
3097
3050
2624
3394
3077
2985
2934
3268
3556
3193
3 717
3674
3627
3178
2835
3387
2675
3185
3609
3008
3241
3179
3743
355 7
3175
4005
3225

BFA

LIME

3525
3466

3437
3721

275
220

169
175

ANHY
48
101
40
33
101
32
44
57
70
22
40
95
34
68
113
43
40
103
111
53
95
125
37
25
90
35
100
105
127
107
20
23
115
28
20
95

so

78
100
20
99
78
77

137
48
113
15
121

-238Well

NO.
5465
5710
5901
5917
5958
6057
6245
6312
6380
6415
6506

KB

1748
1806
1777
1779
1849
1855
1630
1624
1516
1778
1560

F-A

ST"A"

CARB

3222
3483
2953
2905'
3351
3495
2495
2636
2714
3522
2861

3244
3507
2983
2924
3376
3520
2523
2646
2736
3555
2881

3312

61

3033
2976
3421
3555
2565
2736
2802
3582
2990

45
47
40
20
37
85
61

BFA

LIME

ANHY

22

105

WARD COUNTY

47
52
392
588
656
995
1005
1010
1061
1128
113 7
1138
1410
1438
1503
1628
1808
1843
1876
1885
2051
2134
2929
2930
2931
2946
3039
3080
3125
3237
3314
3445
3557
3812
3824
383 7

1956
1839
1875
2087
1632
1998
2062
1891
2112
1857
1843
1636
1942
2104
2320
1871
1956
2141
2006
1919
2117
1921
1631
1845
2171
1556
1944
2110
1990
1566
2067
1567
1606
1888
2030
2014

2976
3716
3873
3533
3260
4197
4443
3759
4233
3693
3587
3299
3993
4261
4450
3744
4134
4434
4174
3875
4688
3874
3374
3682
4202
2804
3943
3650
4017
3342
3833
3001
3156
3812
4090
4134

3004
3744
3907
3568
3288
4229
4453
3789
4260
3727
3617
3314
4038
4291
4154
4479
4224
3929
4 713
3913
3399
3708
4232
2834
3973
3701
4046
3374
3858
3025
3199
3847
4118
4156

3162
3906
4005
3693
3398
3829
4343
3768
3632
3459
4061
4296

4519
4264
3971
4803
3964
3511
3843
4389
2904
4066
3827
4101
3484
3983
3143
3314
3942
4175
4176

3289
4024
4225
3863
3563

127
118
205
170
165

4535

192

3612

153

4628

332

153

157
93
120
105
35
78
36
10
140
18

5

35
35
37

3086

182

85
46
107
130
142
65
88

121
4356

255

so

105
120
113

4147

205

110
90
52
15

-239Well

NO.

3984
4021
4097
4117
4142
4145
4153
4155
4209
4216
4223
4251
4356
4400
4443
4805
4891
4923
4929
4950
4961
4987
4990
4992
5079
5105
5149
5158
5198
5304
5313
5356
5519
5531
5539
5809
5923
6201
6502

KB

1982
1548
1952
1620
2090
1635
2115
1818
1582
2263
2121
1943
2086
1730
1629
1678
1797
1573
1902
2221
2184
2203
1788
1618
1586
2120
1618
2117
2105
1885
2092
2099
1797
1607
1631
1887
1579
1789
1770

F-A

ST"A"

CARB

4048
2972
4038
3204
4205
3225
3970
3699
2984
4345
4503
3942
4204
3532
3176
3342
3561
2934
3798
4234
4221
4317
3612
2997
3094
4694
3237
4218
4285
3787
5038
4051
3523
3103
3107
3930
2971
3623
3430

4073
3002
4078
3225
4235
3247
3999
3727
3005
4384
4529
3969
4236
3559
3201
3366
3598
295 7
3828
4262
4246
4344
3645
3027
3114
4725
3262
4245
4315
3823
5064
4091
3553
3128
3137
3990
2991
3659
3460

4168
3124
4088
3330
4375
3369
4145
3822
3118
4402
4629

90
117
5
100
135
117
141
90
108
13
95

4274
3725
3321
3492
3 715
3048

33
161
115
121
112
86

2366
2418
2474
2242
2316
2360
2325
2317

6106
6050
5816
6343
6007
6083
5812
5723

3229

LIME

181

4301
4417
3799
3116
3274
4825
3382
4351
4400
3915
5168
4191
3773
3238
3254
3081
3741
3615

WILLIAMS COUNTY

45
116
263
888
1231
1385
2439
3392

BFA

ANHY

34
3904
3289

105
165

5066

241

4558

207

68
14 9
84
135
95
115
101
80
87
99
95
15
05
12
85
75
50

-240Well

NO.
3449
4323
6098
6114
6362
6545
6723
7665
7712

KB

2213
2460
2022
2390
2305
2348
2423
2372
2249

F-A
6884
5817
6482
6910
6168
5790
6226
6128
7369

ST"A"

CARB

BFA

LIME

ANHY

APPENDIX C
CORE DESCRIPTIONS
The following core descriptions are arranged alphabetically by
county and numerically by North Dakota Geological Survey well number
within each county. The classification of Dunham (1962) or Maiklem and
others (1969) is listed first for each described interval. Pronounced
sedimentary and diagenetic features are also listed.
Well
No.

Depth

Description

BOTTINEAU COUNTY
1431

2432

3977-3979

Wackestone-mudstone:

3979-3982

Wackestone:

3982-3986.5

Wackestone-mudstone:

3986.5-3989

Wackestone-packstone:
stained

3989-3991.5

Mudstone-wackestone:

3991.5-3998

Wackestone-packstone:
stain

3998-4004

Mudstone:
tan, slight oil stain, mottled
and burrowed

4004-4006

Wackestone-mudstone:

4006-4007

Muds tone:

4007-4008.5

Mudstone-wackestone:

4008.5-4014

Wackestones:

4014-4018

Wackestone-mudstone:

4018-4019

Wackes tone:

4019-4022

Mudstone-wackestone:

4115-4117

Mudstone:
medium to light grey; dolomit1c,
slightly laminated and mottled

4117-4118

Wackestone:

4118-4120

Wackestone-packstone:
slightly oil stained

light brown

light grey-brown;

oil stained

tan
medium brown;

oil

tan
tan;

slight oil

tan

tan

-241-

tan;

tan
laminated and mottled
slightly oil stained

tan
tan

medium brown
medium brown;

-242-

3295

4120-4122

Wackestone:

light to medium brown

4122-4125.5

Wackestone-packstone :
stained

4125.5-41 2 6

Mudstone-wackestone:

4126-4126.5

Wackestone-packstone:
stained

4126.5-4129

Mudstone-wackestone:
grey;
dolomitic, oil stained

4129-4132

Wackestone-packstone:
brown; oil stained

medium grey to medium

4132-4132. 5

Packstone-grainstone:

medium grey brown

4132.5-4133

Wackestone-packstone:

medium brown

4133-4134

Mudstone-wackestone:

4134-4136

Packstone-grainstone:

4136-4141

Wackestone-grainstone:
stained

medium brown;

4141-4144

Wackestone-grainstone:
brown;
oil stained

light to medium

4387-4390

Mudstone-wackestone:
medium-light brown;
dolomitic, laminated, oil stained

4390-4392

Mudstone:

4392-4395. 5

Packstone:

4395.5-4398

Wackestone:
light brown;
lightly oil
stained, microstylolite zone at 4395.5'

4398-4398.5

Mudstone:

4398.5-4401

Wackestone:

4401-4405.8

Mudstone:
oil stain

4405.8-4414.7

Mudstones-interlaminated nodular mosaic
anhydrite:
dolomitic mudstones to
dolomudstones

4414.7-4416.9

Mudstone:
dolomitic

me dium brown; oil

medium brown; stained
medium brown;

oil

mottl e d,

light to medium brown
medium grey-brown

light tan-grey;

dolomitic

medium brown;

oil stained

medium brown;
light brown;

oil

oil stained
oil stained

light brown-light gray;

light gray-brown;

light

slightly

-243-

3423

4416.9-4418

Packs tone:

4418-4419.7

Wackestone:

4419.7-4423

Mudstone:
mottled

4423-4428.7

Dolomudstone:
laminated

4428.7-4429.6

Packstone:

4429.6-4430.3

Mudstone:

4430.3-4446.7

Packstone:
medium brown;
oil staining

4446.7-4448.7

Mudstone-wackestone:
stylolitic

4448. 7-4451. 8

Wackestone:

light-medium brown

4451.8-4458.8

Wackestone:

medium-light brown

4458.8-4464.2

Packstone:
staining

4464.2-4469

Wackestone-packstone:

4144-4150

Mudstone:
light grey to medium grey-brown;
bioturbated and laminated;
slightly
dolomitic, minor pyrite

4150-4152

MISSING

4152-4155.8

Mudstone:
medium grey-brown;
laminated, slightly dolomitic

4155.8-4158.8

Mudstones-wackestone:
laminated

medium brown;

4158.8-4160.5

Wackestone-packstone:

medium brown

4160.5-4165.5

Mudstone:

4165.5-4168.5

Wackestone-packstone:

4168.5-4170.5

Mudstone:

4 1 70 • 5- 41 7 1

Wackestone:

4171-4175

MISSING

tan
tan;
tan;

micrite crusts
slightly laminated,

medium-light gray;

light brown
yellow-brown;

stylolitic
patchy, light

grayish-brown;

medium brown;

slight oil

medium brown

slightly

medium-light brown
medium grey-brown

brownish-grey
medium brown

-244-

3916

3944

4175-4176.5

Wackestone-packstone:

4176.5-4178

Mudstone-wackestone:

4178-4180

MISSING

4180-4182.5

Mudstone-wackestone:

4182.5-4184

Wackestone-packstone:

4173-4186

Anhydrite:

massive bedded.

4186-4187

Anhydrite:

ropey bedded.

4187-4191

Wackestone:
staining.

4191-4195.5

Wackestone-packstone:

mediums grey-brown

4195.5-4197.7

Wackestone-packstone:
lightly oil stained.

light medium brown;

4197.7-4198.3

Packstone-grainstone:
slightly oil stained.

medium brown;

4198.3-4204

Wackestone-packstone:
slightly oil stained.

tan to medium brown;

4204-4204.5

Mudstone-wackestone:
laminated.

4204.5-4213.5

Packstone-wackestone:
light to medium
brown;
with intercalated algal laminae mats and/or indurated micrite crusts.

4213.5-4217

Mudstone-wackestone:

4217-4218.5

Dolomudstone:
"patterned."

4218.5-4222

Mudstone-wackestone:
medium grey brown;
slightly laminated, slightly argillaceous.

3855-3857

Dolomudstone:

3857-3858

Packstone:
light to medium brown;
dolomitic, microstylolites.

3858-3863

Wackestone-packstone:
light to medium
brown;
with alternating beds of fenestral
wackes tone.

3863-3863.5

Wackestone:

light-medium brown
light brown

light brown
light brown

medium brown;

tan;

slightly

tan

medium grey;

grey;

slight oil

mottled or

mottled and laminated.

light to medium brown

-2453863.5-3864.5

Wackestone-packstone:

light brown

3864.5-3869

Grainstone-packstone:
rounded intraclasts,

medium brown;

3869-3877

Mudstone-wackestone:
buff to light brown;
slightly dolomitic, slight patchy
pyrit izat ion.

3877-3879. 3

Wackestone-packstone:
slightly laminated.

3879.3-3881.5

Grainstone:

3881.5-3908

Wackestone-packstone:
medium brown;
wavy
laminated, mottled and burrowed, rugose and
syringoporoid tabulate corals.

well

light brown;

buff

BURKE COUNTY
5908

5620-5623.5

Wackestone-packstone:

medium brown

5623.5-5630

Packstone-grainstone:

medium brown

5630-5636. 2

Packstone-grainstone:

medium brown

5636. 2-5637

Packstone-grainstone:

medium brown

5637-5637.5

Wackestone:

5637.5-5639.8

Mudstone:

5639.8-5642

Wackestone:

5642-5643.5

Wackestone-packstone:

5643.5-5645

Wackestone:

5645-5646

Mudstone:

5646-5647.5

Wackestone-grainstone:
medium to light
brown;
intercalated wackestones and
packstone-grainstones.

5647.5-5650.5

Mudstone:

5650. 5-5653

Mudstone-wackestone:

5653-5655

Mudstone:

5655-5655.2

Major pressure solution seam, dark brown to
black organic (?) residues.

medium brown
tan-light brown
tan-light brown
medium brown

medium brown
medium brown

light brown
medium to light brown

medium to light brown

-2465655. 2-5658. 1

Wackestone:

light brown

5658.1-5668.9

Wackestone-mudstone: medium to light brown;
scattered rugose coral fragments throughout
interval, intercalated packstones, major
pressure solution seam at 5665.5 (4.0"),
occasional burrowing and bioturbation.
DIVIDE COUNTY

1024

7214-7217

Grainstone:

medium brown

7217-7220

Grainstone:

medium-light brown

7220-7225

Packstone-grainstone:
slightly laminated.

7225- 72 28

Grainstone:

medium brown

7228-72 2 9

Wackestone:
dolomitic.

medium brown

722 9- 7240

MISS ING

7240-7242

Wackestone: medium brown: slightly
dolomitic, laminated, and bioturbated.

7242-7247

MISSING

7247-7254

Dolowackestone-mudstone: medium brown:
bioturbated and scattered anhydrite nodules.

7254- 7258

MISSING

72 58-72 66

Wackestone-packstone:

7266- 72 71

Wackestone-mudstone: medium dark brown;
slightly argillaceous, bioturbated.

7271-7273

MISSING

7273-7274

Wackestone:

7274-7294

MISSING

7294-7295

Wackestone: medium dark brown;
argillaceous

72 95-7307

MISSING

7307-7308

Dolomudstone-wackestone: medium olive
brown; slightly laminated, burrowed.

medium brown;

medium brown

medium dark brown;

bioturbated

slightly

-2477308- 7 313

MISSING

7313-7314

Wackes tone:

7321-7324

MISSING

7324-7325

Dolomudstone: medium olive brown;
laminated, slightly burrowed.

7325-7330

MISSING

7330- 7332

Wackestone-packstone:

7332-7334

MISSING

7334-733 7

Packstone-wackestone:

7337-7342

MISSING

7342-7343

Wackestone:
burrows.

7343-7350.5

Packstone-grainstone:

7350.5-7351.5

Wackestone:

7 3 51. 5- 73 5 7

Packstones-grainstones:

medium grey brown

medium brown

medium dark brown

medium dark brown;

dolomitized

medium brown

medium dark brown
medium brown

MCKENZIE COUNTY

78

8945-8966

Wackestone:

medium brown

8966-8967

Wackestone:

medium brown

8967-8968

Wackestone-mudstone:

8968-8973

Dolomudstone:
medium-dark brown;
and sl. bioturbated

8973-8975.5

Wackestone-mudstone:

dark-medium brown

8975.5-8979

Mudstone-wackestone:

dark-medium brown

8979-8986

Wackestone-packstone:

8986-8986.5

Wackestone:

8986.5-8988

MISSING

8988-8989.5

Wackestone:

8989.5-8990.5

MISSING

dark brown
laminated

medium brown

medium-dark brown

dark brown;

sl. laminations

-248-

1065

8990. 5-8992

Wackestone:

dark brown

8992-8999. 8

Wackestone:
medium brown;
sl. laminated
and bioturbated, sl. dolomitic.

8999. 8-9003

Mudstone-wackestone:
light-medium brown;
sl. argillaceous, anhydrite nodules.

9003-9010

Wackestone-packstone:
dark-medium brown;
sl. dolomitic in parts, silica nodules.

9010-9019

Packstone-wackestone:

9019-9025

Wackestone:
nodules.

9025-9027.5

Wackestone: medium brown; mod.
argillaceous, sl. laminations.

9027.5-9029

Grainstone:

dark-medium brown

902 9-9033

Wackestone:

medium brown;

9033-9038

Mudstone-wackestone: medium brown;
sl.
argillaceous, sl. laminations, some burrows.

9110-9125

Mudstone: medium to light brown;
stylolitic, argillaceous.

9125-9143

Wackestone:

9143-9149

Bedded, nodular anhydrite:
laminae.

thin dolostone

9149-9156

Dolomudstone:

anhydritic

9156-9171

Wackestone:
medium brown;
dolomite bed

9171-9178

Packstone:
medium brown;
crosslaminations,
thin interbeds wackestone,
sheet cracks.

9178-9184

MISSING

9184-9192

Packstone-grainstone:

9192-9194

Dolomudstone:

9194-9199

Wackestone-packstone:

medium brown

9199-9212

Packstone-grainstone:

medium-dark brown

medium brown

medium brown;

anhydrite

medium brown;

light grey;

sl. burrowed

microstylolites~

thin patterned

medium brown

medium brown;

burrowed.

-249-

1276

9212-9223

MIS S I NG

9223-9248

Wackestone-mudstone:
medium brown, corals
(several distinct zones), sl. argillaceous,
burrowed.

9248-9264

Wackestone-mudstone: · medium brown;
dolomitic, scattered anhydrite
nodules, burrowed.

9264-9316

Wackestone-packstone:
light-medium brown;
corals (several distinct zones),
argillaceous, burrowed.

9316-9320

Mudstone:
medium brown;
burrowed,
dolomitic, anhydrite nodules.

9320-9323

Dolowackestone:
medium brown;
laminated, burrowed.

9323-9333

Wackestone-packstone:
medium-dark brown;
slightly argillaceous, burrowed.

9288-9291

Anhydrite:
distorted, bedded nodular, thin
interbedded dolomudstone.

9291-9294. 5

Wackestone:

9294. 5-9299

Anhydrite:
nodular mosaic, bedded nodular
mosaic, thin interbedded mudstones

92 9 9- 9 31 4 • 5

Wackestone-packstone:

9314.5-9316.5

Mudstone:
medium-dark brown;
slightly argillaceous

9316.5-9323

Mudstone:

9323-9332

Wackestone:
medium grey-brown;
corals
(in distinct zones),
argillaceous, clay
seam at 933 O.

9332-9345

Dolomudstone-wackestone:
medium grey-brown,
laminated, burrowed, scattered anhydrite
nodules.

9345-9352

Wackestone-packstone:
dark brown;
argillaceous, slightly laminated.

slightly

medium brown

medium brown
laminated,

medium brown

-250-

MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
6376

8112-8115

Mudstone-wackestone:
medium brown;
slightly argillaceous, brown
anhydrite nodules.

811 5- 811 8 • 5

Dolomudstone:
medium grey-brown;
anhydritic, laminated.

8118.5-8121.5

Anhydrite:

bedded massive

8121.5-8124.5

Anhydrite:
massive.

bedded nodular mosaic and

8124.5-8128.5

Dolomudstone:

81 2 8 • 5- 813 4 • 5

Anhydrite:
bedded massive and bedded
nodular mosaic.

8134.5-8136

Mudstone:

8136-8137

Wackestone:

medium brown

8137-8141.2

Wackestone:

medium brown

8141.2-8141.8

Dolomudstone:

8141. 8-8151. 5

Wackestone-packstone:

8151.5-8154.5

Wackestone-mudstone:

8154. 5-815 7

Wackestone-packstone:

light-medium grey;

medium-dark grey;

medium grey;

laminated

mottled.

mottled.

medium brown
medium brown
medium brown

RENVILLE COUNTY
2905

3985-3989

Wackestone-packstone:

3989-3990

Wackestone:

light brown

3990-3993

Wackestone:

medium brown

3993-3997

Grainstone:

medium-light brown

3997-4000

Wackestone:

light brown

4000-4013

Wackestone-packstone:

4013-4018

Wackestone:

light brown

4018-4020

Wackestone:

medium brown

4020-4035

Wackestone:
light-medium brown;
in some zones.

light-medium brown

light brown

dolomitic

-251-

3489

3496

3535

4035-4036

Packstone:

medium brown;

11559-4561. 5

Packstone:

medium grey-brown

4561. 5-4566

Wackestone-packstone:

4566-4567

Mudstone:

4567-4568

Dolomudstone:

4568-4571.5

Packstone:

45 71. 5-45 73

Packstone: medium grey-brown;
laminated mudstones.

4573-4589

Wackestone-packstone:

light-medium brown

4106-4110.5

Wackestone-packstone:

light-medium brown

4110.5-4125

Dolomudstone:
light-medium grey;
siltstone zones.

4125-4128

Wackestone:

medium brown

4128-4132

Wackestone:

medium grey-brown

4132-4165

Wackestone:
light brown;
stromatolite boundstone.

4892-4893

Dolomudstone:

4893-4895

Wackestone-packstone:
medium brown;
anhydrite replacement.

4895-4897

Packstone:

grey-brown

4897-4898

Packstone:

medium brown

4898-4902

Wackestone-packstone:

4902-4907

Wackestone:

4907-4914

Wackestone-packstone:

4 914-4 917

Wackestone:

medium brown

4917-4918

Anhydrite:

nodular mosaic

4 918-4 919

Dolomudstone:
anhydrite

4919-4923

Anhydrite:
nodular mosaic, with
dolomudstone laminae.

dolomitic.

medium brown

medium grey;

mottled, dolomitic.

medium grey

medium grey-brown

medium grey;

with

quartz

with interbedded

evaporitic

light-medium brown

medium brown
medium brown

greybrown;

with nodular
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3571

3630

3777

3935

4 923-4 939

Anhydrit e :

ma ssive bedded.

5290-5299

Packs tone:

medium brown

52 99- 5300

Packstone :

medium brown

5300-5302.5

Wackestone:

5302.5-5314

Wackestone-packstone:
medium-dark brown;
breccia zone (inferred tepee structure),
breccia porosity filled with anhydrite and
internal sediment.
Cobble-sized, imbricate
blocks.

5314-5319

Wackestone:

medium brown

5 319-53 3 0. 5

Wackestone:

medium brown

5330.5-5332

Wackestone:

medium brown

5332-5339.5

Wackestone-packstone: dark brown

5339.5-5342

Dolomudstone:

5342-5343

Wackestone:

4587-4605

Wackestone-packstone:
medium-dark brown,
grey;
oil stained zones controlled by
stylolitization.

4605-4606

Mudstone:

4606-4612

Wackestone:

light brown;

4612-4617

Wackestone:

light brown

4617-4632

Wackestone-packstone:
light-medium
brown;
stylolite zones.

4860-4862

Wackestone:
stain.

4862-4871.5

Wackestone-packstone:

4871. 5-4880

Wackestone:
medium brown;
laminated mudstones.

4880-4883

Wackestone:

4883-4890

Wackestone-packstone:

4550-4557

Anhydrite:
massive bedded, with interbeds
of dolomudstone.

light brown

grey; quartz silt, mottled.
light grey;

dolomitic.

light brown
oil stained.

light brown, grey;

light oil

light brown
with interbedded

buff
medium brown
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4086

1503

4557-4557.6

Dolomudst o n e :

dark brown;

anhydritic.

4557.6-4562

Wackestone:

4562-4578

Wackestone-packstone:
micritic crusts.

4578-4590

Wackestone-packstone:
light-medium brown;
with micritic crusts, chalky zones,
dolomitic in some zones.

4887.5-4890

Wackestone-packstone:

4890-4893

Dolomudstone:
medium grey;
evaporite
rosettes, mottled, crinkled laminated.

4893-4906. 5

Wackestone-packstone:
medium brown;
internal sediment, some incipient crusts.

4906. 5-4908. 5

Wackestone:

4 90 8. 5- 4 91 7

Wackestone-packstone:

4917-4919

Mudstone-wackestone:
medium grey-brown;
mottled, burrowed, some scattered pyrite
crystals.

4919-4920. 8

Wackestone:

4920. 8-4922

Packstone:

4922-4924

Wackestone:
medium brown;
crosslaminations with packstone laminae.

4924-4929

Dolomudstone:
burrowed.

4929-4931

Wackestone:
medium brown;
at 4929 and 4930.2.

4931-4936

Dolomudstone:
medium grey;
irregular
laminations, crinkle laminations.

6790-6806.5

Anhydrite:
massive bedded, nodular, with
interbedded dolomudstones.

6806. 5-6812

Wackestone:

6812-6818

Wackestone-packstone: medium grey-brown;
with some crust layers.

6818-6820

Wackestone:

dark brown
medium-dark brown;

medium brown

medium-light brown
medium-dark brown

medium brown
medium brown

medium grey;

mottled,

stylolite seams

medium brown

medium brown
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1628

6820-6826

Packstone-grainstone:
medium grey-brown;
microerosional surfaces, interlaminated
wackestone.

6826-6826. 5

Wackestone:

6826.5-6847

Packstone-grainstone:

medium brown

6847-6850

Wackestone-packstone:

medium brown

6850-6866

Wackestone-packstone:

light-medium brown

6866-6867

Wackestone:

6867-6873

Packstone:

6873-6874

Wackestone:

medium-dark brown

6874-6876

Wackestone:

grey-brown

6876-6879

Mudstone:
silt.

6879-6885

Packstone:

dark grey-brown

6885-6890

Packstone:

medium-light brown

6890-6910

Wackestone-packstone:
medium brown;
crusts and interlaminated mudstone.

5693-5697

Packstone:

light-medium brown

5697-5699

Packstone:

medium grey-brown

5699-5702.5

Wackestone:
medium-dark grey;
brown anhydrite nodules.

5702.5-5708.5

Wackestone-packstone:

5708.5-5711.5

Wackestone:

light brown

5 711 • 5- 5 71 2

Wackestone:

medium brown

5 712-5 714

Packstone:

5714-5724

Wackestone-packstone:

5724-5725

Wackestone:

5 72 5-5 726

Pa~kstone:

5726-5745

Wackestone-packstone:
medium brown;
some
thin, interlaminated ooid wackestones,

medium brown-grey;

burrowed .

medium brown
medium brown

dark grey-brown;

some quartz

some

laminated,

light brown

medium brown
medium brown

medium brown
medium brown
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4097

4961

5745-5752

Oolomudstone:

5752-5759.5

Wackestone-packstone:

5759.5-5763

Dolomudstone:

6041-6045.5

Anhydrite:

6045.5-6047

Dolomudstone:
mottled.

6047-6048.5

Wackestone:

6048.5-6055.5

Packstone-grainstone:

6055.5-6071

Wackestone-dolowackestone:
medium-light
grey brown; variably dolomitic, mottled,
laminated.

6071-6078,5

Grainstone:

6078. 5-6084

Wackestone:
medium-dark grey brown;
brown anhydrite nodules.

6084-6090

Grainstone:

6474-6480

Dolomudstone:

6480-6484

Wackestone-packstone:
slightly laminated.

6484-6486. 5

Wackestone:

light-medium brown

6486. 5-6490

Wackestone:

light brown

6490-6495. 5

Packstone:

medium brown

6495. 5-6496

Dolomudstone:

6496-6499. 5

Wackestone:

tan-grey

6499. 5-6502

Wackestone:

medium brown

6502-6507

Packstone:

6507-6508.5

Wackes tone:

6508.5-6511

Packstone:

6511-6513.5

Wackestone:

6513.5-6517

Dolomudstone:
medium-dark grey;
anhydrite mush.

light-medium grey;

grey;

laminated

medium grey-brown
with nodular anhydrite

mosaic, and bedded mosaic.
light grey;

anhydrite pods,

medium grey brown;

laminated.

medium-light brown

medium grey brown

medium-dark brown
medium grey;

laminated

light brown;

light brown-grey;

mottled

grey-tan
tan
medium brown
tan-grey
laminated,
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5809

7208-7216

Anhydrite: distorted nodular mosaic, and
mosaic, with interlaminated dolomudstone.

7216-7217

Anhydrite:

7217-7222

Anhydrite: distorted nodular mosaic and
distorted mosaic, with dolomudstone matrix.

7222-7223. 2

Dolomudstone:
nodules.

7223. 2-7224

Anhydrite:

7224- 722 7. 5

Anhydrite: nodular mosaic with dolomudstone
matrix and interlaminated dolomudstone.

7227.5-7234

Anhydrite: distorted nodular mosaic,
mosaic, and distorted nodular, with
' dolomudstone matrix.

massive bedded.

light brown;

anhydrite

distorted mosaic.

7734-7241

Anhydrite: nodular mosaic, with
dolomudstone matrix and interlaminated,
anhydritic dolomudstone.

5848-5866

Anhydrite:

mosaic and nodular mosaic

5866-5876

Anhydrite:
massive.

bedded mosaic and bedded

5876-5882

Mudstone-wackestone:
laminated.

5882-5883

Wackestone:

5883-58"89

Mudstone-wackestone:

5889-5890

Packstone:

5890-5890.5

Dolomudstone:

5890.5-5916

Wackestone-packstone:

5916-5918.5

Packstone:

5 91 8 • 5- 5 9 3 2

Wackestone-packstone:

5932-5933

Wackestone:

5933-5997

Wackestone-grainstone: medium-dark grey or
medium-light brown, with thin, interbedded,
mudstones and wackestones.

medium-dark brown;

medium grey
medium grey or brown

medium grey
light-medium grey;
medium-dark brown

medium-light brown
medium brown

light-medium brown

WILLIAMS COUNTY
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116

84 72-8481. 5

Wackestone:
laminated.

8481.5-8487.5

Packstone:

8487. 5-84 96

Wackestone:

medium brown.

8496-8503

Grainstone:

medium brown.

8503-8507

MISSING

8507-8517

Mudstone:
medium-dark brown;
dolomitic,
brown anhydrite nodules, mottled,
laminated.

8517-8522

MISSING

8522-8526.5

Wackestone:

8526.5-8528.5

Packstone:

8528. 5-8548

Wackestone:

8548-85 72

Packstone-wackestone: medium-dark brown;
burrowed, slightly laminated, dolomitic
burrows.

8572-8578

MISSING

8578-8582

Wackestone:

8582-8585

MISSING

8585-8596. 5

Wackestone:
dark brown;
argillaceous,
bioturbated, solitary and phaceloid corals.

85 96. 5-8600

Packstone:

8600-8611

Wackestone:
dark brown;
slightly
argillaceous, bioturbated.

8534-8542

Wackestone:
dark brown;
argillaceous, burrowed.

8542-8550

Packstone:

8550-8557

Wackestone:

8557-8560.5

Packstone:

8560. 5-8584

Wackestone:
medium-dark brown, burrowed,
solitary and phaceloid corals.

light-medium brown;

slightly

medium-light brown.

medium-dark brown;

burrowed.

medium grey-brown.
medium grey;

dark brown;

laminated.

argillaceous.

dark brown.

skeletal,

medium-dark brown.
medium-dark brown, corals.
medium grey-brown, bioturbated.
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8584-8590

Wackestone-packstone:
medium-dark brown
and grey brown;
burrowed.

8590-8597

Wackestone:

8597-8600

Packstone:

8600-8602

Wackestone:

8602-8604

Packstone:

8604-8607

MISSING

8607-8626

Wackestone:
burrowed.

8324-8333

Anhydrite:
nodular mosaic and bedded, with
dolomudstone laminae or matrix.

8333-8340

Wackestone:
laminated.

8340-8344

MISSING

8344-834 7

Mudstone:

8347-8361. 5

Mudstone-wackestone: medium-dark brown;
slightly laminated and bioturbated,
alternating wackestone to mudstone.

8361. 5-8362

Packstone:

8362-8366. 5

Mudstone:
burrowed.

8366. 5-83 77

Packstone:

83 77-8385

Wackestone: medium brown;
slightly laminated.

8385-8392

Wackestone: medium-dark brown;
corals, slightly argillaceous.

8392-8398

Dolowackestone:
laminated.

8398-8406

Packstone:
burrows.

8406-8430

Wackestone:
medium-dark brown;
corals,
burrowed, slightly argillaceous, dolomitic
burrows, minor, intercalated mudstones.

dark brown;

burrowed,

dark brown.
dark grey-brown;

bioturbated.

medium brown.

dark grey-brown, argillaceous,

medium-dark brown;

slightly

medium olive-brown, laminated.

medium-dark brown,
medium grey;

dolomitic,

medium-dark brown;

olive;

skeletal.

bioturbated

some

slightly

mediumm brown;

dolomitic

APPENDIX D
THIN-SECTION DESCRIPTIONS
The following thin-section descriptions are arranged alphabetically
by county and numerically by North Dakota Geological Survey well number
within each county. The classification of Dunham (1962), for carbonate
rocks, or Maiklem and others (1969), for evaporite rocks, is listed
first for each thin-section described.
Following this is listed the
major allochems;
the most abundant first, to the least abundant listed
last.
Following this is a classification of porosity utilizing the
system developed by Choquette and Pray (1970). A key to this porosity
classification is reproduced on the next page for easy reference.
Pronounced sedimentary and diagenetic features are also listed.
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-260Key to porosity terms
Basic porosity types:
Fabric selectiveinterparticle
intraparticle
intercrystal
moldic
fenestral
shelter
growth-framework

Not Fabric selectivefracture
FR
channel
CH
vug
VUG
cavern
CV

BP
WP
BC
MO
FE
SH
GF

Fabric selective or notbreccia BR
burrow
boring
BO
shrinkage

Modifying Terms:
Genetic Modifiers
ProcessDirection or stagesolution
s
enlarged
X
cementation
reduced
r
C
internal sediment i
f
filled
Time of FormationPRIMARY
P
prede positional
Pp
depositional
Pd
SECONDARY
s
eogenetic
Se
mesogenetic
Sm
telogenetic
St

BU
SK

Size Modifiers
Megapore
mg
4mm-256mm
large 1mg
32mm-256mm
small smg
4mm- 32mm
Mesopore
ms
l/16mm-4mm
large lms
l/2mm-4mm
small sms
l/16mm-l/2mm
Micropore me less than l/16mm

Construction of Genetic modifiers:
Process+ Direction+ Time
example- cement-reduced eogenetic crSe

Construction of Porosity Designation
Genetic Modifier+ Size Modifier+ Basic Porosity Type
examplessediment-filled, depositional, mesofenestral porosity
cement-filled, depositional, megainterparticle porosity
eogenetic, microintercrystal porosity
cement-reduced, mesogenetic, mesomoldic porosity

iPd-msFE
cfPd-mgBP
Se-mcBC
crSm-msMO
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No.

Depth

Description
BOTTINEAU COUNTY

1431

2432

3980

Wackes tone-packs tone:
pisol ite,
intraclast, ooid, Sm-ms-mgVUG-MO,
dolomitic, anhydrite cement and
replacement, micritization.

3982

Mudstone-wackestone:
calcisphere,
ostracode, Sm-mc-smsVUG-MO, MO porosity
after calcispheres, slight anhydrite
replacement.

3992

Mudstone-packstone:
intraclast, peloid,
Sm-ms-mgVUG, sxBP-FE, dolomitic, laminoid
fenestral poro., dolomite rhomb necklaces
about allochems.

3997.5

Packstone-wackestone:
Sm-mc-lms-VUG-BP.

4003

Dolowackestone-dolomudstone:
intraclast,
peloid, ooid, Sm-mc-sms-VUG-BP.

4007

Mudstone-wackestone:
calcisphere,
ostracode, pe l oid, Sm-mc-msVUG-MO,
anhydrite replacement producing
poikilotopic fabric.

4008.5

Mudstone:
calcisphere, ostracode, peloid,
Sm-mc-lms-VUG, mcBC (dolomite), dolomitic.

4014

Wackes tone:
calcisphere, ost racode,
peloid, intraclast, Sm-ms-mgVUG-MO, sxWP.

4022

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, intraclast, Sm-mc-lmsVUG-MO-WP.

4116

Mudstone:

4117

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, Sm-mc-smsVUG-BP, dolomitic,
poikilotopic texture developed from
anhydrite replacement, equant spar calcite
cement.

peloid, intraclast,

cr-cfP-FE, Se-mcBC, dolomitic.
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3295

4119

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, pisolite,
intraclast, peloid, sxcrSm-ms-mgBP-VUG,
slight cementation with equant spar
calcite micritized grains, slight
anhydrite.

4121

Wackes tone:
int raclast, peloid, cfSm-msmgVUG, equant spar calcite cement and
anhydrite void fillings and replacement.

4125.5

Mudstone-wackestone:
int raclast, peloid,
cr-cfSm-mc-msVUG, dolomitic, anhydrite
infilling of voids and replacement.

4126.5

Mudstone-wackestone:
peloidal, Sm-mcmsMO-VUG, dolomitic, leached ostracodes
and calcispheres and other skeletals(?),
residual oil.

4128

Mudstone-wackestone:
peloidal, sxSm-mcmsMO-VUG, dolomitic, leached ostracodes
and calcispheres, anhydrite infilling of
some vugs.

4129

Wackestone-grainstone:
ooid, pisolite,
peloid, sx-Sm-mc-msBP-VUG, dolomitic,
partially dolomitized ooids and pisolites.

4132

Grainstone:
ooid, pisolite, cfP-mc-smsBP,
cr-Sm-mc-ms-VUG-BP, isopachous bladed
calcite pore lining, equant spar calcite
cement in vugs, few micritized ooids.

4135

Packstone-grainstone:
ooid, peloid,
pisolite, cfP-mc-msBP-FE, Sm-mc-msBP,
equant spar calcite cement, fenestral
pores in muddy packstone.

4137

Packstone:
intraclast, peloid, pisolite,
sxSm-mc-msBP-VUG, slight spar calcite
cement, micritized grains, skeletal
allochems in intraclasts.

4141

Wackestone-packstone:
pisolite, ooid,
crSm-ms-smgVUG, anhydrite cementation of
vugs and as replacement.

4388

Muds tone-wackes tone:
peloid, int raclast,
sxSm-t-msVUG-MO, laminated, mudcracked,
dolomitic.

-2634390

Mud stone:
peloid, Se-m-mcBC, slightly
burrowed, dolomitic.

4393

Packstone:
peloid, ooid, Sm-t-smsVUG,
sxBP, dolomitic laminae in some ooid
cortices.

4396

Wackestone:
ooid, peloid, Se-m-mcBC,
dolomitic, minor dolomite intercrystal
porosity.

4398

Mudstone:
anhydritic, Sm-mc-msVUG-MO,
anhydrite occurs as cement and replacement
mineral.

4402

Mudstone:
peloid, intraclast, Sm-mc-msBCVUG, dolomitic, laminated and mottled.

4405

Mudstone:
peloid, minor quartz silt,
Sm-mcBC,
dolomitic, mottled.

4405.6

Dolomudstone:
peloid, Se-mcBC, with
anhydrite crystal mush, pyrite infilling
fractures.

4406

Dolomudstone:
anhydritic, minor me
porosity, laminated.

4415

Mudstone-wackestone:
quartz silt, peloid,
negligible porosity, slightly laminated,
dolomitic.

4427

Dolomudstone:
minor quartz silt, Se-m-mcMO
(minor), laminated, minor pyrite.

4428

Mudstone-wackestone:
skeletal, Se-m-mcBC,
wispy laminated, abraded skeletal
fragments.

4429

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
intraclast, Sm-smsVUG, sxBP, laminated,
dolomitic, w/ transported worn rugose
coral.

4429.5

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, skeletal,
peloid, Sm-mc-MO(minor), ostracodes,
gastropods, brachiopods, calcispheres,
dolomitic, dolomitized ooid cortices.

4433

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, ostracode,
cfP-msBP-FE, sxSm-BP-WP, dolomitic crystal
silt in large fenestral pores.
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3423

4435

Mudstone:
calcisphere, ostracode, alga,
peloid, cfP-mc-msFE, cr-cfSm-t-msVUG,
anhydr it ic.

4447

Wackestone:
skeletal, intraclast, peloid,
Sm-mcBC-VUG, mixed fauna, storm deposit,
dolomitic,

4448,5

Dolomudstone:
peloid, cr-cfSm-mcsmsVUG-MO, wispy laminated, medium-fine
crystalline dolomite, saddle dolomite
cement.

4449,5

Wackestone:
skeletal, peloid, intraclast,
sxSm-mc-smsBP-VUG, calcispheres,
ostracodes, algae, sparse pelmatozoans,
mottled, slightly dolomitic,

4454

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
skeletal, sxSm-mcWP-VUG, calcispheres,
ostracodes, pelmatozoans, brachiopods,
slightly dolomitic,

4457,7

Wackestone-packstone:
skeletal, peloid,
intraclast, ooid, sxSm-mcWP, ostracodes,
calcispheres, pelmatozoans, brachiopods,
slight dolomitization.

4466

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
skeletal, ooid, cr-cfSm-t-mc-msVUG, sxBP,
anhydrite replacement and cementation,
slightly dolomitic.

4145

Mudstone:
algae, dolomitic, P-mcBC
(minor), wispy laminated.

4149

Mudstone:
dolomitic, sxSm-mc-mgMO-VUGBO(?), burrowed.

4156

Wackestone:
peloid, skeletal, intraclast,
if-cfP-mc-msBU-WP, cfSm-msVUG, skeletal
allochems- algae, calcispheres and
ostracodes.

4159

Packstone-grainstone:
ooid, peloid,
pisolite, cfP-mc-msFE-BP, isopachous and
blocky equant calcite cement.

4165,5

Packstone-grainstone:
ooid, pisolite,
peloid, intraclast, cr-cfP-mc-lmsFE-BP,
spar cement, few ooids and pisolite laminae
are dolomitized.
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3916

4167.5

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, ooid,
pisol i te,. intraclast, cr-cfP-mc-lmsFE-BP,
hypersaline and calcrete ooids and
pisolites.

4168.5

Wackestone-packstone:
intraclast, peloid,
ooid, pisolite, skeletal (ostracodes and
calcispheres), cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE, sx-Sm-mcmsVUG, saddle dolomite cement.

4171

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
ooid, ostracode, calcisphere, blue-green
algae, cf-P-rnc-lmsFE-BP, sx-Se-msVUG.

4176

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, pisolite,
intraclast, cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE, composite
pisolites, blocky spar calcite cement.

4178

Wackestone:
peloid, blue-green algae,
ostracode, calcisphere, ooid, gastropod,
brachiopod, cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE, isopachous
and spar calcite cement.

4182

Wackestone:
peloid, ostracode, intraclast,
pisolite, cfP-mc-msFE-BP, sxSm-ms-smgFEVUG.

4184

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
pisolite, intraclast, cfP-mc-smsFE,
sxcrSm-ms-mgVUG, slightly anhydritic.

4192

Packstone-wackestone:
peloid, intraclast,
ooid, cfP-mc-smsFE-BP, equant spar
calcite cement, slight anhydrite
cementation and replacement.

4196

Packstone-grainstone:
pisolite, ooid,
intraclast, peloid, crSm-ms-smgVUG-BP,
slight equant spar calcite cement, some
micritized grains.

4198

Grainstone:
ooid, spherulite, peloid,
intraclast, sxSe-mc-smsBP, hypersaline
ooids and spherulites.

4198.5

Wackestone-packstone:
spherulite, ooid,
peloid, cfSm-ms-mgVUG, equant spar
calcite cement.

4204

Wackestone:
intraclast, peloid,
ostracode, cr-cfSm-ms-smgVUG-FR, slight
anhydrite cementation and replacement.
Rare celestite, cement.
Dolomitic.
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3944

4208

Packstone-grainstone: ooid, pisolite,
peloid, cfP-ms-mgBP-FE, equant spar
calcite cement, some mm thick intercalated
algal mats-laminae.

4209

Packstone-grainstone: pisolite, ooid,
peloid, cfP-mc-msBP, thick indurated
micrite crust (1 . 5 cm) overlying
grainstone of possible subaerial
weathering origin.

4210

Packstone-grainstone: peloid, ooid,
intraclast, cfP-mc-mgBP-FE, spherulitic
ooids, slight anhydrite replacement and
cementation.

4212.5

Packstone-Boundstone?: pisolite, ooid,
peloid, alga, cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE, algal
mat boundstones intercalated with
packstones, bi nding the grains.

4220

Mudstone-wackestone: calcisphere,
ostracode, minor porosity- Se-mcBC,
dolomitic, sl i gh t ly laminated and
argillaceous, minor pyrite framboids.

3857.5

Wackestone-packs t one: intraclast, peloid,
sxSe-mc-sms-BP, dolomitized matrix,
intraclasts are well rounded.

3858

Mudstone-packstone: ooid, pisolite,
peloid, sxcfP-mc-msFEN, cfSm-mcFR,
slight anhydr i te replacement of pisolites.

3860

Packstone: ooid, pisolite, sxSe-mc-lmsBP,
cfSm-ms-FR, fracture filled in with
anhydrite.

3861.5

Wackestone-grainstone: ooid, Se-mc-smsVUG,
cfP-mcBP, isopachous rim cement and final
spar calcite infilling.

3863

Wackestone-packstone: pisolite,
intraclast, peloid, ooid, cr-cfP-mcmsBP-FE, micritic ooids and pisolites.

3864.5

Wackestone-packs t one: peloid, intraclast,
cfSm-mc-smsVUG, cfP-mcBP, few ostracodes
and calcispheres.

-2673865

Grainstone:
intraclast, peloid, skeletal,
cfP-mc-msBP, sxSm-mc-msBP-WP, isopachous
equant calcite cement, varied faunaostracodes, gastropods, pelecypods,
pelmatozoans and brachiopods, and
calcispheres and blue-green algae.

3866.5

Grainstone:
same as 3865, with moderate
anhydrite replacement of cement and
allochems.

3867

Grains tone:
same as 3865, sxSm-mc-lmsBP,
slight anhydrite replacement.

3868

Grainstone:
same as 3865, sxSm-rnc-msBP,
slight anhydrite replacement, isopachous
equant spar calcite and syntaxial
overgrowths on echinoderms cements.

3869

Packs tone-wackes tone:
int raclast,
peloid, ostracode, calcisphere, brachiopod,
sx-Srn-mc-lmsBP-VUG, slight anhydrite
replacement and cementation.

3870

Mudstone-wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, Sm-mc-lmsVUG, pore spaces of
elongate tubules-borings? or vuggy-moldic?

3873.8

Mudstone:
peloid, Srn-mc-lmsMO-VUG,
Se-mcBC, dolomitic, moldic pores developed
from ostracodes and calcispheres.

3874

Mudstone:
ostracode, calcisphere, peloid,
Sm-mc-msVUG, Se-mcBC, dolomitic, mottled
and wispy laminated.

3876.8

Mudstone-wackestone:
peloid, intraclast,
calcisphere, ostracode, Sm-mc-smsVUG,
dolomitic, slight pyritization.

3877

Wackestone-packstone:
intraclast, peloid,
calcisphere, echinoderm, ostracode,
sxSm-mc-smsWP-VUG, slightly dolomitic,
slight mottling.

3879

Wackestone:
peloid, echinoderm, coral,
calcisphere, sxSe-mc-msWP, Sm-mcVUG,
slightly dolomitic, rugose coral and
pelmatozoan fragments.

-2683881

Packstone-grainstone:
pelmatozoan,
coral, peloid, intraclast, foram, algal,
sxSm-mc-lmsBP, very slightly dolomitic,
syntaxial cements on echinoderm fragments.

3882

Wackestone-packstone:
echinoderm,
ostracode, calcisphere, intraclast, peloid,
negligible porosity me?, slightly dolomitic
and argillaceous, wispy laminae.

3888

Wackestone:
echinoderm, ostracode,
calcisphere, peloid, negligible porosity,
slightly dolomitic and argillaceous,
slightly laminated and mottled.

3894.5

Wackestone-packstone:
echinoderm, foram,
ostracode, calcisphere brachiopod,
Sm-mc-lmsVUG,
slightly dolomitic and
argillaceous, wavy laminated and mottled.

3898

Wackestone:
brachiopod, echinoderm,
ostracode, negligible porosity, slightly
dolomitic, slightly laminated, mottled
and burrowed.

3900

Wackestone-packstone:
brachiopod,
echinoderm, coral, ostracode, calcisphere,
sxSm-mcWP, slightly dolomitic and
argillaceous, wispy laminated, mottled
and burrowed.

3901

Wackes tone-packs tone:
echinoderm,
brachiopod, ostracode, calcisphere,
algae(?), P-mcWP, wispy laminated and
burrowed.

3904.5

Packstone:
echinoderm, brachiopod, coral,
calcisphere, ostracode, negligible
porosity, heterocoral and syringoporoid
tabulate corals.

3905.5

Wackestone-packstone:
echinoderm, coral,
brachiopod, ostracode, calcisphere, cr-cfP-mc-smsWP, syntaxial cement about
echinoderm grains, wavy laminate.

3908

Wackes tone-packs tone:
echinoderm,
brachiopod, peloid, ostracode, intraclast,
calcisphere, negligible porosity,
slightly argillaceous, mottled and
burrowed.

-269BURKE COUNTY

5908

5621.8

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, intraclast, foram, cfP-msFE,
bladed spar calcite pore lining cement and
equant spar calcite final void filling.

5623.4A

Wackestone:
ostracode, gastropod,
cfP-ms-smgFE, equant spar calcite cement.

5623.4B

Packstone-grainstone:
ooid, intraclast,
peloid, sxcrSm-ms-smgBP, equant spar
calcite cement.

5630

Packstone-grainstone:
peloid, intraclast,
algae, ostracode, gastropod, ooid, cfPmsFE-BP, crSm-msVUG, equant spar calcite
infilling of vuggy porosity, microspar
calcite infilling of primary pores.

5631

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, algae,
ostracode, intraclast, gastropod, cfPms-smgFE-BP, equant spar calcite cement.

5636

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
cr-Sm-sms-lmsVUG, slight equant spar
calcite cement and saddle dolomite cement.

5641

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
Sm-mcMO, moldic porosity developed from
calcisphere leaching, slight anhydrite
replacement.

5644.5

Packstone:
algae, intraclast, peloid,
ostracode, cfP-ms-BP, equant spar calcite
cement.

5646

Packstone-wackestone:
ooid, cfP-ms-mgFEBP, possible stromatolite structure
developed from trapped ooids in fenestral
fabric, some spherulites, equant spar
calcite cement.

5647

Wackestones:
intercalated ostracodes and
ooid wackestones, (porosity indeterminant,
thin-section prep problem).

5650.5

Wackestone:
ooid, cr-cfSm-msVUG, large
amount of spherulites, baroque dolomite
cementation.

-2705658.7

Wa ckestone-packstone:
ostracode,
calcisphere, peloid, intraclast, (porosity
indeterm., thin-section prep problem).

5662

Wackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
peloid, intraclast, sxSm-mcWP, porosity
enlargement within calcispheres.

5666.8

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, gastropod, algae, intraclast,
crP-mc-mgBP-WP, slight saddle dolomite
cementaton.

5669

Grainstone:
algae, ostracode, calcisphere,
intraclast, cfP-ms-mgBP, equant spar
calcite cement, few gastropods, Ortonella
sp.? algae or other blue-green algae,
slight anhydrite replacement.
DIVIDE COUNTY

1024

7216

Grainstone:
ooid, skeletal, cf-P-mc-msBP,
true and superficial ooids, gastropods,
bryozoa, ostracodes, foraminifera,
brachiopods, pelmatozoans. Micrite
envelopes.

7219

Grainstone-packstone:
skeletal, ooid,
intraclast, cfP-mc-msBP, same organisms
and features in 7216.

7223

Grainstone-packstone:
skeletal, ooid,
intraclast, cfP-mc-msBP, slightly
compacted.

7225

Grainstone:
skeletal, peloid, cfP-mc-msBP,
normal marine organisms, peloids, ooids
and intraclasts, bladed and equant cements,
syntaxial overgrowths on pelmatozoans.

7228

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
Sm-mc-smsBC-VUG, dolomitic, minor
anhydrite replacement.

7241.5

Wackestone:
brachiopod, pelmatozoan,
coral, Se-m-mcBC, silica and minor
anhydrite replacement, syringoporoid coral,
dolomitic.

7249

Dolowackestone:
skeletal, Se-m-mc-smsBCVUG-MO, dolomite and anhydrite replaced
skeletal allochems, brachiopods and
pelmatozoans.

-2717253

Dolornudstone-wackestone:
brachiopod,
pelmatozoan, Se-m-mc-smsBC-MO-VUG, dolomite
and anhydrite replaced skeletal allochems.

7260

Wackestone-packstone:
brachiopod,
pelmatozoan, ostracode, me porosity,
burrowed, microstylolites.

7261. 5

Packstone:
skeletal, peloid, sxSm-mcBPVUG, pelmatozoan brachiopod ostracode
bryozoan, saddle dolomite cement.

7264

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, ostracode, bryozoan~ low
porosity, argillaceous.

7268. 2

Wackes tone-packs tone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, coral, negligible porosity,
slightly burrowed.

7270

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, bryozoan, ostracode, Sm-mcmsVUG, fenestrate and trepistome bryozoans.

7314

Packstone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod, coral,
negligible porosity, some authigenic
quartz.

7319

Dolomudstone-wackestone:
brachiopods and
pelmatozoans, Se-m-mcBC, dolomite
replacement of skeletal allochems.

7324

Dolomudstone:
skeletal, Se-m-mcBC,
dolomite replacement of allochems and
matrix, coral in hand sample.

7335

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, coral, negligible porosity,
dolomitic and slightly burrowed.

7342

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, ostracode, negligible porosity,
silica nodule w/coarse-grained dolomite,
compactional features around nodule
surface.

7343.5

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, bryozoan, cr-cfP-smsBP-WP,
syntaxial cement, silica replacement,
slight saddle dolomite cementation.

-2727355

Grainstone:
skeletal, peloid, sxSm-mcsms-BP, high percentage of pelmatozoan
fragments;
brachiopods, bryozoans,
ostracodes and peloids, syntaxial
overgrowths and slight silica replacement.
MCKENZIE COUNTY

78

8945-60

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, ooid,
pisolite, intraclast, gastropod, cfPdmc-smsBP-FEN, cr-cfSm-mc-lmsVUG, sxBP,
fibrous calcite cement, saddle dolomite
cement in secondary pores.

8963

Wackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
dolomitic, cfPd-mcWP.

8968

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, alga, cfSm-ms-mgVUG, cementsequant spar and saddle dolomite, sl.
anhydrite replacement.

8970

Dolomudstone:

8973

Wackestone:
ostracode, peloid,
pelmatozoan, brachiopod, algae, foram,
dolomitic, Se-m-mcBC.

8975

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, foram, intraclast, algae,
cfPd-mc-msFE-WP-BP, radiaxial calcite in
large voids.

8980

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, ooid,
calcisphere, pisolite, ostracode, cr-cfSmmsVUG, sx-BP, equant calcite and saddle
dolomite cement.

8986

Wackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
peloid, pelmatozoan, brachiopod, alga,
negligible porosity.

8991

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ooid, intraclast, ostracode, foram, sxSmmc-msBP, equant calcite and saddle dolomite
cement.

8993

Wackestone-packstone:
calcisphere, foram,
ostracode, brachiopod, pelmatozoan,
intraclast, peloid, syntaxial overgrowths
on pelmatozoans.

sl. burrowing, Se-m-mcBC.

-2738995

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, ostracode, algae, intraclast,
coral, dolomitic, Sm-mcBC.

8997

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, ooid, intraclast, pelmatozoan,
sxSm-mc-smsBP-VUG, equant calcite and
saddle dolomite cement.

8999

Wackestone:
calcisphere, peloid,
ostracode, coral, foram, sl. anhydrite
replacement.

9002

Dolomudstone-wackestone:
anhydrite nodules.

9005

Wackestone-packstone:
brachiopod, algae,
peloid, pelmatozoan, intraclast, cfSmmcVUG, silica replacement of brachiopod,
sl. anhydrite replacement.

9007

Wackestone:
brachiopod, pelmatozoan,
coral, sl. dolomitic, Sm-mcBC(minor),
silicification and associated
dolomitization.

9009

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
dolomitic, siliceous, silica nodule
w/coarse dolomite rhombs.

9014

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, skeletal, syntaxial overgrowths
on pelmatozoans.

9015

Wackestone-packstone:
ostracode, foram,
algae, brachiopod, pelmatozoan, equant
calcite and syntaxial cement.

9019

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, skeletal, dolomitic, Sm-mcBC
(minor).

9024

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
peloid, brachiopod, foram, dolomitic,
Sm-mcBC(minor).

9026

Dolowackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
ostracode, Se-m-mcBC, 4-5u dolomite rhombs.

9028

Packstone-grainstone:
peloid, ostracode,
calcisphere, pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
cfPd-mcBP, bladed, equant, and syntaxial
cements.

Sm-mcBC,

-2741065

9190

Packstone:
intraclast, coral, peloid,
foram, gastropod, ostracode, calcisphere,
pelmatozoan, brachiopod, cr-cfP-mc-msBPWP, silica replacement of coral.

9192

Dolowackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
ostracode, calcisphere, Sm-mc-smsVUG-MO-BC,
skeletal replacement by anhydrite and
saddle dolomite.

9202.5

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, intraclast, cfSm-msVUG, sxBP,
minor anhydrite replacement.

9206

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
calcisphere, ostracode, foram, cfP-mc-msBPFE, cr-cfSrn-rns-rng-VUG, some saddle dolomite
cementation, minor anhydrite replacement.

9209

Packstone- grainstone:
intraclast, peloid,
algae, calcisphere, brachiopod,
pelmatozoan, foram, gastropod, cr-cfP-mcrnsBP-WP .

9226

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
peloid, coral, calcisphere, foram,
intraclast, P-rncWP, negligible porosity.

9230

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
ostracode, calcisphere, foram, dolomitic,
negligible porosity.

9237

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
foram, calcisphere, dolomitic, Sm-mcsmsVUG, sxWP.

9243

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, peloid, calcisphere, foram,
cfP-mc-smsBP, minor syntaxial overgrowths.

9248

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
ostracode, calcisphere, foram, dolomitic,
siliceous, negligible porosity, skeletal
fragments replaced by silica, matrix
replaced by dolomite.

9257.5

Wackestone:
skeletal, dolomitic, leached
out skeletal fragments, Se-m-mcMO-BC.

9268.4

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, ostracode, bryozoan, Se-m-mcBC,
dolomite/silica nodule.

-275-

1276

9282. 5

Wackes tone-packs tone:
peloid, calcisphe re,
intraclast, ostracode, foram, gastropod,
pelmatozoan, cfP-mc-msBP-WP, syntaxial
overgrowths on pelmatozoan fragments.

92 85. 3

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
dolomitic, Sm-mcVUG-BC.

9303

Wackes tone-packs tone:
coral, pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, cfP-mc-msWP, slight silica
replacement of cement and skeletal grains.

9304.5

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, calcisphere, ostracode,
Sm-mcBC, negligible porosity, slight
anhydrite replacement.

9310

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
dolomitic, slightly argillaceous, Se-mmcBC, small euhedral authigenic quartz
crystals .

9320.5

Wackestone:
skeletal, dolomitic,
argillaceous, minor porosity.

9326

Packstone-grainstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, algal, foram, ostracode,
peloid, gastropod, cfP-mc-msBP, equant
calcite cement.

9330.5

Mudstone-wackestone:
skeletal, dolomitic,
Se-m-mcBC, leached skeletal allochems,
dolomite replacement .

9291

Wackestone:
algal, peloid, calcisphere,
ooid, ostracode, intraclast, cfP-mc-msBPFEN, cfSm-mgVUG, equant calcite cement.

9299

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, intraclast, gastropod, algae,
foraminifera, sxcfSm-mc-msBP-VUG, cr-cfPmc-msBP-WP-VUG, equant calcite cement.

9301

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
intraclast, ostracode, gastropod, algal,
pelmatozoan, foram, cfP-mc-smsBP-WP,
cfSm-ms-mgVUG-FR, equant calcite cement.

9303

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
gastropod, foram, cr-cfP-mc-smsWP-BP,
cfSm-msFR, minor anhydrite replacement.

-2769306

Wackestone-packstone:
calcisphere, peloid,
foram, ostracode, intraclast, algal,
pelmatozoan, brachiopod, cfP-mc-msBP-WP,
cfSm-ms-smVUG, equant and syntaxial calcite
cement.

9307

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
pelmatozoan, brachiopod, foram, cr-cfP-mcmsBP-WP, equant and syntaxial calcite
cement.

9309

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
intraclast, algal, pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
cr-cfP-mc-smsBP, equant and syntaxial
calcite cement.

9311

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
sm-mcBC-MO dolomitic, leached-out
allochems.

9311.5

Wackestone:
calcisphere, peloid,
intraclast, ostracode, foram, brachiopod,
pelmatozoan, cf-Sm-ms-smgVUG, equant
calcite, anhydrite, and celestite cements.

9313

Packstone:
intraclast, peloid,
calcisphere, ostracode, pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, mollusk, foram, algal, cf-cfPmc-smsBP-WP, equant and syntaxial calcite
cement.

9331

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
foram, ostracode, coral, cfP-sms-mgWP,
equant calcite cement.

9338

Wackestone-mudstone:
skeletal, Se-mcBC,
dolomitic, skeletal grains replaced,
burrowed.

9344

Dolowackestone:
skeletal, Se-mcBC,
dolomitized skeletal allochems-pelmatozoans
and brachiopods (?).

9347

Packstone:
brachiopod, pelmatozoan,
ostracode, me, stylolites, fragmented
allochems.
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY

6376

8113.5

Wa~kestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, cfP-mcWP, sxSm-mcMO, equant
calcite and saddle dolomite cement,
anhydrite.

-2778117.5

Mudstone:
Se-mcBC, Sm-mcMO-VUG, dolomitic,
anhydrite crystals.

8126.5

Dolomudstone:
laminated.

8136.3

Wackestone:
peloid, ooid, pisolite,
cfSm-mc-smsVUG, equant calcite and saddle
dolomite cement, anhydrite replacement.

8138.3

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, algal, gastropod, cfP-mcsmsBP-WP, cfSm-mc-msVUG, equant calcite
cement.

8139.7

Wackestone:
calcisphere, peloid,
ostracode, gastropod, intraclast, cfSmms-mgMo-VUG, equant calcite cement,
anhydrite replacement

8140.1

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
pisolite, ooid, algal, intraclast,
ostracode, cfP-mc-msBP, cfSm-mc-lmsVUG,
equant calcite and saddle dolomite cement.

8141.2

Dolomudstone:
anhydrite, quartz grains,
Se-mcBC, anhydrite pseudomorphs of gypsum.

8142.5

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, ooid,
pisolite, intraclast, cfP-mc-msBP-FE,
equant calcite cement.

8144

Wackestone-packstone:
pisolite, peloid,
ooid, cfSm-mc-msVUG, equant calcite and
saddle dolomite cement.

8145.5

Packstone-grainstone:
ooid, pisolite,
peloid, cfP-mc-smsBP, equant and radiaxial
calcite cement, grain suturing, stylolites.

8152

Wackestone:
calcisphere, algal, ostracode,
gastropod, peloid, intraclast, cfP-mc-msWPFE, bladed and equant calcite cement.

8156.3

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, ooid,
pisolite, intraclast, calcisphere, cfPmc-mgFE-BP, bladed and equant calcite and
saddle dolomite cement.

quartz grains, Se-mcRC,

RENVILLE COUNTY

2905

3985.5

Grainstone:
peloid, ooid, intraclast,
pisolite, cf-cfP-mc-smsBP-FE, anhydrite.

-2783986

Pa c k s ton e :
oo i d , pe loid, intrnclast,
cfP-mc-msBP-FE, porphyrobl a stic anhydrite.

3988

Packstone:
intraclast, pe loid, ooid,
c a lcisphere, cfP-ms-smgFE-BP, Sm-msMO,
e qu a nt calcite cement in MO.

3989

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, cr-cfPms-mgFE, Sm-mc-smsMO, equant calcite
cem e nt.

3990

Grainstone:
ooid, intraclast, peloid,
pisolite, cfP-mc-smsBP, Sm-mc-msMO, equant
calcite cement, anhydrite replacement.

3990.5

Wackestone:
int raclast, peloid,
calcisphere , ostracode, Sm-mc-smsVUG,
dolomitic.

3992. 3

Wackes tone:
calcis phere, ost racode,
peloid, ooid, intraclast, crSm-msVUG-MO,
some anhydrite cementation .

3993.3

Packstone:
pisolite, ooid, sxcrSm-ms-mgBPVUG, anhydrite cementation.

3995

Grainstone:
ooid, peloid, cfP-mc-smsBP,
Sm-mc-smsMO, some anhydrite replacement.

3999

Wac kestone:
calcis phere, ost racode,
peloid, cfP-mc-smsFE, some anhydrite
replacement.

4003.5

Wackestone:
pisolite, intraclast, peloid,
cfP-ms-smgBP-FE, dolomitized pisolite
nuclei.

4008

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, ooid,
pisolite, cfP-msBP-FE, Sm-ms-smgMO, equant
calcite cement.

4010

Packstone:
ooid, pisolite, peloid,
intraclast, ostracode, cfP-ms-smgFE-BP,
Sm-mc-msMO-VUG, some anhydrite cement,
ostracodes in FE .

4015

Wackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
algal, Sm-mc-smsVUG-MO.

4017.5

Wackestone:
algal, peloid, cr-cfP-mcsmgFE, boundstone, slight anhydrite
cement and replacement.

-279-

3489

4018

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, intracLrnt,
cfP-mc-msBP-FE, Sm-msVUG-MO, bladed
calcite cement.

4020

Wackestone:
i ntraclast, peloid, Sm-mcmgVUG, Se-mcBC, dolomitic, oil stained.

4012.5

Wackestone:
dolomitic.

40125

Wackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
peloid, Sm-ms-smgMO-VUG, slight anhydrite
cement and replacement.

40126

Wackestone:
algal, ostracode, calcisphere,
sxSm-mc-msWP-VUG, anhydrite replacement.

4026.5

Wackestone:
intraclast, peloid, algal,
sxP-mc-msFE, boundstone.

4032

Wackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
Se-mcBC, Sm-smsVUG, dolomitic, laminated.

4033

Wackestone:
algal, intraclast, peloid,
ostracode, calcisphere, crSm-msVUG,
boundstone, anhydrite cementation.

4035.5

Packstone:
dolomitic.

4560

Packstone:
int raclast, peloid, cfP-mssmgBP-FE, cfSm-mgVUG, equant calcite
cement.

4561

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
intraclast, algal, ostracode, cfSm-msmgVUG, cr-cfP-msBP, equant calcite cement
in VUG.

4562.5

Wackestone:
pisolite, ooid, peloid,
intraclast, cfSm-ms-mgVUG, calcrete ooids,
anhydrite cement and replacement.

4567

Dolomudstone:
quartz silt (up to 50% of
bulk sample), Se-mcBC.

4568.5

Packstone:
intraclast, gastropod, algal,
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode, cfP-msmgBP-FE,
isopachous bladed calcite and
equant calcite cement.

4569.5

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
intraclast, foram, ostracode, cr-cfP-mcmsBP.

intraclast, peloid, Se-mcBC,

peloid, intraclast, Se-mcBC,
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4571.5

Packstone:
intraclast, peloid, algal,
gastropod, foram, cfP-msBP.

4574

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, intraclast, algal, gastropod,
Sm-mc-smsVUG.

4578

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
intraclast, horsetail microstylolites.

4581

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
intraclast, ostracode, cr-cfP-mc-smsBP,
equant calcite cement.

4584

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere,
pelmatozoan, brachiopod, intraclast, me,
equant calcite cement.

4585

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
intraclast, foram, pelmatozoan, cr-cfP-mcsmsBP.

4107

Packstone:
peloid, algal, pisolite,
intraclast, cfP-ms-mgFE-BP, bladed and
equant calcite cement, internal sediment,
poikilotopic anhydrite.

4111

Dolomudstone:

Se-mcBC, laminated.

4114

Dolomudstone:

quartz silt, Se-mcBC.

4126

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
crSm-mc-lmsMO-VUG, equant calcite cement.

4129

Boundstone-packstone:
algal, peloid,
intraclast, pisolite, cfP-ms-mgFE-BP,
bladed and equant calcite cement, internal
sediment.

4132

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, ostracode,
calcisphere, cfP-mc-mgFE-BP, equant calcite
cement.

4132.5

Packstone:
algal, peloid, intraclast,
ostracode, gastropod, cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE.

4137

Boundstone:
stromatolite, cryptalgal
laminae, cfP-mc-mgFE, bladed calcite
cement, internal sediment (ostracode,
peloids).
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4141

peloid, ostracode,
Wackestone:
calcispher e , gastropod, intraclast,
cfP-ms-mgFE, Sm-ms-mgVUG, bladed and equant
calcite cement, internal sediment.

4142.5

Wackestone:
peloid, gastropod,
calcisphere, ostracode, cfP-mgFE-FR, bladed
calcite cement, internal sediment.

4146.5

Packstone:
peloid, ostracode, calcisphere,
algal, intraclast, cfP-mc-mgFE-BP, Sm-mcsmsVUG-MO, fibrous calcite cement.

4149

Packstone:
algal, peloid, intraclast,
ostracode, cfP-ms-mgFE-BP, isopachous
bladed calcite cement, internal sediment.

4150

Wackestone:
algal, peloid, intraclast,
ostracode, cfP-ms-mgFE, bladed calcite,
Ortonella.

4157

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, cf-cfSm-ms-mgVUG-MO, equant
calcite, Ortonella.

4160

Wackestone:
peloid, ostracode,
calcisphere, sxSm-mc-msBP-VUG.

4892.5

Dolomudstone:
evaporite mush, laminated,
Se-mcBC, celestite rosettes.

4893

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, ooid,
anhydrite replacement extensive.

4894

Same as 3535-4893

4894.5

Wackestone:
peloid, ooid, intraclast,
cr-cfSm-mc-lmsVUG, anhydrite cement and
replacement.

4895

Wackestone:
ooid, peloid, cfSm-mc-mgVUG,
dolomitic, anhydrite cement and
replacement.

4895.8

Grainstone:
ooid, peloid, intraclast,
sxcfP-msBP, celestite cement.

4896

Packstone:
peloid, ooid, intraclast,
calcisphere, sxP-mc-smsBP, anhydrite
cement and saddle dolomite.

-2824896.8

Packstone:
pisolite, ooid, peloid,
intraclast, cr-cfSm-mc-msVUG, poikilotopic
anhydrite and cement.

4897

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, ooid,
cfSm-ms-mgVUG, anhydrite cement and
replacement.

4899

Grainstone:
peloid, cfSm-ms-mgVUG,
anhydrite cement and replacement.

4901

Packstone:
ooid, pisolite, intraclast,
peloid, cr-cfSm-ms-mgVUG, anhydrite cement,
calcrete ooids.

4902

Wackestone:
peloid, algae, cr-cfSm-msmgVUG, anhydrite cement, Ortonella.

4904

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere, algae,
ostracode, Sm-mc-lmgVUG, equant calcite
and anhydrite cement.

4905

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, ostracode,
crSm-ms-mgVUG, saddle dolomite cement.

4906

Wackestone:
peloid, alga, calcisphere,
Sm-mc-mgVUG, saddle dolomite and anhydrite
cement.

490 7. 8

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, ooid,
cfP-mc-msBP, equant calcite and anhydrite
cement.

4910

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, pisolite,
Sm-mc-smsVUG, anhydrite replacement.

4911.5

Wackestone:
msFE

4912.8

Packstone:

4 914

Wackestone:
peloid, cr-cfSm-ms-mgVUG,
poikilotopic anhydrite.

4914.8

Wackestone:
peloid, cfP-mc-mgFE, equant
calcite and anhydrite cement.

4918

Dolomudstone:
laminated

4918.5

Dolomudstone:
nodular anhydrite and
anhydrite mush.

peloid, intraclast, cfP-mc-

peloid, Sm-mc-smsVUG.

anhydrite mush, me,
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4922. 8

Dolomudstone:

52 92

Packs tone:
peloid, int raclast, cr-cfP-msmgFE, bladed and equant calcite cement.

5294

Packestone:
peloid, ooid, intraclast,
cf P-mc-mgFE-B P.

5295.5

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
calcisphere, cr-cfP-ms-mgFE-BP, Sm-mcmsVUG-MO, bladed and equant calcite cement.

5298

Packestone:
int raclast, peloid, cr-cfP-mcmgFE, some saddle dolomite cement.

5301

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, alga,
cfP-mc-mgFE-BP.

5314

Boundstone:
stromatolite, peloid,
gastropod, calcisphere, ostracode, ·ooid,
cfP-ms-mgFE-BP, isopachous fibrous calcite
cement.

5316

Wackestone:
pisolite, peloid, ostracode,
gastropod, cfP-ms-mgFE, isopachous fibrous
cement.

5319

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, pisolite,
cfP-ms-mgFE-BP, bladed calcite cement.

5324

Wackestone:
peloid, ostracode,
calcisphere, cfP-ms-smgFE.

5326.8

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
intraclast, cfP-mc-smsBP-F~.

5328

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast,
calcisphere, ostracode, cfP-mc-msBP-FE.

5330

Wackestone:
alga, calcisphere, ostracode,
intraclast, cr-cfP-ms-mgFE-VUG.

5331

Wackestone:
pisolite, ostracode, peloid,
cr-cfP-ms-smgFE, bladed and equant calcite
cement.

5332

Wackestone:
peloid, alga, cfP-ms-mgFE,
isopachous fibrous calcite cement.

5334

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
calcisphere, alga, cr-cfP-mc-lmsFE-BP,
isopachous, fibrous calcite and saddle
dolomite cement.

felted anhydrite nodules.
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5336

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, alga,
cfP-msBP-FE, bladed calcite cement.

5337.5

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, alga,
cr-cfP-mc-msFE, some anhydrite cement.

5339

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, cfSm-mcsmsVUG, saddle dolomite cement.

5339.5

Dolomudstone:
quartz silt, Se-mcBC,
laminated, some pyritization.

5342

Wackestone:
calcisphere, alga, ostracode,
peloid, Se-mcBC, dolomitic, laminated.

4596.5

Wackestone:
ooid, intraclast, peloid,
Sm-mc-msVUG, micritized allochems.

4598

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
ooids, cfP-smsBC, cf-VUG, micritization of
allochems.

4612

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, skeletal,
ooid, mc-msVUG, micritization of allochems.

4614

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode, peloid,
intraclast, Sm-mc-msVUG-MO.

4617

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode, peloid,
Sm-mc-smsVUG, micritized allochems.

4860

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, ooid,
cr-cfSm-mc-lmsVUG, equant calcite and saddle
dolomite cement.

4861

Packstone:
ooid, pisolite, peloid,
sxcr-cfP-ms-smgBP-FE, saddle dolomite and
celestite cement.

4867

Grainstone:
peloid, intraclast, Sm-mcsmsVUG, cfP-mc-msBP.

4871

Wackestone:
Sm-mcMO-VUG.

4874

Muds tone:
dolomitic.

4875

Wackestone:

4879

Wackestone:
ooid, crSm-mc-smsVUG,
dolomitic, saddle dolomite cement.

peloid, calcisphere, alga,

intraclast, pisolite, ooid, me,

ooid, pisolite, Se-mcVUG.
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4880

Wackestone:
calcisphere, peloid,
int raclast, ost racode, Sm-mcMO, dolomitic.

4882.9

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
sxSm-mcWP-MO, laminated.

4883

Packstone:
peloi<l, i.ntraclast, ooid,
cfP-mc-msBP-FE, Se-mc-msVUG, saddle
dolomite and anhydrite cement.

4885.5

Packs tone:
peloid, int raclast, ooid,
cfP-mc-msBP, anhydrite cement and
replacement.

4887

Packs tone:
pisolite, ooid, peloid,
intraclast, cfP-ms-mgFE-BP, isopachous
bladed calcite cement.

4888

Packstone:
pisolite, intraclast, peloid,
cr-cfP-ms-mgBP-FE, Sm-mgFR, equant calcite
and saddle dolomite cement.

4889

Wackestone-packstone:
pisolite, peloid,
intraclast, cr-cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE, saddle
dolomite cement.

4890

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, pisolite,
poikilotopic anhydrite and cement.

4557

Anhydrite:

4557.3

Dolomudstone:
cryptalgal mats, felted
anhydrite, Se-mcBC.

4558

Wackestone-packstone:
intraclast, peloid,
ooid, sxcrSm-mc-smsVUG-BP, micritized
allochems, anhydrite cement.

4560.5

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, sxP-mclmsFE, Sm-mc-lmsVUG, dolomitic.

4562

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast,
calcisphere, Sm-mc-smsVUG-BC, dolomitic,
dolomitized allochems.

4575

Packstone:
intraclast, peloid, quartz
silt, Sm-ms-smgVUG, micritized ooids and
allochems.

4576

Packs tone:
peloid, ooid, int raclast,
crSm-mc-mgVUG, micritized radially fibrous
ooids and allochems.

felted, with cryptalgal mats.
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4577

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, int raclast,
ooid, pisolite, cfP-mc-smsRP, sxSm-mclmsVUG-BP, micritized allochems.

45 77. 5

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, ooid,
pisolite, Sm-mc-lmsVUG.

4578

Mudstone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
Sm-mc-smsVUG, dolomitic,

4579

Packstone:
int raclast, peloid, Sm-mcsmsVUG-BC, dolomitic, few skeletal allochems

4582,5

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
ooid, Sm-mc-smgVUG, micritized allochems.

4587

Wackes tone:
calcisphere, peloid, ostracode,
me, slightly dolomitic,

4889

Mudstone:
peloid, alga, if-cfP-mc-msFE,
isopachous, bladed calcite cement, slightly
anhydritic,

4891

Dolomudstone:
peloid, cryptalgal, Se-mcBC,
anhydrite crystal mush, crystal rosettes,
burrowed.

4893

Wackestone:
peloid, ostracode, calcisphere,
algal, SM-mc-smsMO-VUG, mcWP.

4896

Packstone:
peloid, ostracode, calcisphere,
algal, intraclast, ooid, pisolite,
cfP-mc-msBP-SH-FE, Sm-mc-lmsMO-VUG, with
stromatolite boundstone, bladed and equant
calcite cement.

4907

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode, peloid,
al gal, cr-cfSm-mc- lmsVUG-MO, some anhydrite
replacement.

4909

Packs tone-grainstone:
peloid, algal,
ostracode, calcisphere, intraclast, crP-mcmsBP-WP, crSm-mc-msVUG, equant calcite
cement.

4911

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere, algal,
ostracode, cfP-ms-mgBP-FE, bladed and
equant calcite cement.

4912.3

Wackestone-packstone:
ostracode, algal,
peloid, calcisphere, intraclast, oncolite,
cr-cfP-mc-msWP, Sm-mc-msVUG.

-2874914

Wackestone-packstone:
ostracode, algal,
peloid, calcisphere, intraclast,
Ortonella, cr-cfP-mcWP, crSm-lmsVUG,
some anhydrite cement.

4917

Wackestone:
algal, ostracode, peloid,
calcisphere, intraclast, cr-cfP-mc-smsWP.

4919

Wackestone:
ostracode, intraclast,
peloid, algal, calcisphere, cr-cfP-mc-msWP,
mcMO, encrusting blue-green algae.

4920.5

Wackestone:
peloid, ostracode, cr-cfP-mclmsFE, some internal sediment (dolomite
silt).

4920.8

Packstone-grainstone:
peloid, pisolite,
intraclast, ooid, cfP-mc-mgFE-BP, fibrous
and equant calcite cement.

4921

Packstone-grainstone:
pisolite, ooid,
peloid, ostracode, cfP-ms-smgBP-WP-FE,
cr-cfSm-ms-smgMO-VUG, anhydrite
replacement or cementation of pisolite
nuclei, fibrous and equant calcite cement.

4921.8

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
algal, pisolite, ostracode, calcisphere,
cfP-mc-mgBP-FE-WP, cr-cfSm-mc-smgVUG,
fibrous and equant calcite cement.

4923.6

Wackestone:
algal, peloid, ostracode,
Se-mcBC, dolomitic.

4926

Mudstone:
peloid, cfP-msBU, dolomitic,
anhydrite cement in burrows.

4929

Wackestone:
algal, ostracode, peloid,
calcisphere, intraclast, cfP-mc-lmsFEBP-WP, cfSm-msVUG-FR, anhydrite cement.

4930.5

Wackestone-packstone:
algal, ostracode,
peloid, calcisphere, intraclast, cfP-mcsmsWP-BP, internal sediment.

4931

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, ostracode,
calcisphere, me, dolomitic.

4933

Dolomudstone:
quartz silt, Se-mcBC, small
anhydrite blebs, mottled, laminated.

-2884935

Dolomudstone:
some quartz silt, Se-mcBC,
mottled, laminated.
WARD COUNTY

1503

6811.5

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode, peloid,
intraclast, cr-cfSm-mc-smsVUG-MO, equant
calcite and minor saddle dolomite cement.

6816

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
pisolite, cfSm-mc-lmsVUG, equant calcite
and saddle dolomite cement.

6818

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
cr-cfSm-mc-lmsVUG-MO, saddle dolomite cement

6820

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, ooid,
pisolite, ostracode, quartz silt, cfP-mclmsBP-FE, calcrete ooids.

6826

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
intraclast, gastropod, cfP-mc-smsWP,
cfSm-smsVUG, equant calcite cement, burrowed

6827

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, calcisphere,
pisolite, gastropod, ostracode, algal,
cfP-mc-msBP, crSm-ms-mgVUG, radiaxial
calcite and equant calcite cement, composite
pisolites.

6832

Packstone-grainstone:
pisolite, ooid,
intraclast, peloid, cfP-mc-lmsBP, sxSM-mssmgBP, isopachous fibrous and equant calcite
cement, internal sediment.

6836

Wackestone:
peloid, ooid, intraclast,
calcisphere, cr-cfSm-mc-mgVUG, saddle
dolomite cement.

6837

Wackestone-grainstone:
ooid, peloid,
intraclast, cfP-mc-smsBP-FE, wackestone,
packstone-grainstone in distinct layers.

6847

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
intraclast, skeletal, cfP-mc-msBP-FE,
cr-cfSm-msVUG, fibrous crusts, fibrous
and equant calcite cement.

6848

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
calcisphere, ostracode, gastropod, cfP-mcsmsBP, cr-cfSm-ms-mgVUG, equant calcite
cement.
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6857

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, ooid,
pisolite, intraclast, cfP-mc-smsBP,
Sm-mgVUG, equant calcite and saddle dolomite
cement.

6862

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, intraclast,
crSm-mgVUG, cfP-mc-msBP-FEN, bladed and
equant calcite cement.

6865

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, cfP-mc-smsBP,
crSm-mc-msVUG-MO, equant calcite and saddle
dolomite cement.

6866

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
calcisphere, ostracode, pelmatozoan, cfPmc-msBP-FE, crSm-mgVUG, equant calcite and
saddle dolomite cement.

6873

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
intraclast, cfP-ms-mgFE-BP, equant calcite
cement.

6877

Mudstone:
peloid, quartz silt, cfP-mclmsFE, slight dolomitization.

6881

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
pisolite, calcisphere, cfP-mc-msBP,
equant calcite cement.

6887

Packstone-grainstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
intraclast, gastropod, ostracode, algal,
cfP-mc-smsBP-WP, cfSm-ms-mgVUG, some
anhydrite replacement.

6889

Packstone:
peloid, ooid, intraclast,
calcisphere, cfP-mc-msBP-FE, equant calcite
cement.

6902

Packstone-grainstone:
ooid, peloid,
pisolite, intraclast, cr-cfP-mc-msBP,
crSm-msVUG, saddle dolomite cement,
composite pisolites, fibrous crust
intraclasts.

5693

Packstone-grainstone:
intraclast, peloid,
ooid, calcisphere, algal, Sm-ms-smgVUG,
P-msBP, slight anhydrite cement.

5695

Packstone:
calcisphere, peloid,
ostracode, sxP-mc-smsBP-WP, some anhydrite
cement.

-2905698

Packstone:
ooid, pisolite, intraclast,
peloid, cfP-ms-mgBP, sxSm-mc-msBP,
isopachous fibrous calcite cement.

5701

Wackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
some anhydrite ceme n t, microstylolite
swarms.

5708.5

Wackestone:
intraclast, peloid, algal,
ostracode, Sm-ms-smgVUG.

5713

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, algal,
Srn-ms-mgVUG.

5718

Packstone:
ooid, pisolite, peloid,
intraclast, crSm-ms-mgVUG, anhydrite and
saddle dolomite cement, calcrete pisolites.

5724

Wackestone:
calcis p here, ostracode,
peloid, algal, minor saddle dolomite cement.

5727

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, algal, cfP-rnc-smsFE, crSm-ms-mgVUG,
some anhydrite cement and replacement.

5728. 5

Wackestone:
calcis phere, ostracode, peloid,
algal, cfP-mc-msFE, crSM-ms-mgVUG, anhydrite
cement in VUG.

5731.5

Wackestone-packstone:
calcisphere,
ostracode, peloid, sxcrP-mc-smsBP-WP.

5733

Wackestone:
algal, calcisphere, peloid,
ostracode, crSm-ms-rngVUG, some anhydrite
cement.

5 736

Wackes tone-packs ton e :
peloid, ost racode,
calcisphere, algal, cr-cfSm-mc-msVUG,
slight anhydrite replacement.

5740

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, ooid,
calcisphere, cfP-mc-srnsBP.

5742.5

Wackestone:
calcis p here, algal, peloid,
ostracode, Sm-mc-smsVUG.

5743

Wackestone:
ostracode, algal, calcisphere,
Se-mcBC, dolomitic.

5747

Dolomudstone:
Se-mcBC.

anhydrite crystal mush,
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5751

Packstone:
ooio, pisolite, peloid,
calcisphere, cfP-mc-msRP, isopachous
fibrous and equant c~lcite cement, some
anhydrite cement.

5758

Packstone:
ooid, pisolite, intraclast,
peloid, quartz silt, cfP-mc-smsRP,
desiccation crack.

6048

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode, some
anhydrite replacement.

6055

Grainstone:
intraclast, ooid, peloid,
ostracode, calcisphere cfP-mc-smsBP,
equant calcite cement.

6059

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
Se-mcBC, dolomitic, some anhydrite
replacement.

6059.5

Wackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
peloid, intraclast, Se-mcBC, dolomitic.

6060

Wackestone: ostracode, calcisphere,
peloid, intraclast, Se-mcBC, dolomitic.

6064

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, Se-mcBC, dolomitic.

6071

Grainstone:
ooid, intraclast, pelmatozoan,
peloid, bryozoan, oncolite, ostracode,
foram, cfP-mc-msBP, oncolite-large algalcoated gastropod.

6072

Grainstone:
intraclast, ooid, bryozoan,
ostracode, pelmatozoan, brachiopod, peloid,
cfP-mc-msBP, isopachous bladed cement.

6074.5

Grainstone:
ooid, intraclast, brachiopod,
bryozoan, pelmatozoan, cfP-msBP, tangentialcoated ooids.

6076

Grainstone:
intraclast, peloid, coral,
brachiopod, ooid, foram, pelmatozoan,
cfP-mc-msBP.

6080

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
bryozoan, ostracode, peloid, intraclast,
negligible porosity.
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6084

Grains t o ne :
pelmatozoan, ost racode,
for a m, brachiopod, peloid, ooid, intraclast,
cfP-msBP, syntaxial cement around
pelmatozoans.

6086

Grainstone:
pelmatozoan, ostracode,
foram, brachiopod, peloid, ooid, intraclast,
cfP-msBP, encrusting bryozoans.

6089

Grainstone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
ostracode, bryozoan , peloid, foram, algal,
coral, ooid, intraclast, cfP-mc-msBP,
crushed allochems.

6480

Packstone:
calcisphere, peloid, intraclast,
Sm-mc-smsVUG, slightly dolomitic.

6483

Wackes tone:
calcisphere, peloid,
intraclast, crSm-mc-msVUG, some anhydrite
replacement.

6484

Wackestone:
peloid , intraclast, ooids,
cr-cfSm-ms-mgVUG, anhydrite cement and
replacement.

6486.5

Wackestone-packstone:
calcisphere, peloid,
intraclast, ooid, crSm-mc-smsVUG, dolomitic.

6488

Wackestone: calcisphere, peloid, intraclast,
Sm-ms-mgVUG-MO.

6489.8

Wackes tone:
calcisphere, peloid,
intraclast, Sm-msVUG, dolomitic.

6490.2

Wackestone:
ooid, peloid, pisolite,
Sm-msVUG, micritized grains.

6491

Grains tone:
peloid, int raclast, ooid,
crsxP-msBP, crSm-mgVUG, anhydrite cement
and replacement.

6493

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, intraclast,
Sm-ms-rngVUG.

6495.5

Dolomudstone:

6497

Wackestone:

6499.5

Wackestone:
ooid, pisolite, intraclast,
Se~mcBC, Sm-msVUG, dolomitic.

mott l ed, Se-mcBC.
intrac l ast, Se-mcBC, dolomitic.
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5809

6501

Wackestone:
peloid, ooid, pisolite,
intraclast, cr-cfSm-mc-msVUG, equant
calcite cement.

6502

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, cfSm-mcmsVUG, equant calcite cement, anhydrite
replacement.

6504

Packstone:
intraclast, peloid, ooid,
cr-cfP-mc-smsBP.

6507

Wackestone:
calcisphere, ostracode,
peloid, Sm-mc-smsMo.

6508.8

Packstone:
pisolite, ooid, peloid,
intraclast, calcisphere, cr-cfSm-msVUG,
anhydrite cement.

6511

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
cr-cfSm-mc-msVUG, anhydrite, equant
calcite, and saddle dolomite cement.

6513

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast,
calcisphere, ostracode, Se-mcBC, dolomitic.

6515

Dolowackestone:
peloid, evaporite mush,
Se-mcBC, slight pyritization.

5877

Wackestone:
ostracode, peloid, calcisphere,
Se-mcBC, cr-cf-mcWP, saddle dolomite cement,
some anhydrite replacement.

5880

Mudstone:
peloid, ostracode, calcisphere,
Se-mcBC, dolomitic, burrowed.

5882

Packstone:
ooid, intraclast, calcisphere,
peloid, ostracode, cr-cf-mc-msBP, equant
calcite cement.

5883

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere,
intraclast, cfSm-mc-lmsVUG, some anhydrite
cement.

5884

Mudstone:
peloid, algal, cfSm-mc-lmsVUG,
equant calcite and saddle dolomite cement.

5886

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
algal, cfP-mc-smsBP-FE, cfSm-mc-msVUG,
equant calcite cement.

5889

Packstone:
peloid, ooid, intraclast,
cfP-mc-lmsFE-BP, anhydrite replacement.

-2945890

Do lomud s tone:

5891

P a ckstone:
ooid, peloid, pisolite,
intraclast, cfP-mc-m gFE-BP, equant calcite
c e ment.

5900

Wac kestone:
pisolite, peloid, calcisphere,
cfP-mc-mgFE-BP-WP, isopachous bladed
and equant calcite cement.

5901

Wackestone-packstone:
pisolite, peloid,
intraclast, ooids, calcisphere, ostracode,
cf P-mc- lmsFE-BP-WP, isopachous bladed
calcite cement.

5908

Packstone:
ooid, pisolite, peloid,
intraclast, ostracode, calcisphere,
cfP-mc-msBP-WP, isopachous bladed calcite
cement.

5911

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, intraclast,
pisolite, algal, cfP-mc-lmsFE-BP,
calcrete ooids.

5913

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
ostracode, ooid, pisolite, cfP-mc-lmsFE-BP.

5 916

Packstone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
intraclast, cfP-mc-smsBP-WP.

5921

Wackestone-packstone:
pisolite, peloid,
ooid, intraclast, calcisphere, cfP-mc-mgFEBP, isopachous bladed calcite cement.

5926

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
pisolite, intraclast, cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE,
equant calcite cement.

5927

Packstone:
peloid, ooid, intraclast,
ostracode, calcisphere, algal, cfP-mc-msBPFE, some internal sediment.

5929

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, pisolite,
intraclast, cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE, fibrous calcite
crusts.

5930

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
intraclast, gastropod, cfP-mc-mgBP-FE.

5932

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere,
ostracode, cfP-mc-smgFE.

qu a rt z s ilt, Se-mcBC.

-2955933

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, ooid,
pisolite, cfP-ms-lmsFE-BP, calcrete ooids.

5938

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, cfP-mc-msBP-FE,
hypersaline ooids.

5940

Wackestone:
peloid, ostracode, calcisphere,
ooid, cfSm-smsVUG.

5943

Wackestone-packstone:
ooid, peloid,
pisolite, intraclast, cfP-mc-lmsFE-BP,
isopachous bladed calcite and saddle
dolomite cement.

5945

Wackestone:
peloid, intraclast, pisolite,
quartz silt, cfP-mc-msFE.

5949

Packstone:
ooid, peloid, intraclast,
ostracode, foram, calcisphere, cr-cfPmc-smsBP-WP.

5956

Packstone:
peloid, ooid, pisolite,
intraclast, calcisphere, cr-cfP-mc-mgFE-BP,
cr-cfSm-msVUG, bladed calcite cement.

5959

Packstone:
peloid, intraclast, pisolite,
cfP-mc-lmsBP-FE, cr-cfSm-ms-smgVUG.

5960

Packstone:
peloid, pisolite, intraclast,
cfP-mc-smsFE-BP, cr-cfSm-msVUG, equant
calcite in VUG.

5962

Wackestone-packstone:
cfP-mc-msFE-BP.

5966

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
gastropod, ostracode, intraclast, cfP-mcsmsBP-FE.

5968

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, cfP-mc-lmsBP.

5972

Wackestone-packstone:
peloid, intraclast,
pisolite, ooid, cfP-mc-smsBP-FE, cfSm-mcmgVUG.

5973

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
intraclast, cfSm-mc-mgVUG, some anhydrite
replacement.

5978

Wackestone:
peloid, calcisphere, ostracode,
algal, cfP-mc-mgFE-WP.

ooid, peloid,

ooid, pisolite,

-2965981

~lackestone-packstone:
peloid, pi sol ite,
algal, cfP-mc-mgBP-FE, isopachous bladed
calcite.

5986

Grainstone:
ooid, pisolite, intraclast,
cfP-mc-lmsBP, oncolites.

5989

Packs tone:
peloid, ooid, pi sol it e,
ostracode, gastropod, cfP-mc-msBP.

5992

Packstone-grainstone:
pisolite, peloid,
ooid, algal, cfP-ms-smgVUG, isopachous
fibrous calcite cement and internal
sediment.

5993

Packstone:
pisolite, ooid, peloid,
calcisphere, cfP-ms-mgBP-FE, hypersaline
ooids. ·

5994

Wackestone:
calcisphere, algal, peloid,
ostracode, cfP-mc-msFE-WP, isopachous
fibrous calcite cement.
WILLIAMS COUNTY
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8484

Packstone-grainstone:
pelmatozoan,
intraclast, peloid, brachiopod, coral,
ostracode, foram, mollusc, cr-cfP-mc-msBP,
syntaxial cement on echinoderms.

8488

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
calcisphere, peloid.

8491

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
ostracode, calcisphere, Sm-mc-msVUG.

8495

Wackes tone:
calcisphere, ost racode,
peloid, pelmatozoan, intraclast.

8499

Packstone-grainstone:
intraclast, peloid,
ooid, brachiopod, pelmatozoan, gastropod,
crsxP-mc-msBP.

8501

Packstone-grainstone:
intraclast, peloid,
ostracode, coral, algal, brachiopod,
calcis'phere, crP-mc-msBP, some saddle
dolomite cement.

8513

Dolomudstone:
Se-mcBC, trace amounts of
quartz silt, dolomitized calcispheres(?).
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116

8527

Packstone-grainstone:
intraclast, peloid,
calcisphere, ostracode, algal, gastropod,
cfP-mc-lmsBP, some anhydrite replacement.

8546

Wackestone-packstone:
brachiopod,
pelmatozoan, ostracode, calcisphere,
finely-laminated.

8554

Wackes tone-packs tone:
brachiopod,
pelmatozoan, peloid, calcisphere, slight
silica replacement.

8561

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
ostracode, calcisphere, microstylolite
swarms.

8564

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
ostracode, ~olomitized (matrix), silicified
(allochems), mcBC.

8588

Wackestone:
coral, pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
some quartz replacement, microstylolites.

8596

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, ostracode, microtstylolites,
slight silica replacement of allochems.

8597

Packstone-grainstone:
pelmatozoan, peloid,
foram, ostracode, brachiopod, cfP-mc-msBP,
some silica and anhydrite replacement.

8539

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmato zoan,
brachiopod, peloid, ostracode, mcBC,
partly dolomitic, some silica replacement.

8544

Packstone-grainstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, peloid, foram, ooid, ostracode,
bryozoan, cfP-mc-smsBP, grain suturing,
microstylolites.

8549

Packs tone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
peloid, ostracode, foram, bryozoan, cfPmcBP, syntaxial cement around pelmatozoan
fragments.

8556

Wackestone:
pelmatozoan, coral, brachiopod,
ostracode, silica cement in coral, some
silica replacement.
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263

8560

Packstone:
pelmatozoan, peloid,
brachiopod, ostracode, foram, bryozoan,
cfP-mc-msBP.

8577

Wackes tone:
mcVUG.

8585

Packstone:
pelmatozoan, peloid, brachiopod,
foram, molluck, calcisphere, bryozoan,
cfP-mc-msBP.

8597

Packstone:
pelmatozan, foram, peloid,
ostracode, brachiopod, coral, some anhydrite
and silica replacement.

8603

Packstone:
pelmatozoan, peloid, brachiopod,
ostracode, cfP-mcBP.

8626

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, coral, horsetail stylolites,
grain suturing.

8333

Wackestone-packstone:
ostracode, peloid,
some poikilotopic anhydrite replacement.

8344

Mudstone:

8353

Wackestone:
brachiopod, pelmatozoan,
ostracode, intraclasts, peloids, bryozoa,
some silica and dolomite replacement.

8361.8

Wackestone-packstone:
intraclast, peloid,
ostracode, cfP-mc-msBP.

8367

Packstone-grainstone:
intraclast, peloid,
foram, calcisphere, ooid, ostracode,
oncolite, cfP-mc-msBP.

8371

Packstone:
intraclast, pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, peloid, foram, ostracode,
crP-mc-msBP, some saddle dolomite cement.

8374

Packstone-grainstone:
peloid, calcisphere,
intraclast, foram, ostracode, sxP-mc-msBP,
mc-msVUG.

8377

Wackestone-packstone:
intraclast, peloid,
calcisphere, foram, ostracode, cfP-mc-msBP,
some anhydrite replacement.

pelmatozoan, brachiopod,

laminated, unfossiliferous.

-2998390

Wackestone-packstone:
pelmatozoan,
brachiopod, coral, peloid, calcisphere,
foram, ostracode, P-mc-msBP, hydrocarbon
staining.

83%

Dolowackestone:
ostracode, calcisphere,
Se-mcBC, cfSm-mc-msMO, some anhydrite
replacement.

8404

Packstone:
peloid, foram, calcisphere,
ostracode, pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
cfP-mc-msBP, some syntaxial cement.

8429

Wackes tone:
pelmatozoan, brachiopod,
coral, ostracode, argillaceous,
dolomitization "front", with silicification,
grain re-alignment, drag fabrics.
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